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URGED TO USE GOLD.

Bankers Given Timely Advice toy

Treasurer Roberts.

Ocean City, Md., July 20.—The fourth
annual convention of the Maryland
Bankers’ Association convened in the
pavilion of the Atlantic Hotel to-day.

TREASURES ROBERTS’ ADDRESS.

An address on the “Use of Gold Coin”
was delivered by Ellis H. Roberts,
Treasurer of the United States.

“Under existing laws the volume of

United States notes is definitely re-

stricted, while silver certificates cannot
exceed the standard silver dollars in the
Treasury, nor the Treasury notes run
beyond the bullion held against them.
The national banks, while adding to
their circulation $13,451,994 from July 1,

1898, to June 1899, are now quite stead-
ily drawing in their notes, making a re-

duction against bonds last month of

$1,041,860.
“Practically, then, without new legis-

lation, the only way to increase the cur-
rency is by the use of gold coin. Bullion
may for the purposes of the treasury re-

serve, take the place of the product of
the mint. Gold last year went into our
circulation at the rate of more than $5,-

000,000 a month, and during June last

the growth was $14,063,521.

PREJUDICE SLOWLY DYING OUT.

“Obviously, the question for bankers
about gold coin is not ‘Can you get it?’

but ‘Will you use it?’ The problem is

practical and immediate. The figures
show an affirmative answer has been
rendered in considerable degree, with
some protest, doubtless, and more or less
under the stress of necessity. The con-
cession is to be made that in this part of

the country prejudice exists against the
actual handling of gold coin because of
its abrasion, because of the danger of
mistaking it for silver of like size, and
in large sums because of its weight.

‘ But our fellow citizens on the Pacific
coast prefer gold coin to paper, and the
bank tellers there insist that the former
is more convenient in daily transactions.
Those who travel in Europe testify also
that the British sovereign, the French
napoleon, and the German double crown
are in constant circulation in all coun-
tries, as is silver coin.
“While gold may be abraded in hand-

ling, paper is subject to hazards of its

own. Recently paymasters in the Phil-
ippines asked for the shipment to them
of coin instead of notes, because the ants
of that country had almost utterly de-
stroyed $300,000 in paper. Frequently
the Treasury is called upon to examine
and redeem notes nibbled and partly
eaten by mice, and in part or wholly
burned by fire.

WHAT CONGRESS WILL DO.

“We cannot doubt that Congress will
at its next session put the nation clearly,
definitely, and permanently on a gold
basis. Does not that mean more than
that gold shall be our money of account?
It must purport that all forms of cur-
rency shall be exchangeable into that of
the legal standard. More or less, and the
more the better, gold coin must have
place in our domestic circulation, in
order that it may go more and more into
the world’s commerce as the assertion of
American supremacy, and may intrench
itself in our new possessions to bind
them to the Union with the most precious
links known to mankind.”
Resolutions upholding the gold stand-

ard, adopted at conventions of the asso-
ciation, were reaffirmed.
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BANKS MUST NOT AFFIX
STAMPS.

Washington, July 14.—Commissioner
Wilson, of the Internal Revenue Bureau,

has issued a circular absolutely pro-

hibiting banks from affixing stamps to

checks unstamped when presented, and
requiring them to return the same to the

drawers. In his circular to collectors,

the Commissioner says

:

You are directed to notify the banks
that are guilty of stamping unstamped
checks that if the practice is not im-
mediately discontinued thej'- will be re-

ported to the United States District At-
torney for prosecution. The instruction
contained in Treasury decision No. 19-

606, under date of June 29, 1898, to the
effect that there was no objection to the
affixing by the bank of the requisite
s amps to an unstampted check presented
for payment is hereby revoked. This in-

struction was given to meet an emer-
gency immediately preceding the taking
effect of the stamp act on July 1, 1898,
in order to obviate the necessity of re-

turning by the banks thousands of un-
stamped checks issued by drawers in

ignorance of the law. The law being
now generally understood, there is no
further need of such permission.

This action was taken upon infor-

mation that certain banks had adopted

the practice of not requiring stamps, as

an advertisement to secure patronage

against rival banks.

STATE BANKERS MEET.
Alexandria Bay, N. Y., July 14.—The

New York State Bankers’ Association
assembled for its sixth annual conven-
tion at Convention Hall, Alexandria
Bay, with 125 members from ail parts of

the State in attendance.
The pivot topic of discussion for the

several sessions is the present sytem of

bank taxation in the State and the for-

mation of the lines of attack upon this

system before the Commission, ap-

pointed by Governor Roosevelt, to sug-

gest feasible modiiications of the exist-

ing laws. The address of President
Adsit was wholly devoted to this ques-

tion. He said in substance that the
present laws were oppressive, prejudi-

cial to sound and safe banking methods,
and that with the constantly cheapening
value of money to-day the banks could

not pay the present high taxes, and exist,

and that the time had come when a fight

must be made.

From statistics he showed that the
average profits of all the banks outside
of New York City and Albany
were 3| per cent last year, and
of the banks in these cities 5J per cent,
from which the taxes, amounting to If
per cent, must be deducted. This
meant that the smaller banks through-
out the State paid one-half of their
profits to the State in the taxes, and the
larger banks of the metropolis nearly
one- third. The trust companies paid
only one-third of the tax paid by the
banks, which was an unjust discrimina-
tion. Mr. Adsit said the banks of the
State showed no appreciable change in

fifty years, and declared that present
conditions demand a sweeping reform.

to morosE a new method.

The Council of Administration of the
Association will lay these facts before
the Bank Tax Commission and propose
that a system of taxation, modelled after
the Pennsylvania idea, of indirect tax-

ation, which has proved successful, be
adopted in New York. By this method
the bank and the customer share the tax
without grievous burden being placed
upon either. Tne system, or a modifica-
tion of it, will be insisted upon by the
association.

The association now has 421 enrolled
members, representing over 80 per cent
of the National banks and private
banking institutions of the State, an't,

with its sub-division into groups, each
with its own working committee, is the
most completely organized association

in the State.

BIG SUIT FOR BOGUS STAMPS.
Philadelphia —District Attorney Beck

has filed a statement of claim in the

United States Circuit Court in the Gov-
ernment’s suit against W. M. Jacobs,

one of the defendants iu the big counter-

feiting case recently exposed. The suit

was brought to recover from Jacobs
$130,Sll alleged to be due as taxes on
cigars manufactured, and on which
bogus revenue stamps were used.

The defendant traded as William M.
Jacobs & Co., in Lancaster. The claim

is for the amount of taxes due upon
cigars manufactured and sold or re-

moved for consumption and sale by

Jacobs during the period of two years

prior to the institution of the suit, and
not paid.
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OUT-OF-TOWN CHECK RULE.

New Jersey Bankers Approve a Charge

|

for Collection.

Belief Expressed that the Custom Will Soon

Be Adopted in Other Cities, and

Eventually Everywhere.

(New York Times, July 12.)

Ever since the New York Clearing

House adopted the rule of charging a

small percentsge upon the collection of

out-of-town checks there has been more
or less said and done about the combina-
tion of banking institutions in other

cities to do a clearance business on their

own account for the purpose of drawing
off some of the capital from New York
The Philadelphia banks, says the New
York Times, got into the field at once,

and began the active soliciting of busi-

ness that formerly had come to New
York. They have succeeded, up to the

present, in the two or more months in

which the New York Clearing House
rule has been in operation, in getting

about $10,000,000 of collections from out-

of-town banks, all of which formerly
found its way to New York.

There was also some talk of forming
a combination of banks in Connecticut
and Massachusetts, and of another com-
bination of the banks of New Jersey.

The rumored combination of the banks
of the New England States does not
seem to have got beyond the condition
of a mere rumor, and it was learned last

night, from bankers of Jersey City and
Paterson, that there is not much prospect
of the success of the reported efEort to

organize the banks of New Jersey.

The report that the New Jersey banks
contemplated this action grew out of a

circular sent out by some of the bankers
of that State pTotestingagainst the action
of the New York Clearing House. This
movement, it was said, was started by
B. W. Spencer, President of the People’s
Bank and Trust Company of Passaic
President Spencer and a great many
other bankers of New Jersey and other
States in this section objected to what
they called a discrimination against
themselves and in favor of the banks of
Philadelphia and Boston, and especially
of Albany, Troy, and Newark. Mr.
Spencer called the bankers of North
New Jersey to a conference, which was
held at Newark about a month ago, and

considered the action of the New York
Clearing House, and sent a protest

against charging for the collection of

out-of-town checks. The protest had
apparently no effect.

It was the expectation of many New
Jersey bankers at that time that some
more positive action would be taken in

opposition to the new rule of the Clear-

ing House.
The Jersey City banks, who are not,

however, deeply interested in the matter,

as that city, as well as Hoboken and
Bayonne, is treated as part of the New
York Clearing House system, received

an intimation some weeks ago that such
a combination was contemplated. This
was the last of the matter, as far as can
be learned, and the scheme evidently
fell through, if it was ever seriously

entertained.
The bankers of New Jersey now seem

to be of the opinion that the rule of the

New York Clearing House is proving to

be a good one. J. D. Caracallen, Presi-

dent, and R. S. Ross, cashier, of the
Third National Bank of Jersey City,

said that the policy would prove ad-

vantageous to New York, and could not
possibly do it any permanent injury.

The slight increase of business in Phila-

delphia and Boston, they said, was no
serious indication, and merely means a

temporary readjustment of relations.

President W. Hogencamp, of the Sec-
end National Bank of Jersey City, de-

clared that the policy was so sound that

the bank3 of Philadelphia and Chicago,
as well as of other cities, are seriously

considering the adoption of the same
rule.

E. F. C. Young, President of the First
National Bank of Jersey City, said that
the rule of charging a small percentage
for such collections will soon be adopted
everywhere. The banks, he said, are
doing a great deal of work for their

customers not only without charge, but
at considerable trouble and expense to
themselves.

BIG FRENCH COUNTERFEIT-
ING SCHEME.

French officials in Algeria have just
unearthed a most daring band of forg-
ers. We are told that the band is com-
posed of skillful forgers of all countries;
that its headquarters are at Oran, and
that it has put in circulation forged
money amounting to GO,000,000 francs.
The band consists of a hundred mem-

bers, fifteen of whom are now in prison.
Besides the regular members there were
several persons on the pay roll whoso
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duty it was to circulate the forged money
in the principal cities of Europe.
Only silver money was made, and only

tools of the finest quality were used
Moreover, it is said that the forged
pieces of money contained exactly the
same amount of silver as money cast at

the treasury in Paris. Yet it is estimated
that the forgers realized a profit of 50
per cent on every coin which they placed
in circulation. A French expert says
on this subject

:

“Ninety-eight out of every hundred

forgers will confine their operations to
silver money, for the reason that only
the most skilled expert can hope to forge
gold money successfully. Forgers of
silver money take a coin, say a 5-franc
piece, and make a perfect mold of it,

and into this mold, after it is dry, they
pour an alloy, which has as much as
possible the appearance and the density
of silver. This alloy is composed of
common metals, like tin and zinc,
though real silver is sometimes used.”

—

New York Herald.

A MONETARY CHRONOLOGY.
FROM faOUND CURRENCY.

[But a few of the hundreds of writers or their works upon money are mentioned in this
chronology- Valuable bibliographies on money, chronologically arranged, will be found in
Jevons’ Investigations in Currency and Finance, in the Report of the International Monetary
Conference of 1878, and in Soetbeer’s Literaturnachwheis uber Geld-und Munzwesen.]

1860—B. C.—Abraham’s purchase of land for 400 shekels of silver, weighed out
as “current money with the merchant,” is an early illustration of the use of
silver by weight as money long before the introduction of coinage.

-1594 B. C.—Cadmus mined gold in Thrace.
1400 B. C.—Tombs of Mycenae contained much gold.

1400 B. C.—Gold and silver used as money in Egypt, India and Arabia.
1100 B. C.— “Silver must have been known to the Spaniards in the twelfth cen-

tury B. C.,” says William Ridgeway. The Phmnicians worked the gold placers
of the Guadalquiver in Spain.

1100 B. C.—Money of China consisted of cubes of gold, round platc-s of copper
and rolls of silk cloth.

800 B. C.—Homeric poems show no trace of coined money. Two units of value;

(1) the cow; (2) the talent—supposed to be a certain weight of gold.

685 B. C.—Money of parts of China was pearls and gems, gold, knives and cloth.

500 B. C.—Silver coins were current in Thrace and Macedon about this time.

480 to 206 B. C.—Silver mines in Spain were worked by the Carthaginians.

450 B. C.—Herodotus states the ratio of silver to gold to be 13 to 1 in Greece.
411 B. C.—Thasos began to strike gold coins after her revolt from Athens. The

coins weighed 135 grains.

400 B. C.—Dionysius called tin silver—probably earliest instance of debasement of

coinage and of legal-tender act to force base coin into circulation.

330 B. C.—Alexander the Great won, by the conquest of Asia, over $300,000,000 of

gold aDd silver.

214 B. C.—China had a bronze currency in the form of knives. Similar currency
was in use from 479 to 501 A. D. The present “cash” of China is the result of

many modifications of this time currency.

140 B C. -Silver mines of New Carthage were worked by 40,000 men employed by
the Roman state. Daily output was 25,000 drachms—about 3,000 ounces, Troy.

60 B. C.—Ratio of silver to gold in Rome, 9 to 1.

A. D.
14—Amount of precious metals in the civilized world estimated by Jacob to have

been $1,800,000,000. The drain to the East began at this period.

650—In Arabia, ratio 6^ ;
in France, 10 to 1.

800—Total supply of precious metals estimated by Jacob to have been reduced by
abrasion to about $165,000,000. At this time the Moors reopened the mines in

Spain. Mines discovered in Saxony, Harz Mountains and in Austria. Supply
of precious metals remained about stationary until the discovery of America

1171—Supposed date of first formation of the Bank of Venice, which amounted to a

funding of the public debt. The amounts to the credit of any individual were
easily transferable on the books of the bank, and thus performed the function

of currency, similar to baak deposits of the present day.
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1252—Gold is minted in Florence, Italy—it practically having gone out of use with
the fall of the Roman Empire in the seventh century, says W. A. Shaw.

1257—Gold first coined in England. The first pieces weighed as much as two
silver pennies, and were ordered to pass for 20 pence.

1295—Coinage of gold iu France first became important, though in 12G5 some was
being coined and as far back as 1180 gold coins were minted, probably for use
as medals or decorations.

1328—Gold first coined in Germany about this year—the first pieces being in imita-

tion of the florin of Florence, which weighed 53 grains.

1344—

King of England proclaimed file ratio of silver to gold to be 12 61 to 1.

About this time gold coinage first became of monetary importance in England.
1345

—

Mint ratio ef silver to gold was greatly reduced in Florence, Italy. This be-

cause the natural ratio had changed from 13.62, in 1324, to about 11, in 1344,
and had driven silver money out of Italy.

1356—The general liberty of coining gold conceded to the seven Electoral Princes
by the Golden Bull of Emperor Charles IV., of Germany. These Princes sold
or granted these rights to states and towns, always stipulating that in quality
and weight the coins should be as good as “ the gulden or florin of Florence."

1366—Approximate date of writing of Nicole Oresme’s Traictie de la premiere in-

vention dts Monnoiei'.

1372—Charles V. of France, finding his kingdom filled with depreciated imported
specie, while the good native pieces had been drawn away, obtained from the
Pope, a Ball of Excommunication against neighboring powers who should coun-
terfeit the French coins.
1407—The Bank of Genoa established. Like the Bank of Venice, this institu-
tion grew out of the public debt.

1442—Goncal.es Baldeza returned from a voyage to regions about Bojador, West
Africa, bringing with him the first gold from the western coast of that con-
tinent.

1471—The silver mines at Schnecberg, Saxony, were first worked; up to 1500 the
yield is estimated to have been more than 160 tons (163,000 kilos) of silver, but
after that year the output decreased rapidly.

1474—Commercial ratio of silver to gold in England was 11.15; in Germany, 11.12;
in France, 11; in Italy, 10 58; in Spain, 9.82.

1492—Discovery of America by Columbus, whose chief object of search was gold,
which he found in considerable quantity among the natives of the islands he
reached.

1516—The silver mines of Joschimsthal, Bohemia, in flourishing condition—some
8,000 miners being employed.

1521

—

Conquest of Mexico by Cortez.
1522

—

The first silver sent to Europe from the mines of Mexico was obtained from
Tasco, discovered by the Spaniards this year. These mines, together with
those of Pachuca, are considere-d the oldest in Mexico, some of them having
been long worked by the Aztecs at the time of the arrival of the Spaniards.

1526—

Copernicus drew up his Ratio Monetcv Cudendce.
1527— Troy pound replaced the tower pound, which was originally used for
weighing silver in England.

1532—Conquest of Peru by Francisco Pizarro. Its mines were soon supplying a
large portion of the world’s silver.

iMO—Work was begun by the Spauiards in the silver minds of Zacatecas, Mexico.
1545-Discovery of the famous silver mines of Potosi, Bolivia.
1548—First discovery of silver at Guanajuato, Mexico.
1557 Invention of the patio process of silver amalgamation by Bartolome de Me-

dina, of Pachuca, Mexico
1571—The Huancevalica quicksilver mines in Peru first began to produce in note-
worthy quantity. This was an important event, as an abundant supply of mer-
cury for the amalgamation of Potosi ore was thus obtained.

1577—The placers of Brazil were first discovered, but they were not actively
worked until 1674.

1596-1614 Coinage system established in Japan. Gold, silver and copper were
coined.

1601—Queen Elizabeth, tired of futile proclamations to prevent the exportation
of gold and silver, resorted to a change in the ratio from 1 to 11 1-10 to—114

gggj
This put the legal still farther away from the commercial ratio and so intensi-
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fied the trouble that King James (in the second year of his reign) changed the
ratio to 12 15, and on Nov. 28, 1011, the ratio was raised ftom 12.15 to 13.32.

1009, Jan 31—Bank of Amsterdam estabhshed.
1603 1810—Holland maintained a eilver monetary standard, giving gold a nomi-

nal valuation at a ratio of 14.7 to 1.

1002 3 - Great scarcity of silver in Germany and England. Supposed to be due to
rise of coin in Poland and Holland.

1634

—

Wampum the local currency of New Netherland and New England.
1641-1002— During this period the general use of wampum as currency declined

rapidly in the New Netherlands. The introduction of cheap and unpolished
beads caused the value to decline about 70 per cent in these twenty years. .

1049—Court of Massachusetts made wampum legal tender for debts up to 40 shil-
lings.

1656—John Palmstruch organized a bank in Sweden, which in 1601 began the is-

sue of bank notes—the earliest recorded instance of a credit currency in that
form.

1661—Charles II of England issued many proclamations fixing the value of coins.
1666—Charles II. abolished the right to seignorage and gave England free and

gratuitous coinage, which she has had ever since.
1666—Mints of England opened to the free coinage of gold and silver in unlim-

ited quantities.
1668—Establishment of the Royal Bank of Sweden, which in 1701 was authorized

to issue bank notes known as “transport” or “transfer” notes.
1686— Private bank established in Massachusetts—probably the first bank in
America. It existed only two or three years.

1688—Silver was the legal measure of value in Hamburg, a city of extensive com-
merce, from 1688 until recent times, but gold was also coined at a ratio of 14 7-8

to 1.

1690—Commercial ratio of silver to gold 15 02.*

*Unless otherwise stated the ratios of silver to gold from 1690 to 1830 are taken from Dr. A.
Soetbeer.

1690 91—First issue of colonial notes in Massachusetts— £40,000.
1694

—

Bank of England founded by Montague with a capital of £1,200,000, all of
which was loaned tc the Government. In 1697 its capital was increased to

£2201.171.
1695, July 17—Bank of Scotland authorized. Was followed by The Royal Bank
on Dec. 8, 1727.

1696—Notes of Bank of Eugland at 20 per cent discount
;
suspension of payment

owing to recoinage difficulty.

1700—Commercial ratio of silver to gold 14.81.

1703, May 8—Colony of South Carolina first issued paper bills of credit.

1703, June 16—Decree creating a banking institution at Vienna, Austria, designed
to assit in the funding of the public debt. The project was a failure.

1704—

£1

notes issued by the Bank of Scotland.

1705—

Publication of John Law’s Money and Trade Considered, setting forth his

paper-money schemes.
1709, June 8—-New York issued her first bills of credit.

1710—Commercial ratio of silver to gold 15.22

1714—Colony of Massachusetts issued £50,000 in bills and loaned them out at in-

terest

—

probably first attempt at government banking in America.
1714

—

A private bank established in Massachusetts which issued bills of credit,

without legal authority.
1716—John Law’s ideas of money incorporated in a bank in France.
1717

—

Legal reduction of the guinea in England to 21 shillings—thus overvaluing
silver and driving it out of circulation, and placing the currency of Eugland
upon the present gold basis.

1717

—

Sir Isaac Newton, as master of the mint, made several reports on the cause
of the exportation of silver from England. He showed that there was a profit

in arbitrage transactions, because the legal ratios of gold and silver placed a

higher value on silver in Spain and Holland than in England.
1718

—

Law’s bank in France transformed from a private into a public institution.

Law’s whole scheme, including his Mississippi bubble, collapsed in 1720.

1720—Commercial ratio of silver to gold 15.04.

( To be Continued.)
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CIRCULAR.
ISSUE AND REDEMPTION OF CURRENCY.

Department No. 200.

Treasurer’s Office, No. 66.

Treasury Department
,

Office of the Treasurer
,

Washington
,
1). C., December /, 1S97.

The following regulations govern the issue, redemption, and exchange of the

paper currency and the gold, silver, and minor coins of the United States and the

redemption of national bank notes by the Treasurer of the United States.

I.—ISSUE OF UNITED STATES PAPER CURRENCY.
1. The Treasurer will forward new United States notes, Treasury notes of 1890,

or silver certificates, by express, at the expense of the consignee, at Government
contract rates, or by registered mail, registration free, at the risk of the consignee,

in return for such notes or certificates unfit for circulation, national bank notes,

fractional silver coin, or minor coin, received for redemption.

2. Silver certificates are issued by the Treasurer or Assistant Treasurers upon a

deposit of standard silver dollars.

II.—ISSUE OF GOLD COIN.
3. Gold coin is issued in redemption of United States ^otes, ih srnns not less

than $50, by the Assistant Treasurers in New York and San Francisco, and in re-

demption of Treasury notes of 1890, in like sums, by the Treasurer and all the
Assistant Treasurers.

III.—ISSUE OF STANDARD SILVER DOLLARS AND FRACTIONAL
SILVER COIN.

4. Standard silver dollars are issued by the Treasurer and Assistant Treasurers
in redemption of silver certificates and Treasury notes of 1890, and are sent by ex-
press, at the expense of the Government, in sums or multiples of $500, for silver cer-

tificates or Treasury notes of* 1890 deposited with the Treasurer or any Assistant
Treasurer.

5. Upon the deposit of an equivalent sum in United States currency or national
bank notes with the Treasurer or any Assistant Treasurer or national bank depositary,
fractional silver coin will be paid in any amount by the Treasurer or Assistant Treas-
urers in the cities where their several offices are, or will be sent by express, in sums
of $200 or more, at the expense of the Government, or by registered mail, at the
isk of the consignee, in packages of $50, registration free, as the depositor may
request, from the most convenient Treasury office, to the order of the depositor.
For this purpose drafts may be sent to the Treasurer or the Assistant Treasurer in
New York, payable in their respective cities to the order of the officer to whom
sent. Drafts on New York City should be sent direct to the Assistant Treasurer-
United States, New York, and drawn to his order.

IV.—ISSUE OF MINOR COIN.
6. Minor coin is issued under the following regulations of the Director of the

Mint :

Five-cent nickel and one-cent bronze pieces will be furnished in the order of
application from the United States Mint at Philadelphia, Pa., to points reached
by the United States and connecting express companies, free of transportation
charges, in sums of $20, or multiples thereof, except New York, Boston, Baltimore,
Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, New Orleans, and San Frauscisco, upon
receipt and collection by the Superintendent of that Mint of a draft on New York
or Philadelphia payable to his order. To points not reached by express companies,
delivery under contract with the government being impracticable, these coins will
be sent by registered mail at applicant’s risk, registry fee to be paid by the
Government.

A supply of these coins will be kept on hand by the Assistant Treasurers of the
United States at New York, Boston, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Chicago,
St. Louis, New Orleans and San Francisco, and applications for them should be
made to the subtreasuries.

7. Minor coin is not forwarded by express to applicants by the Treasurer or
Assistant Treasurers, nor is it forwarded by the Mint at Philadelphia to applicant*
in cities where there are subtreasuries.
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The Treasurer and Assistant Treasurers will pay out for lawful money any
tninor coin not needed in the current business of their offices, but in no case should
drafts be sent to them for it.

V.—ISSUE OF THE TREASURER’S TRANSFER CHECKS.

9.

Subject to the convenience of the Treasury, and provided that the express
charges on remittances have been prepaid, the Treasurer will issue transfer-checks
on the Assistant Treasurers, payable to the order of the sender or his correspon-
dent, for United States notes and Treasury notes of 1890 unfit for circulation or
national bank notes sent to the Treasurer for redemption, or for fractional silver
coin or minor coin sent in multiples of $20 to the Treasurer or an Assistant Treas-
urer.

VI.—REDEMPTION OF PAPER CURRENCY.
10. United States notes, fractional currency notes, gold certificates, silver cer-

tificates, and Treasury notes of 1890, are redeemable by the Treasurer, and w'hen not
mutilated so that less than three-fifths of the original proportions remains, by the
several Assistant Treasurers, at face value. United States notes are redeemable in
coin, in sums not less than $50, by the Assistan Treasurers in New York and San
Francisco. Treasury notes of 1890 are redeemable in coin, in sums not less than
$50, by theTreasurer and all the Assistant Treasurers. Silver certificates are re-

deemable in standard silver dollars only, or exchangable for other silver certificates.

National bank notes are redeemable in lawful money of the United States by the
Treasurer, but not by the Assistant Treasurers.

11. United States notes, fractional currency notes, gold certificates, silver cer-
tificates, Treasury not£s of 1890, and national bank notes, when mutilated so that
less than three-fifths, but clearly more than two-fifths, of the original proportions
remains, are redeemable by the Treasurer only, at one-half the face value of the
whole note or certificate. Fragments not clearly more than two-fifths are not re-

deemed, unless accompanied by the evidence required in paragraph 12.

12. Fragments less than three-fifths are redeemed at the face value of the whole
note when accompanied by an affidavit of the owner or »ther persons having
knowledge of the facts that the missing portions have been totally destroyed. The
affidavit must state the cause and manner of the mutilation, and must be sworn and
subscribed to before an officer qualified to administer oath% who must affix his
official seal thereto, and the character of the affiant must be «ertified to be good by
such officer or some other having an official seal. Signatures by mark [X] must be
witnessed by two persons who can write, and who must give their places of resi-

dence. The treasurer will exercise such discretion under this regulation as may
seem to him needful to protect the United States from fraud. Fragments not re-

deemable are rejected and returned.

VII—RETURNS FOR PAPER CURRENCY.
13. For remittances received under the Government contract

:

For remittances from a place where there is no subtreasury, returns will be made
in new United States paper currency by express, at the expense of the consignee, at

Government contract rates ; or in fractional silver coin, at the expense of the
Government for transportation, in sums or multiples of $200.

For remittances from a place where there is a subtreasury, returns will be made
in new United States paper currency by express, at the expense of the consignee,
at Government contract rates; or, subject to the convenience of the Treasury, in

the Treasurer’s transfer checks on the subtreasury in the place from whence the
remittance is received.

No exchange for remittances of currency to the Treasurer for redemption under
the Government contract will be furnished either by transfer checks or shipments
of currency.

VIII.—REDEMPTION OR EXCHANGE OF SILVER AND MINOR COIN.
14. Fractional silver coin and coins of copper, bronze, or copper-nickel may be

presented in sums or multiples of $20, assorted by denominations in separate pack-
ages

,
to the Treasurer or an Assistant Treasurer for redemption or exchange into

lawful money, and standard silver dollars for exchange into silver certificates only.

When forwarded bj' express, the charges should be prepaid.

15. Depositors of fractional silver coin will obtain quicker returns and aid the

Department in retiring the old issues from circulation, if they will present coins of

the old designs and the new in separate packages.

c 16. No foreign, mutilated, or defaced silver coins or coins to which paper or any
other substance has been attached as an advertisement or for any other purpose, will

- received. Reduction by natural abrasion is not considered mutilation.
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17. Minor coin that is so defaced as not to be readily identified, or that is pun-

ched or clipped, will not be redeemed or exchanged. Pieces that are stamped, bent,

or twisted ont of shape, or otherwise imperfect, but showing no material loss of

metal, will be redeemed.

IX.—TRANSMISSION TO THE TREASURER.

18. United States notes, gold certificates, silver certificates, Treasury notes of

1890, and national bank notes should be sent in separate remittances. The
notes should be assorted by denominations and inclosed in paper straps, not more

than 100 notes to each strap, and the straps should be marked with the amount of

their contents. Not more than 8,000 notes should be put in one package.

19. An inventory, giving the amount of each denomination of notes, the total

amount in the package, the address of the party sending, and the disposition to be

made of the proceeds, should be inclosed with each package, and a letter of advice

sent by mail.

20. The package, if it be sent by express, should be sealed up in stout paper and
addressed to the “Treasurer of the United States, Washington, D. C.” The wrapper
should be plainly marked with the owner’s name and address,, the amount and kind
of currency inclosed, aud, if the sender desires the benefit of the Government con-

tract, with the words “under Government contract with the United States Express

mnav from the nearest point of Vransfer.”

21. It is the duty of postmasters to register free of charge all letters on which
the postage has been fully prepaid, addressed to the Treasurer, containing currency
of the United States for redemption. It is recommended that all such letters be
registered as a protection against loss. **

22. Remittances of money by mail should be addressed to the “Treasurer of the

United States, Washington, D. C.“ Such remittances aud returns therefor by mail
are invariably at the risk of the owners. All communications to the Treasurer in

regard to packages lost in the mail are referred for investigation to the Chief Post-

Office Inspector, Post Office Department, Washington, D. C., to whom any subse-

quent inquiry on the subject should be addressed.

X.—EXPRESS-CHARGES-
23. The Government contract with the United States Express Company for tl)

'

transportation of moneys and securities extends to all points accessible through e

tablished express lines reached by continuous railway communication, in all 1 •

States and Territories of the United States, excepting Alaska, Arizona, Califon..
Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, and Washington, but does not embra .

sea, river, or stage transportation of any kind.
24. The contract rates for the transportation of all kinds of paper currency to

from Washington are

—

Between Washington and points in the territory of the United States Express
Company and reached by it, 20 cents per $1,000 or fractional part thereof over $500;
sums of $500 or fractional part thereof, 10 cents.

Between Washington and points in the territor}- of another express company,
excepting points in Texas, Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, Montana, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, and the Indian and Oklahoma Territories, 60 cents
per $1,000 or fractional part thereof over $500; sums of $500 or fractional part
thereof, 40 cents.

Between Washington and points in Colorado, Kansas, and Nebraska, 75 cents
per $1,000 or fractional part thereof over $500 ;

sums of $500 or fractional part
thereof, 50 cents.

Between Washington and points in Texas, Arkansas, Montana, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Wyoming, aud the Indian and Oklahoma Territories, $1 per $1,000
or fractional part thereof over $500; sums of $500 or fractional part thereof, 65 cents.

25. Express charges are paid by the Government, at contract rates, on standard
silver dollars sent by the Treasurer or Assistant Treasurers in sums or multiples of
$500, on fractional silver coin in sums of $200 or more, and on minor coin sent from
the mint at Phila lelphia in sums or multiples of $20, aud on national bank notes
sent to the Treasurer for redemption in sums or multiples of $500.

26. On United States notei, gold certificates, silver certificates, Treasury notes
of 1890 sent for redemption, on any kind of lawful money scut for credit of the
5 per cent, redemption fund, and on national hank notes sent for redemption in

other amounts than multiples of $500, the charges, if not prepaid, are deducted
form the proceeds at contract rates.
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27. On United States notes, gold certificates, silver certificates, or Treasury notes
of 1890, returned for United States currency or national bank notes redeemed, the
charges are deducted at contract rates.

28. On standard silver dollars, fractional silver coin, and minor coin, sent for ex-
change or redemption the charges must be prepaid by the sender.

29. On transfers of funds from national bank depositaries, under letters of in-
struction, the charges must be paid by the depositaries.

30. Express charges can not be prepaid at Government contract rates. The
Treasurer has no control over rates exacted when the charges are prepaid, or for
ansrortation outside of the territorial limits of the contract.

31. No charge is made for the amount of express-charges inclosed with a remit
tance when separately noted on the wrapper. Packages should always be marked
with the exact amount of the contents.

XI.—GENERAL INFORMATION.
32. Paper currency presented for redemplion or exchange or for credit of the

Treasurer at the offices of the Assistant Treasurers must be assorted by kinds, and
denominations, and inclosed in paper straps, the straps not to contain more than 100
notes each, and to be plainly marked with the amount of the contents.

33. The act of June 30, 1876 (19 Statutes, 64), requires “ that all United States
officers charged with the receipt or disbursement of public moneys, and all officers

of national banks, shall stamp or write in plain letters the word ‘counterfeit,’
‘ altered, ’ or ‘ worthless ’ upon all fraudulent notes issued in the form of and intended
to circulate as money which shall be presented at their places of business; and if

such officers shall wrongfully stamp any genuine note of the United States or of the
national banks, they shall, upon presentation, redeem such notes at the face value
thereof.”

34. Counterfeit notes or coins found in remittances to this office are returned to

the sender cancelled for the purpose of enabling him to make reclamation, and after

such use they must be returned to this office for transfer to the Secret Service
Division of the Treasury Department.

35. In case of the loss or destruction of one of the Treasurer’s checks, and upon
application for a duplicate, payment of the original check is stopped, and the appli-

cant is furnished with a form of bond of indemnity, upon return of which, properly

executed, a duplicate is issued. >

Compliance with the foregoing regulations is enjoined on all officers of the

Department, and observance of them will be expected of all making remittances

to this office. _j

Approved :
ELLIS H. ROBERTS, Treasurer U. S.

L. J. Gaoe, Secretary of the Treasury.

ISSUE OF MINOR COIN.
Department Circular No. 128. Treasury Department,
Treasurer’s Office, No. 67, Office of the Treasurer.

Washington, D. C., July 7, 1898

The act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1899, contains a provision as follows:

The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to transport from the Treasury or

subtreasuries. free of charge, minor coin when requested to do so; Provided, J hat an equal

amount in coin or currency shall have been deposited in the Treasury or such subtreasuries

by the applicant or applicants.

For the purpose of carrying this enactment into effect, the following reglations are hereby

promulgated:

Upon the deposit of au equivalent sum in Uaited States currency or national

hank notes with the Treasurer or any Assistant Treasurer or national bank depos-

itary, 1-cent bronze and 5-cent nickel pieces will he paid iu any amount by the

Treasurer or As°istant Treasurers iu the cities where their several offices are, or

will he sent by express, in sums of $20 or more, at the expense of the Government,

or by registered mail, in like sums, at the risk of the consignee, registration free,

as the depositors may request, from the most convenient Treasury office. ?or

this purpose drafts may be sent to the Treasurer or the Assistant Treasurer in

New York, payable in their r pspectivc cities to the order of the officer to whom
sent. Drafts on New York City should be drawn to the order of the Assistant

Treasurer of the United States, New York, and sent directly to him.

J. F. MELINE, Assistant Treasurer U. S.
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CHINA’S COINS AND SILVER.

Decapitation For False Weight
of “Sycee.”

The recent report which indicates that

the Chinese copper coins known as

“cash” are disappearing because of their

appreciating value, and that silver coins
are to fill the vacancy llius caeated in

the currency of China, lends special in-

terest to a statement recently prepared
by the Treasury Bureau of Statistics re-

garding the currency of China. The
money of China, it says, is uncertain as

to quantity and quality.
No accurate estimate has been made

of the amount of money in circulation
in the Empire, while no accurate state-

ment can be made to-day of what its

gold value will be to morrow. Based
upon silver, its value thus fluctuates
with the changes in the market price of
siver.

The copper “cash,” valued at about
one-tenth of a cent, is the actual circu-

lating medium, while the tael is the
nominal standard for larger sums, it be-

ing merely a given weight of silver, and
not a coin.

CIRCULATING SILVER- “SYCEE” AND VA-
RIOUS KINDS OP “DOLLARS.”

Actual silver circulates in two forms

—

the “dollar” and the “sycee.” The dol-

lar was originally the Mexican dollar,

and became a popular and generally
accepted form of currency wherever ob-
tained. So convenient was it that large
quantities were imported for use as cur-
rency.
More recently, however, mints for

the coinage of dollars purporting to be
of weight and fineness equal to Mexican
dollars have been established, not by the
central Government, but by the author-
ities of the various provinces, and the
result is that the rivalry between these
provincial mints has reduced the weight
and fineness of the “dollars,” which they
issue until the provincial silver “dollars”
are looked upon with distrust.

Additional mints, however, are being
established, the machinery for them be-
ing from the United States. Some half
dozen of the eities of China now have
their mints for the coinage of “dollars,”
and work is in progress upon local mints
in other cities, so that by the end of the
present year, according to a recent issue
of the North China Daily News, at least
ten different kinds of silver coins, pur-
porting to be “dollars,” will be upon the
market.
Even the “sycee,” which is an actual
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quantity of silver cast in the form of a

shoe, with the weight writteu upon it in

Chinese characters, is somewhat uncer-

tain as to its value, both by reason of

the constant fluctuation in the price of

the silver which it contains and the un-

certainty as to the fineness of the silver

utilized.

All efforts to learn the exact fineness

of the standard silver used in the

sycee have been unsuccesful, although
the estimates put the rate at 97-100,

which is considerably in excesss of the

American coin, which is 90-100 fine.

The sycee is merely an indefinite

quantity cast in the form of a woman’s
shoe, its actual weight being determined
by agents or officers appointed by the

merchants to weigh the sycees, accuracy
aud integrity on their Dart being in-

sured by actual physical decapitation of

those who are found dishonest.

“tael” of various kinds also.

In addition to this uncertainty maybe
pointed out the fact that the “tael” dif-

fers in various cities and provinces; the

weight of silver recognized as a tael

being greater at some points than at

others. The consequence is that while
the haikwan, or customs, tael was worth
on January 1, 1899, 72 2 cents (gold),

the Amoy tael was worth but 71 cents;

the Canton tael, 70.8; the Cbinkiang
tael, 69.3; the Ningpo tael, 68 2; the

Chefoo tael, 67.9; the Hankow tael,

66 4; the Foochow tael, 65.6, and the
Shanghai tael, 64.8.

Even the “cash,” a copper and zme
coin about the size of our 25-cent piece,

having s square hole in the center for

convenience in stringing quantities of

them together, varies greatly both in

fineness and weight, in some cases 1,000

of them being equal to a “dollar,” while
in others nearly 2,000 are required to

equal a “dollar.”

Gold coin is practically unknown in

China, no coins of this metal being
made at the mints, and gold coins of
other countries have seldom, if ever,

circulated, though the value of the
metal is fully recognized, and gold,
whether in coin or bulk, proves a med-
ium of excharge upon determination of
its weight and finenets when occasion
requires.

The uncertainty as to the quality and
quantity of the metals contained in the
various coins and measures of weight
makes an attempt to indicate the rela-

tive weight of the monetary units dif-

ficult and somewhat uncertain, though
a recent official (consular) statement
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puts the relative values asjfollows :

10 cash ecpal 1 couderin.
10 cmdcrin equal 1 mace.
10 mace equal 1 tael.

1 tael equals ounces (avoirdupois)
of silver.

Mexican dollars aDd local dollars that
equal about three-fourths of one Hiak-
Wiin tael in value, though no official re-

lationship exists save in the weight and
fineness of metal in the dollars com-
pared with the standard tael.

COIN TO PAY DUTIES.

All customs duties are collected in

what is known aa the “Haikwau tael,”
which has a somewhat higher value
than the tael standard accepted in the
respective cities.

PRISONERS LEARNING
PHOTO- ENGRAVING.

At a meeting of the Central Fed-
erated Union, Delegate Ryan, of the
Photo-Engravers’ Union, reported that
he had written to Superintendent Brock-
way, of the Elmira (N. Y.) Reforma-
tory, and the directors of the institu-

tion, complaining that photo-engraving
was being done by the prisoners therein
violation of a State law.
He got no satisfaction from Mr. Brock-

way, the delegate said, and he then com-
plained to Attorney- General Davis, who
replied that he understood that the photo-
engraving was being done, not for out-
side sale, but for the purpose of illus-

trating reports of State institutions, vnd
therefore that there was no violation of
the law. Ryan urged that by teaching
criminals to become photo-engravers the
authorities of the Reformatory were en-
abling them to become counterfeiters.

No action was taken on the report.

GOLD STANDARD FOR INDIA.

London, July 9.—The report of the
Indian Currency Commission appointed
in 1893 has just been made public. It

concurs in the decision of the Indian
Government not to revert to the silver

standard, and advises that immediate
measures be taken to eilectively establish

a gold standard, which, it says, is of

paramount importance to India’s mate-
rial interests.

The report adds that the British sov-

ereign ouirht to be made legal tender in

andthe current coin of India and the

Indian mints opened to the unrestricted
coinage of gold under conditions sim-
ilar to those governing the Australian
branches of the royal mint. It advises
that no limit be at present imposed on
the amount for which rupees are legal

tender. It declares that the Indian Gov-
ernment ought not to be compelled to

buy rupees with gold on demand for
merely internal purposes, but a gold
reserve ought to be freely available for

foreign remittances whenever exchange
falls below the specie point.
The Government ought to continue to

g've rupees for gold, but fresh rupees
should not be coined until the praportion
of gold iu the currency is found to ex-

ceed the requirements of the public. In
conclusion, the report recommends that

the value of the rupee be maintained at

1 shilling 4 pence.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEYING.
(From Engineering News.)

Photographic surveying, says M.
Luissedat in a late paper to the Paris
Academie des Sciences, originated in

France almost immediately after the dis-

covery of the process by Daguerre.
Arago and Gay Lussac both foresaw the
possibility of using the camera for topo-
graphical surveying, but progress was
hindered by the then crude development
of the art. In Europe, at the present day,

some of the best work of this type is

done in Italy and Austro Hungary, and
Germany adopted the method to a lim-

ited extent, in the war of 1870-’74, for

surveys around Strasburg and Paris. A
Photogrammetric Institute was later

established at Berlin, the work of which
is chiefly devoted to preparing plans and
elevations of national monuments of

Prussia and other German States from
specially made photographs.

Canada, however, has made photo-
graphic surveys on the largest scale of

any country. Mr. E Deville, the Sur-

veyor General of Canada, has thus made
one map covering 1,350 square miles to a

scale of 1.80,000 inches; the territory

thus mapped is intended for impounding
reservoirs for irrigation purposes. The
basis of the survey was an ordinary tri-

angulation, and the points thus fixed

were used for photographic stations.

The Klondike region, about Dawson
City, has been surveyed in this way, and
plotted at Ottawa from the photographs
taken by Mr. Ogilvie.
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Counterfeits of $1 National Bank Bills.

DESCRIPTION OF GENUINE BILL.
FACE OF NOTE.—Centre: Two females standing in front of an Altar one of

them pointing upward. Right end : 1. Left end : Large ornamental, 1 across, on

which is “Secured, &c.”
BACK OF NOTE.—Centre: Landing of Pilgrims. Right end: ONE, eagle and

shield in an oval, ONE' Left end : ONE, Arms of the State in which the bank is

located, ONE.
The Treasury number of each One Dollar National Bank Bill is at the left end

of the face, the Bank’s number at the upper right-hand corner, and the charter

number, if any, is in larger figures across the left end and lengthwise at the right end.

Description of Counterfeits of $1 National Bank Bills.
Check Date or Charter No

State. City. Bank. Letter. Series. of Genuin*

MASS. Boston. National Eagle Bank A Series of 1875 993
John Allison, Register; A. U. Wyman, Treasurer.

Treasury No. 211,944. Bank No. 3,840. Old process photograph. This photograph if

the only counterfeit of the One Dollar Bills of the National Banks. Having been
done on good paper, the black work fairly reproduced, though the rod num-
bering is inferior, it is in some respects the best early photographic counterfeit,
yet it was blurred in spots and off color. See “ Photographs ” as per index.

Counterfeits of $2 National Bank Bills.

DESCRIP± JL U±y OF GENUINE BILL.
FACE OF NOTE.—Centre : Elongated 2 extending two-thirds the length of

note to the right end, and ‘United States, etc.,” in upper part of the 2 Right
end: 2 in lower part of the elongated 2. Left end: Female seated the
American flag and on which is a wreath.

BACK OF NOTE.—Centre: Sir Walter Raleigh smoking, six men and boy
grouped around a table. Right end: 2, eagle and shield in an oval. Left end: 2,

Arms of the State in which the bank is located.

The Treasury number of each Two Dollar National Bank Bill is at the lower
left-hand coiner of the face, the bank’s number at the upper right-hand corner, and
the charter number, if any, is ir? larger figures across the left end and lengthwise at

the right end.

State.

N. Y.

a
a

a

a

a

tt

PA.

R I

$2 SPECIAL POIISTTS.
Check Date or Charter No.

City. Bank. Letter
. Series. of Genuint

Kinderhook. Nat. Union Bank A July 1,1865.. 929
On the genuine the check letter A at the left of note, near the vignette, has one flourish

under It: on the counterfeit there are two flourishes under the check-letter.

Linderpark. Nat. Union Bank.—(No such bank.)

N. Y. City. Market Nat’l Bank A July 1, 1865.. 964
In the genuine issue, over the letters AR of the title MARKET appear three flourishes

In tin counterfeit there Is only one.

N. Y. City. Marine National Bank A July 1, 1865.. 1215
In the genuine note the black panel under the title reads CITY OF NEW YORK • In

the counterfeit it simply reads NEW YORK, the CITY OF being entirely omitted
from the panel.

N. Y. City. Ninth Nat. Bank A...

In the counterfeit THE after OF In the title Is omitted. In the
appear two flourishes

; in the counterfeit there are none.

..July 1, ”8«5.
. 387

and J an. 2, 1886.
genuine, under BANK,

N.Y. City. Saint Nicholas Nat’l Bank,...A July 1, 1865.. 972
In the genuine, NEW YORK over '.he date of July 1st. 1866, is engraved in italic, some

time8oalled stump letters; in the counterfeit theNEW YORK is eDgrfived in script.
Peekskill. Westchester Co. Nat. Bank. .A Aug. 15, 1865. .1422

This bank has two bills, check-letters A and B; check-letter A counterfeited. In the
counterfeit, under the left check-letter A, there are two flourishes. In the gonulnt
but one.

Philadelphia Sixth National Bank A July 1 1865. . 351
No bills from this plate found In circulation. ~

iNewport . National Bank of R. I. A Nov. 1, 1865 .. 1532
a he counterfeits on this issue are very inferior and printed from stone. The Imprint
“National Bank Note Co., Now Vork,” and other small lettering, is hardly legible.'
the letters are so poorly formed, with no approxfiaattea to the orlK,r,>

",ork-
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Counterfeits of $5 National Bank Bills.

$6 GKElSTEXt^X, JOINTS.
Boyd plates. The counterfeit $5 Bills of National Banks in Illinois were printed from on®

series or plates engraved by Ben Boyd, and captured by the Secret Service, October 29th, 1876.
All this issue of counterfeits may be instantly detected by comparison of the lower right corner of
the back of the same with the genuine. On the genuine the vertical line dividing the vignette
from the coat of arms, if continued downwards, would pass through one of the little figures ‘‘6” la
the lower margin. In the counterfeit the same line would pass between two of the figures, thus

Theadjoinlng cutis pub-
lished by special permis-
sion of Chas. J. Folger,
Secretary ofthe Treasury,
given under date of De-
cember 14, 1882. ESfiLtS

GENUINE PLATE—DOUBLH 3IZE.

The adjoining cut is pub-
lished by special permis-
sion of Chas. J. Folger,
Secretary of the Treasury,
given under date of De-
cember 14, 1882,

OOUNTKRPBIT (BOYD PLATE)—DOUBLE SIESfe

White plates. The counterfeit $5 Bills of National Banks In Massachusetts were (exce
the photographs), all printed from one series of plates engraved by Irvine White, in 1876-6^ an«j
captured by the Secret Service, Juno 20, 1876. All this issue of counterfeits may be instantly
detected by comparison of the lower left face of same with the genuine. On the genuine the vig-
nette of Columbus discovering America on left end of bill is well engraved and complete. In th®
counterfeit the same is imperfect, notably the end of the ship’s rail on which a sailor is
leaning shows no mark of a joint where it rests upon the upright stanchion, and the verti-
cal lino between the stanchion and knee is Indistinct. Also on the back of genuine bill, at lower
left-hand corii*?, two vertical lines divide th8 State coat of arms from the large center vignette,
and tae line nearest the vignette. If continued downwards, would pass through the middle of one of
the little figures “5” ia the lower margin; but on the counterfeit it would not quite touch the little
UK »
"• «* - to

Ulrich plates. The counterfeit $5 Bills of National Banks In Pennsylvania were printed from
one series of plates engraved by Chas. F. Ulrich, the same being afterwards used with extra “ title

8
arison of portions of vigaefcfc&at right end of bill and of workatleftuppercornercf bill with genuine,
in genuine, vignette at right end of bill, the moustache of the male figure Columbus curls down-
ward before the ends turn outwards. In counterfeit, as printed, the moustache stands out straight
right and left from the upper lip as waxed. On genuine, in work at left uppercorner of bill, letter
“F” in word “Five” touches the small ornament in the corner of border of bill. In counterfeit
It does not by about the sixteenth of an Inch.

Unknown plates. Tho counterfeit $5 Bills of The Manufacturers’ National Bank of Amsterdam,
New York, and The Fort Stanwix National Bank of Rome, New York, were both printed from one
series of plates engraved by some unknown artist, and not as yet captured. All this Issue of coun-
terfeits may be instantly detected by comparison of the general style of engraving and of portions of
vignettes with genuine. In counterfeit, the appearance of the bill is fair and tho expression of th®
same as a whole deceptive; but when closely examined tho engraving is found defective In many
small details and pooriy finished. On genuine, in vignette at left end of bill, the distance from edg®
of sail to where stay ropes are made fast upon the yard-arm is two-sixteenths of an Inch, and thence
to the point of the yard-arm two-sixteenths of an inch. In counterfeit, the point where stay ropes are
made fast upon the yard-arm is f/iree-sixteonths of an inch from edge of sail, and upon the plate for

the samaras firstengraved, was at the end of the yard-arm. Subsequently the plate was retouched
and the point of the yard-arm merely extended fftree-sixteenths of an Inch, making the yard-arm,
counterfeit two-sixteentha of an inch longer than on genuine. r

On genuine, vignette, back of note, the line of the horizon is distinct nbove the head of the
central figure Columbus. In counterfeit tbe line of the horizon fails to appear, oris shown on
a level with the crown of the head of Columbus.

SPECIAL ZPOXISTTS..

Check Date or Charter No
State. City. Bank. Letter. Series. of genuine

CONN. Jewett City. Jewett City Nat’l Bk B Sept. 1, 1865 1878
Printed from an original counterfeit plate in various kinds of execution, sotn

samples of which have been called dangerous, while others are very poor. Tho
bank is closed, being merged into National Bank, Norwich, Conn. Best refuse a

“ Norwalk . Central Nat’l Bank Series, 1882 2342
None genuine of that series. (Portrait of Garfield). Counterfeits have chart

No.404. Genuine have charter number 23 2, and are of the older series of 1876.

“ Suffield. First Nat’l Bank C Scries of 1882
Photograph, untinted. Bank No. 8675.

Aurora. First Nat’l Bank A Nov. 2, J 863

.

None genuine signed “S. B. Colby, Register of the Treasury.”

Canton. First, Nat’l Bank A May 21, 1864.,
None genuine signed “S. B. Colby, Register of tho Treasury.”

Cecil. First Nat’l Batik. No such bank.

ILL.

* i
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Chicago. Central Nat,’l Bank A May 10, 1865 . . 2047
None genuine signed “S. B. Colby, Register of tho Treasury.”

“ First, Nat’l Bank A May 10, 1865 2070
None genuine slimed “S. B. Colby, Register of the Treasury.”

“ German Nat,’l Bank A. .

.

.Mar. 10, 1865. . . .1734
None genuine signed “S. B. Colby, Register of the Treasury.”

“ Merchants’ Nat’l Bank A . . . .May 10, 1865. . . . 642
See Illustration on page preceding.

“ Traders’ Nat’l Bank A.. May 10, 1865 966
The parent plate foi all counterfeit lives of the Illinois issue, all of which ha re

the same check letter, and, with but few exceptions, the same date. See
general points, Boyd plates.

“ Union Nat’l Bank A May 10, 1865 698
None genuine dated "May 10, 1865.”

“ Fort Dearborn National B*k..C..»... Series 1882 3698
A photograph, poorly colored. Bank No. G197. (See page 39).

Galena. First Nat’l Bank. No such bank.

Paxton. First, Nat’l Bank A Oct. 20, 1871.... 1876
None genuine signed “B. Colby, Register of the Treasury.”

Peru. First Nat’l Brink A..

.

(June 2, 1864 441
None genuine signed “S. B. Colby, Keg’r ol Treas.” \ and May 10, 1865.

Quincy. Nat’l Bank of Quincy Photograph

Virginia. Farmer’s Nat’l Bank A May 10, 1865 .... 147 L

Refuse all dated May 10, 1865.

MASS. Boston. Boylston Nat’l Bank C . . . .Series of 1875 545
New process photograph. (See page 39)

.

“ “ Globe Nat’l Bank C. . .

.

Series of 1875 .... 936
Old process photograph. (See page 39).

“ “ Pacific Nat'l Bank B . , Series of 1875. . . . 2373
Old process photograph. (See page 39).

“ Dedham. Dedham Nat’l Bank B.

.

.Series of 1875. .. . 669
Old process photograph. (See page 39).

“ Fall Biver. Pocasset Nat’l Bank C. .. .Series of 1875 679
Old process photograph. (See page 39).

•• Leicester. Leicester Nat’l Bank C. . .. Seriesof 1875 .... 918
New process photograph. (See Page 39).

“ New Bedford. First Nat’l Bank B Series of 1875 261
Photograph. The green in border, on the back of this note, is not put on with
a brush, but is printed. Treasury No. B 796654, (See page 39.)

“ “ Merchants’ Nat’l Bank C Feb. 14, 1865 799
The parent plate for all counterfeit fives of the Massachusetts issuo, except of
photographs. In addition totheGeneralPointsalreadyglvenltmaybeolr-
aerved that in the words “Five Hollars,” lower contnriace ol bill, the letter S.
appears engraved Irregularly bove the line ofthe other characters, see
general points, White plates

Northampton. First Nat’l Bank C May 2, 1864 388
None genuine signed “S. B. Colby, Register of the Treasury.”

“ Southbridge. Southbridge Nat’l Bk. .B . , . .Seriesof 1875. . . . 934
Old process photograph. (See page 39).

“ Westfield. Hampden Nat’l Bk Cand D. .Aug. 1 1865- 136
See general points, White plates.

MICII. Bay City. First, Nat’l Bk B 2853
Old process photograph. (See pege 39)

“ Flint. First Nat’l Bank C Series 1882 3361
Photographic note. Bank Number 114G1. Seo page 39.

“ Jackson. Peoples’ Nat’l Bank D Oct. 2, 1865 1583
Printed from a coarse original counterfeit plate, presenting the appearance oi a
poor lithograph or common wood cut. The defects are numerous.

“ Niles. Citizens’ Nat’l Bank B Series 1882 18S6
Old process photograph. See page 39,

Mo, Joplin. First Nat’l Bank C Series 1882 3841
Photographic production. Bank number 3834.

N. H. Derry. Derry Nat’l Bank C Series 1882 499
Good photograph. Note all a purple color, with other colors added for the num-
bers, seal, &c. See page 39. Paper thick and has the one long silk thread in it.

JV. F. Amsterdam. Manfact’rs’ Nat’l Bk. ..B Apr. 15, 1875 2239
John Allison, Register; F. E. Spinner, Treasurer.
General appearance deceptive, engraving coarso, especially on back. Shadln
under “ Manufacturers” done in straight linos, spaces broken out roughly. N
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shading inside first A in “Manufacturers,” and but two lines of the same in second
A in same word. Plates not captured. See general points, Unknown plateB.

Castleton. Nat’l Bank of Castleton . ..I) Mar. 10, 1865 842
Good counterfeits, but none found in general circulation. Printed from the White
plates. See general points, White plates.

Neiv York, Amer. Exch. Nat’l B’k...F. Series 1882 1394
Photograph. Bank No. 101798. Treas. No. V1230S1, both well colored. See page 39.

“ Nat’l Bank of* Commerce...G Series 1882 733
Photographic production. Bank No. 78703.

Pawling. Nat’l Bank of Pawling A July 20, 1865 1269
Signatures of President and Oashier, which are written on the genuine notes, are
printed on the counterfeit. See general points, Ulrich plates.

Home, Fort Stanwix Nat’l Bank B... Sept. 1, 1865.... 1410
S. B. Colby, Register ; F. E. Spinner, Treasurer.
See general points, Unknown plates.

Troy, Nat’l State Bank A May 10, 1865 991
None genuine signed “Jno. C New, Treasurer of the United States,” and bearing
at the same time the old pointed Treasury seal.

Cincinnati. Fifth Nat’l Bank A Series 1882 2798
Photograph—colors of numbers and seal fair, but put on with a brush- See page 39

Springfield. La,gonda Nat’l Bank B Series 1875 2098
Photograph—with bank number 2334, seal, etc., all colored -with a brush.

Hanover. First Nat’l Bank D Feb. 20, 1864. . . . 187
Under “Continental Bank Note Co., New York” lower center border, face of note
genuine has “Act approved Eeb. 25th, 1803;” counterfeit has “Act approved June
8d, 1804.” See general points, Ulrich plates.

Tamaqua. First Nat’l Bank B— July 1, 1865 .... 121 *

No counterfeits seen bear tho true Charter number, 1219. On upper right back o)

note “owing” is spelt ownig on lower right back “thousand” is speltf/iousuud. This
is the parent plate for all the counterfeits of the Pawling, Troy, and Hanover
Fives. See general points, Ulrich plates.

Providence. Commercial Nat’l Bk...A Series 1882 1319
Photograph, with colors put on with a brush and poorly done- See pago 39.

“ Blackstone Canal Nat’l Bank..B Series 1882 1131
Charter number 1131 is tvrong, it should be 1328- signatures K. C. Tuft, Pres., and
J. W. Vernon, Cashier, are also wrong—they all bolongte the Merchants’ National
Bank of Providence. Portrait good. Numbering, parallel ruling and lathe-work poor

Hillsboro. Hill County Nat, B’k D Series 1882 3046
Photograph. Bank No. 2135. Whole note photographic color, no other colors on note

Montpelier. Montpelier Nat’l Bank..A.... Series of 1875 .... 857
Old process photograph. (See pago 39)

.

St. Johnsbury. First Nat’l Bank C Series of 1875 .... 489
Photograph* color work surface printed. (See page 39).

Milwaukee. First Nat’l Bank B. . . . Series of 1882 2715
Brown Back and Brown Scalloped Seal. Photograph. Vignette, Garfield. Poor
counterfeit and color very bad.

Counterfeits of $10 National Bank Bills.

$10 POINTS.
The counterfeits of the Ten Dollar Bills of National Banks in Indiana, were printed irom one

aeries of plates engraved by Miles Ogle, and captured by the Secret Service, January 7th, 1877. The
engraving is coarse, especially in vignette, lower left corner lace of bill. All yet seen bear B ank
Number 1490. Treasury Number, B 106,107. On counterfeit, in border, upper left end of bill, the
word “Currency” is lettered in reverse and appears to be spelt backwards.

The counterleits ofThe Ten Dollar Bills of National Banks in Pennsylvania, were printed from
one series ol plates engraved by Nat. Kinsey, and captured by the Secret Service, September 26th,
1807. On counterfeit the post in vignette, lower left corner, was made perfect or plain; the gonuine at

^ inch from the ground shows a knot hole or nick. This issue bears no Charter number.
The counterfeits ol the Ton Dollar Bills of National Banks in New York, were printed from

various original plates, or from electrotypes of the same, all of which have been captured by the
Secret Servioe, in different portions, part August 1st, 1800, and the rest at several subsequent dates.
The engraving upon these plates is irom fair to good, yet similar defects are to be observed in all.

The lathe-work is Irregular, as may be seen in the counters “10” on right upper corner face of bills,

where tho small heart-shaped centers are variable and the work incomplete. The title lines of vari-
ous banks used with these plates are generally shaded in an irregular and faulty manner and the
detal is of engraving in vignettes imperfect. On the counterfeit in the counter “Tkn” left hand
uppe r corner of bills, the heavy white line formed in tho lathe-work just above the “Ten” Is continu-
ous, and merely touches the top of “E.” On the genuine tho same lino is disconnected above “E ”

and the ends turn down and enter the top of “E” at points about one-sixteenth of an inch apart. On
the counterioit in vignette, lower left corner face of bills, the post was made perfect or plain ; the
genuine shows a knot hole, or nick on the corner of the same, one-fourth of the length of the post from
the ground.
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$10 SPECIAL POINTS.
ChecK Date or Charter Ne

State. City. Bank. Letter. Seriet. of genet *m
ARIZ. TER. Phoenix. Phoenix Nat’l Bank C Series 1882 4723.

Photo colored with a brush- Bank No. 1973.

CAL. Los Angeles. Los Angeles Nat’l Bk. A Series 1882 2938
Photo colored with a brush. Bank No. N49244.

IND. Lafayette. Lafayette Nat’l Bank. ..A. . .

.

Dec. 22, 1874 2218
from same plate as counterfeits of Tens of Richmond National Bank, Richmond,
Ind., by change of title lines, and showing the same defects. These counterfeit*
bear Charter Number S46, but the true charter number of the bank named Is 221&
Refuse all bearing any other charter number than 2213. Refuse all bearing Bank
Number 1406, Treasury Number B 166167.

“ Muncie. Muncie Nat’l Bank A Feb. 14, 1865 798
From same plate as counterfeits of Tens ol Richmond National Bank, Richmond,
Ind., by change of title lines, and showing the same defects. These counterfeit#
bear Charter Number 346, but the true charter number of the bank named is 78k
Refuse all bearing any other charter numbe j than 793. Refuse all bearing Bank
Number 1496, Treasury Number B 166167. 1102 1

“ Richmond. Richmond Nat’l Bank . . .A . . . .Mar. 15, 1873... .2090 J
On this counterfeit a portion of eagle’s wing covers bottom of date “1873.” On upper
left margin, in border, the word “Currency” is lettered in reverse, and appear* to
be spelt backwards. Refuse all bearing Bank No, 1496. Treasury No. B 166187.

LA. New Orleans. Germania Nat’l B’k C . . . .Series of 1882 1591
Vignettes coarse and scratchy. The first lot of counterfeit bills had no Bcrol
lines on right end of face of bill just above the eagle's wing; but later the plat®
was changed, and thus the later bills now have these lines. Paper fair but nc.
silk threads therein and only in some cases imitated by ink lines. Counterfeit*-
printed in a kind of a brown-black ink. Bank and Treasury numbers poor color.

Hibernia Nat’l Bank B Series 1882 2086
Photograph: VV. S. Rosecrans, Register; E. H. Nebeker, Treasurer. Num-
ber. seal, and panel on back poorly colored. No threads in paper. Treasu ry
No, 343246. Bank No. 524.

MICH.
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Detroit. First Nat’l Bank C Series 1882 27(7
Photographic note. Bank No 5612. Colors of numbers, etc., put on with brush

Albany. Albany City Nat’l Bank A July 20, 1865 1291
A superior counterfeit Issue. Note “General Points” already given.

Auburn. Axiburn City Nat’l Bank. ..A July 20, 1865. . . .1286
In vignette, lower left corner, Franklin’s kite string Is broken, or hidden by clouds*
In genuine It Is wholly visible. Note “General Points” already given.

Buffalo. Farmers’ and Manufacturers’ Nat’l Bank.
No such bank. From changed counterfeit plate of Farmers’ and M.annfacturexr’'
National Bank of Poughkeepsie, New York.

Lockport. First Nat’l Bank A Feb. 20, 1865.... 21L
Nonegenulne signed “S. B. Colby, Register of the Treasury.”

Newbury. Highland Nat’l Bank A July 1, 1865 110ft
Note “General Points” already given.

Neiv York City. American Nat’l Bk..A July 1, 1865 730
Refuse all dated July 1, 1866.

‘
‘ Croton Nat’l Bank A 1556

Note “General Points” already given. This bank is closed, and genuine
bills upon the same are very rare. Best refuse all.

u
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First NatH Bank A ... July 1, 1885 .... 29
None genuine signed “S. B. Colby, Register of the Treasury.”

Marine Nat’l Bank A. ... July 1, 1865 1215
No genuine note of this denomination, on this bank, bears upon Its face Mans®
National Bank of New York. Title of good note reaas, “ Marine National
of the City of New York.”

Market Nat’l Bank A July 1, 1865.... 964
Refuse all dated July 1st, 1866 .

Mechanics’ Nat’l Bank A J uly 1, 1865 125ff
No genuine note of this denomination on this bank bears on its face “Mechanl®*”
National Bank of New York.” Title of good note reads, “Mechanics’ Nation®
Bank of the City of New York.”

Merchants’ Nat’l Bank A 1870-
Signatures printed; the genuine are written.

Nat’l Bank of Commerce .

.

Refuse all dated July 1st, 1866.

Nat’l Bk. of the State of N.
Refuse all dated July 1, 1866.

A. ...July 1, 1865.... 788

Y. ...A ... July 1, 1865.... 147ft

Cnion Nat’l Bank
Refuse all dated July 1st, 1865.

A.... July 1, 1865.... 127&
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#i0 Special Points continued.

Poughkeepsie. City Nat’l Bank .4. July 5, 1864.... 1806
Note “General Points” already given. The Tens put in circulation by th a
bank bore Bank Numbers irom l to 1789 only, Included in Treasury serli*
889,8*8 to 391,616, nearly all of which have been cancelled.

‘
‘ Farmers’& Manuf’s’ Nat. Bk . .A. ... Aug. 1, 1865 .... 1312

Engraving and shading of title line defective. In word Poughkbbpsib, th
capital “P” strikes the letter “O” and extends below base line of the other let-

ters. On the genuine, the letters are separated and all in line at the bottom.

“ First Nat’l Bank ..4.... July 5, 1864.... 466
None genuine signed “S. B. Oolby, Register of the Treasury.”

Bed Hook. First Nat’l Bank A. . . .Feb. 20, 1835. . . . 752
Refuse all dated February 20, 1866.

Bochester. Flour City Nat’l Bank. ...A July 1, 1865.... 1362
Refuse all dated July 1, 1865.

Borne. Central Nat’l Bank A May 12, 1865. . . . 1376
Refuse all dated May 12, 1865.

Syracuse. Syracuse Nat’l Bank A.... Aug. 1, 1865 1341
A dangerous counterfeitwhen well printed. The lathe-work was re-touched and the
plate improved to produce these bills. Carefully note “General Points” already
given, and sharply observe the work upon the baok of the bill in comparison
with the genuine.

Troy. Mutual Nat’l Bank A.... May 10, 1865 .... 992
On this counterfeit, a portion of eagle’s wing oovers bottom of “ 66” in date. The
wing does not reach date on the genuine.

Waterford. Saratoga County N.B A July 1, 1865 .... 1229
Refuse all bearing Bank Number 1018. Treasury Number 810,616.

Watkins. Watkins’ Nat’l Bank A Aug. 1, 1865
Refuse all dated August 1, 1866.

Cincinnati. Third Nat’l Bank C Series of 1882 2730
Brown back and brown scolloped seal. This bill appeared in August, 1884. Paper
grease and sitii and with no distributed fibre or parallel silk threads; vignette*
coarse and scratchy Lathe-work counters poor; back of note well executed.

Philadelphia. First Nat’l Bank B Feb. 20, 1864 1
Refuse all dated February 20th, 1864.

“ Third Nat’l Bank B. .

.

.Feb. 20, 1864. . . . 284
Note “General Points” already given. Lettering and shading of title lines
imperfect, being darker than genuine. In the word Philadelphia (directly
under the words Register of the Treasury) the capital letter “P” extends below
the base line of the other letters. On the genuine the letters are all in line at
the bottom.

Fort Worth. Nat’l Bk. of Fort W....C. 3131
A Photograph. Note signed B. K. Bruce. Register

;
A. U. Wyman, Treasurer.

Vergennes. Nat’l Bk. of Vergennes....B Series 1882 1364
Old process photograph (see page 39). Treasury number E895526C, and bank num-
ber 2181. Whole note is of a general purple color, but having all colors for me red
numbers, seal, br*wn back, etc., put on with a brush, and the colors a poor imitation

Counterfeits of $20 National Bank Bills.

$20 O-EISTE^tA-Xa POINTS.
The counterfeits of the Twenty Dollar Bill of National Banks In the -'Hate of New York, are all

Cke® one series of plates, the issue having been varied by the use ol skeletons and extra title lines to

^*nlt*te the bills of eight different banks, until October, 1870, when all the plates were captured by

*he Secret Service.

In the vignette, lower right corner, face of bill, appears the goddess ol Liberty rallying the

people. Over her head Loyalty Is Inscribed. On the genuine, the Inscription is legible and dear,

^mt<m tbe counterfeit, hardly to be seen. On genuine, the details of the figure of the goddess are

-plain, but on the counterfeit the smaller points are very indistinct or not to be seen, and the toes are

anUafeag. The features of the figures around the goddess are very much blurred, and the general

•Kpreeslon ol the faces wild and unnatural. On the back of the counterfeit, the lathe-work Is lrregu-

mt and defective.

The counterfeits of the Twenty Dollar Bills of National Banks in the States of Connecticut,

Indiana and Pennsylvania, one bank In each State, are all from ono series of plates oaptuied by the

Secret Service, May 7, 1867. The engraving of these plates was coarse, and the bills from them are
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dark and blurred. The foliage to tha right ol figures “!40,” upper left end ol counterfeit, Is coarse,

bunchy and heavy; on the genuine. It presents a soft, vapory appearance. On counterfeit, In vig-

nette of battle of Lexington, lower lea corner, face of bill, the musket lying on the ground appears to

be.thrust through the leg of the lallen man, and the features of the kneeling woman are deleotlve»

the eyes mere dots. On the back of counterfeit, the lathe-work Is very ooarse, soratohy and

Irregular, and the details ol the other work Incomplete.

$20 SPECIAL POINTS.
Check Date or Charter So

City. Bank. Utter. Beriee. oj genuine.

Portland. First Nat’l Bank A.... May 10, 1865. . . *1018

Note “General Points” already given. On shield with the eagle, back of counterion,

are six Imperfect stars; on genuine, seventeen perfect stars appear.

Indianapolis. First Nat’l Bank A Nov. 2, 1863.... 55

Note “General Points” already given.

“ South Bend. South Bend Nat’l Bk....A Series 1882 1739.

Old process photograph (See page 39) Treasury number H638019, Bank number
1777. Paper in two sheets pasted together, with red and blue silk between sheen,

1900 of this counterfeit found on three persons arrested in Milwaukee, Wi». — j

N. F. Mohawk . Nat. Mohawk Valley Bk. .A ... Series of 1882— 1180

Photograph, but none In circulation and glass plate oaptured.

“ New Toi k City. First Nat’l Bank . ...B ... .July 19, 1865 .... 29

.Refuse all dated July 19th, 1865.

“ Fourth Nat’l Bank A Mch. 1, 1864 290

The heads of figures in baptismal scene on back and in battle scene on face, aru

almost wholly devoid of expression, and the eyes appear like black sPots. Note

printed from steel plates which were captured in Philadelphia in 1867, but no

notes were then supposed to have been printed, yet in 1894 such a note was found
in circulation in New Orleans-

“ Market Nat’l Bank B .... Jan. 19, 1865 .... 964
None genuine signed “L. E. Uhlttenden, Register ofTreasury.”

“ Merchants’ Nat’l Bank B July 19, 1865. . . . 1870
Nona genuine signed “L. E. Chittenden, Register of the Treasury.”

“ Nat’l Bank of Commerce B Jan. 19, 1865.... 788
None genuine signed “L. E. Chittenden, Register of the Treasury.”

“ Nat’l Shoe & Leather Bank' B. . .

.

July 19, 1865. .. . 917
None genuine signed “L. E. Chittenden, Register ol tho Treasury.”

“ Tradesmens’ Nat’l Bank 15 July 19, 1865. .. . 905
None genuine signed “L. E. Chittenden, Register of the Treasury.”

Utica. City Nat’l Bank. No such bank.
The genuine notes have Utica City Nat’l Bank, Utica.

“ Oneida Nat’l Bank B Aug. 19, 1865 .... 1892
None genuine signed “L. E. Chittenden, Register ol the Treasury.”

PENN. Philadelphia. Fourth Nat’l Bank .. .A Mar. 7, 1864 285
Engraving ol title line defective ;

“ A ” in Philadelphia not crossed. The letter
“W” In the wordTWENTY, lower right end border, face of note, Is shorter than rest
of the letters in counterfeit. The lettering in margin, either end of back of ooaa*
terfeit note, is scarcely legible.

TEX. Bowie. First National Bank A 4265
A photograph. Note signed W. S. Rosecrans, Register; J. N. Huston, Treasurer.

VT. Barre. National Bank , Barre A 2109
Pen and brush work; poorly done: signed John Allison, Register, F. E. Spinnor
Treasurer. See also $50 U. S. note, series 1880.

^

^

Counterfeits of $50 National Bank Bills.
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The counterfeits of the Fifty Dollar National Bank Bills, ol banks In the State of New York
tmelude eight banks, and were produced from one series ol plates made by Charles F. Ulrich, aa4
Matured by the Secret Service In April, 1880. The original plate was an Imitation ol the bills of the
Central National Bank of New York City. The title line was changed to the Third National Bank.
Bnkalo, New York; the National Broadway Bank, New York City; and tho Tradesmen’s National
Bank, New York City. By various alterations of the bills printed In imitation ol those ol the banka
above named, several other spurious issues have been made to appear, as may be noted In the list of
counterfeits on which “Special Points” are given hereafter. The lathe-work on this series ol platOC
was very well done; the best result being obtained at the oorners and on the back ol the bills.
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$60 Q-ENERAL POINTS.
Applying to ALL the eight “N. Y.” banks.

On the oounterteit. In the vignette, upper rigtatend cornerfaceof bill, theuplifted arm of thecentralS,ur* representing “Victory’’ ends In a stump without a hand at the bottom of the shading of th*-

The cut to the left Is
published by special per-
mission of Chas. J. Folger,
Secretary of the Treasury
given underdate of Junefl,
1883.

The cut to the right is

published by special per-
mission of Chas. J. Folger,
Secretary of the Treas’iry.
given under date ol June 6,

1883.

8BNU1NK FLATS—DOUBLE SIZE. COUNTERFEIT (ULRIOH PLATE)—DOUBLE 8IM
large figure “6” in “60.” while on the genuine the thumb and fingers are defined. On the counter-
feit, in the vignette, lower right end corner face of bill the end half of the extra long finger of the
Hght hand of the praying soldier is made to point downward to his right foot On the genuine the
Anger being bent more, the same points toward his left foot.

On the back of counterfeit, in the coat oi arms of the State of New York, left end center of bin,
the bandage crosses the, forehead of the figure of justice, leaving the eyes exposed and open. On the
genuine the eyes are hidden by the bandage which covers them

$50 SPECIAL POINTS.
Check Date or Charter N»

State. City. Bank. Letter. Series. of genuine

N. J. Bridgeton. Bridgeton Nat’l Bank A . Series 1882 2999.
Photographic note. Seal, numbers, and back, colored with a brush.

Y. Buffalo. Third Nat’l Bank A... March 10, 1865 85$
The Charter Number, if any, is 860; the counterfeit bears various figures as charter

numbers. Nonegenuine bearing other charter number than 860. See “General
Points,” already given.

“ N. Y. City. Central Nat’l Bank A... April 16. 1864 37$
None genuine bearing other charter number than 376. The counterfeits bear various

figures as charter numbers, are signed “L. E. Chittenden. Register of the
Treasury,” and have the ImprlDt “Printed at the Bure'- i Engraving and
Printing. C. s. Trensurv rtep’t ” In the upper left-bard corner o< ‘he WP Nob*
genuine when having both that signature and that imprint. Mr. Chittendeu
ceased to be Register before the notes were printed in the Treasury. See alsu
“General PoiDts.”

N. Y. City. Mechanics’ Nat’l Bank . . . .A. . .April 20, 1865. . . .1200
The charter number of this bank is 1260. Imitations of i ts fifty dollar notes have been

made by erasing the title “Tradesmen’s National Bank” from counterfeit bills

and working In tne name of this bank. Such altered counterfeits bear the charter
number 006 .. None genuine bearing other charter number than 1260. Note ‘Gene-
ral Points” already given.

** N. Y. City. Metropolitan Nat’l Bank.A & C. .Jan. 10, 1865 1121
Thecharter number of this bank is 1121. Imitations of its fifty dollar bills have beea

made by erasing the titles “National Broadway Bank” and “Tradesmen’s Na-
tional Bank” from counterfeit bills and working in the name of this bank. Suck
altered counterfeits bear respectively charter numbers 687 or 906. None genuine
bearlDg other oharter number than 1121. Note “General Points” as already given.

“ N. Y. City. Nat’l Bank of Commerce.A & C. Jan. 10, 1865. . . .78*
The Charter number of this bank is 733. Imitations of its flftydollar bills have been

made by erasing the title, “National Broadway Bank,” from a counterfeit bill

and working In the name oi this bank. Such altered counterfeits bear the Oharter
Number 687, and the names of “J. L. Everett. Cashier,” and “F. L. Palmer,
President.” The genuine fifties oi this bank bear only the Check Letter A. None
genuine bearing other Charter Number than 738. Refuse all dated Jan. 10,1866.

Note “General Points” already given.

M N. Y. City. Nat’l Broadway Bank. .A & C.. .Jan. 10, 1865 687
The genuine fifty dollar bills ol this bank all bear the Cheok Letter A. The plate*

from which the counterfeits on this bank were printed, are the same as had been
used to print the *60 notes on the Central National Bank, oi New York City, and
tne Third .National Bank, of Buffalo, New York, with this exception: the imprint*
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'‘Printed at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing,” whioh appeared on the twe
notes last mentioned, was omitted In printing the counterfeit on the Broad-
waj b'ank of New York City. The date was also changed to correspond with tha
genuine issue of the Broadway Bank. These counterfeits bear the true Charter
Numt>* rof this bank, 087. Note “General Points” already given.

N. ¥. City. Tradesmen’s Nat’l Bank.A <& D. .April 20, 1865. ..906
The genuine fifty dollar bills oi this bank all bear the Check Letter A. The plates used

in printing the counterfeit notes on the Tradesmen’s National Bank, are the s&ms
we have described in “Special Points” on the National Broadway Bank. The data
was changed to correspond with the genuine issue of the Tradesmen’s Bank. These
counterfeits bear the true Charter Number ol this bank, 006. Note ‘‘'©ane**|

Points" already given.

•* 2V. Y. KJtiy. u™ton Nat’l Bank A April 15, 1804. .Ii78
The charter nuniDerof this bank is 1278. Imitations of its fifty dollar bills nave oeea

made by erasiDg the title “Oential National Bank” from counterfeit 6111s end
working In the name of this bank. None genuine bearing other cnarter nuaher
than 1278. None genuine signed “L. E. Chittenden, Register of the Treasury-’
Refuse all dated April 16, 1884. Note “General Points.”

Counterfeits of $100 National Bank Bills.

The counterfeits of the Hundred Dollar Bills of The First National Bank of Boston, Mass
, Thu

Central National Bank of the City of New York and The Ohio National Bana of Cincinnati, Statu
of Ohio, 'were all printed from one series of plates, which were engraved by Charles F. Ulrioh
1808 and captured by the Secret Servloe near Cincinnati. Ohio, March 14, 1807.

The other counterfeits were prlDted from one series of places, which were engraved in Brooklyn
N. Y., by Charles H Smith, for William E. Brockway, by whom they were surrendered to the See
Service, November 26th, 1880.

SlOO GENERAL POINTS
APPLYING TO ALL THE COUNTERFEIT 100's FROM THl

ULRICH PLATES—On the face of all genuine bills, in right lower corner of
biH under the hand of the Goddess of Liberty, and in a sun-burst, appears the word
MAINTAIN. On all these Ulrich plate counterfeits the same read MAINIAIN,
the top cross of the “T” beiog omitted. This defect is generally mended by reprint,
pen or pencil, but not so as to deceive close observers.

On the genuine bills the sailor, standing in the bow of the boat, has a medium-
sized head and face with a partly opened mouth

;
but on all these Ulrich Plate

counterfeits the same man has a large broad head and face, a closed mouth, and a
broad full forehead.

On the back of the genuine bills, the lettering of the several panels is properly
punctuated. In the counterfeit in the lower panel containing a quotation from the
law against conterfeiting, on second line, after the word IT a comma is omitted, and
after the word PRINTED ou the fourth line in same panel.

APPLYING TO ALL THE COUNTERFEIT 100's FROM THt
SMITH PLATES—On the face of genuine bills, at the right upper corner

the space between the edge of the wing of th3 Goddess of Liberty and tne standing
of the C is about the 16th of an inch. On all these Smith Plate counterfeits the

Thecutto the left lspub-
llshed by special permis-
sion of Chas. J. Folger,
Secretary of the Treasury,
given under date of April
10, 1883.

The cut to the right is

published by special per-
mission of Chas. J. Folger,
Secretary of the Treasury,
given under date of April
10, 1883.

HBXUINE PLATB—DOUBLB 8IZB. OOUNTKRFBIT (SMITH PLATE)—DOUBLB SIM,
distance between the edge of the wing and the shading of the C is but about half
the distance, or the thirty-second of an inch.

On the genuine bills the sailor, standing in the bow of the boat, has a fair faces
with a partly opened mouth

;
but on all these Smith Plate counterfeit bills the same
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nan has a very widely opened mouth, and eyes of large black dots resembling the*
eye-holes of a skeleton head.

On the back of the genuine bills, in the upper lettered panel, on the third line,
right, the words OTHER DEBTS are properly spaced. In the counterfeit the R hiOTHER joins the D in DEBTS, and the D is raised above the letters preceding.

SlOO SPECIAL POI3STTS.

State.

MASS.
__ „ ,

Check Date or Charter No.
City- Bank. Letter. Series. of genuine.

Boston. First Nat’l Bank A Feb. 2
,
1864 200

1». E. Chittenden. Register; F. E. Spinner. Treasurer.
On genuine, under large panel, BOSTON, each side ot “Will Pay” appear two

nourishes (four in all). In counterfeit the same are omitted. On genuine the
various inscriptions are properly punctuated. In counterfeit the comma after
Boston, engraved in script, is omitted, also the period after the abbreviation
“Feb’y” in date. See general points, CJlrich plates.

Boston. National Bevere Bank. ..A July 20, 1865 1295
S. B. Colby, Register; F. E. Spinner, Treasurer

;
H. Blasdole, Cashier; Sam’l H.

Walley, President.
On the genuine hundreds of this bank the N of NATIONAL. CURRENCY uppe

center of bill, touches the scroll ornament of the left top border. In thecounterre
the same does not reach the scroll by one sixteenth of an inch. See srenera
points, Smith plates.

New Bedford. Merchants’ Nat’l Bank.. A. .Feb. 14, 1865 799
S. B. Colby, Register

;
F. E. Spinner, Treasurer

;
P. O. Howland. Cashier • O K

Tucker, President.
On the genuine, the hair line under the President’s name, if extended, would pass

just above the top of the period under the “r” in Cash’r. In the counterfeit the
same line would strike the middle of the letter “r” in Cash’r. On the genuine the
ground-work of the vignette in lower right corner of bill does not reach the end
border by one-sixteenth of an inch. In the counterfeit the ground-work of the
same vignette extends to within a hair’s breadth of the end border. See genera
points, Smith plates.

Pittsfield. Pittsfield Natl- Bank. .. .A.

.

.July 20, 1865 1260
S. B. Colby. Register; F. E. Spinner, Treasurer; E. S. Francis, Cashier; John Y.

Barker, Vice President. Signatures of bank officers printed in different colored
inks, as if written.

Onf the genuine hundreds of this bank the lower loop of the S in the signature of S
B. Colby touches the yard-arm and the sail of the frigate Niagara. In the coun-
terfeit the same loop clears the sail of the vessel by one-sixteenth of an inch. See
general points, Smith plates.

MX). Baltimore. Nat’l Exchange Bank A .. .July 1, 1865 1109
S. B. Colby, Register; F. E. Spinner, Treasurer.
On the genuine, the small heart shaped figure at the left hand of the panel BALTI-

MORE in title shows seven lines. In the counterfeit the same shows eight lines.
On the genuine, the hair line for writing the Cashier’s signature almost touches
the C of Cashier. On the counterfeit, the hair line does not reach the C by one-
sixteenth of an inch. See general points, Smith plates

N. Y N. Y. City. Central Nat’l Bank A. .April 15, 1864 376
L. E. Chittenden, Register

;
F. E. Spinner, Treasurer.

On the genuine under the panel CITY OF NEW YORK, appear four flourishes.
In the counterfeit the same are omitted. See general points, Ulrich plates.

OHIO. Cincinnati. Ohio Nat'l Bank A Dec. 22, 1864 630
L. E. Chittenden, Register; F. E. Spinner, Treasurer.
On the genuine the outer white line extending the length of the panel enclosing

CINCINNATI is of the same width as the white parallel lines running through
the body of the panel. In the counterfeit the white line around the panel is

broader than those through body of panel. See general points, TTlrich plates.

PENN. Pittsburgh. Pittsb’g Nat. Bk.of Commerce. A .Series of 1875. 668
John Allison, Register; Jno. C. New, Treasurer; Joseph H. Hill, Cashier; Alfred
7^' Patterson

,

President.
On tne genuine the signatures of the officers of the bank are written. On the counter-

feitlhe name of the Cashier is printed and that of the President written. The
genuine is printed on Government localized fibre paper, a verv close imitiation
of which is used in making the counterfeit, but the fibre in the same is not so widely
distributed as in the genuine, is tender, and cannot be picked out unbroken. Num-
bering nearly perfect. Color of figures and seal excellent. See general point*
Smith plates.

> •* Wilkesbarre. Second Nat’l Bank A... .Nov. 2, 1863 104
L. E. Chittenden. Register

;
F. E. Spinner, Treasurer

;
E. A. Spalding, Cashier; Abnum

Nesbitt, Vice-President.
On the genuine the names of the officers of the bank are written. On th* oeuntertett

the same are printed. See general points Smith plates'
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Instructive Sight Guides.
U. S. NOTES.

1. Of date 1862 and 1863, have no jute or fibre in the paper.

Of Series 1869, 1874, 1875 or 1878 are printed on a distinctive fibre

paper known as the Wilcox patent.

Of Series 1880, are printed on paper, having a red and blue silk

thread running from end to end, one at the top and the other at the bottom

of the note, and shreds of red and blue silk fibre scattered all through

the paper, and known as the Crane patent. Then the scattered threads

were discontinued, leaving only the parallel threads or one of them.

Then, later on, was adopted the new kind of paper, having only the

scattered threads localized in two bars, one across each end of bilL

2. The counterfeits of U. S. Notes bear the following seals ;

Small Red Seal, pointed (old seal) :—all counterfeits of dates 1862 and

1863, also some of Series 1875, hear this seal.

Large Red Seal, lathe-work points:—the counterfeit 5o’s and 500’s of
Series 1869 ;

and some counterfeits of Series 1880 bear this seal.

Large Chocolate Seal, lathe-work points :—only the very poor counter-

feit $2 U. S. Note (Series 1880), one poor $10 counterfeit of same series,

also a poor $5, and some pen and brush work bills, bear this seal.

Large Red Seal, plain border:—some 20’s and 10’s (1880) bear this seal.

3. Few Large Chocolate Seals lathe-work points, are counterfeited on any bills.

NATIONAL BANK BILLS.

4. Very few Nat. Bank Bills bearing Red Pointed Seal have any fibre in paper.

Of Series of 1875 (all of which have the Red Scalloped Seal), are either

printed on jute fibre paper, or the silk line paper, the same as used for

the U. S. Notes, Series of 1880.

Of Series of 1882, bearing the Brown Scalloped Seal, such are also printed

on the same silk line paper as the U. S. Notes, Series of 1880.

5. The counterfeits of National Bank Bills have the following seals :

Small Red Pointed Seal (old seal) :—nearly all the counterfeit bank
bills have this seal, or all except the following;

Red Scalloped Seal (Series 1875) ;—this seal is on the counterfeit Pitts-

burg, Pa. ico’s and also on the $5 photographs.

Brown Scalloped Seal, and brown back (^Series 1882) ;—this seal is on
the Norwalk, Conn. 5’s, Cincinnati, O. 10’s, New Orleans, La. io’s and oil

some photographs.

6. With the above few exceptions, all bank bills having the Red Scalloped seotl

or the Brown Scalloped seal are free from suspicion.

7. The Check-letters, A B C or D, referred to in the body of this Detkcto®*
are all printed in black ink on the face of U. S. Notes and National Bank
Bills, as well as on the Dominion of Canada Bills.

8. The Dufferin issue of the Dominion of Canada One and Two Dollar Bills hare
the following distinctive features on the back and face : Those made paya-
ble on the back at Toronto, have red; Montreal, blue; St. John, black; and
Halifax, green figures on the face. The late issues of the Dominion One
Two and Four Dollar Bills have not the above distinctive features.

COUNTERFEITvS OF INTEREST-BEARING
NOTES AND BONDS.

6J.O Compound Interest Treasury Note. Letter C. Act of June 30. 1864—October
1864. Signed S. B. Colby, Register and F. E. Spinner, Treasurer. Number 198380. Pk*>
graph of the brownish color of old fading photographic work.
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Compound Interest Treasury Note. Series 1864. Letter C. Date July 15, 1864. Act Jm»*
1864. Signed, L. E. Chittenden, Register and F. E. Spinner, Treasurer. The portrait and vignette

s a poor quality of work, and the numbers also are poorly done. Plates captured in July, 1866.

*SO Compound Interest Treasury Note. Check-letter D. Date, December, 1864. Act June 3i,
2864. Signed, S. B. Colby, Register and F. E. Spinner, Treasurer. A poor counterfieit-50 Compound Interest Treasury Note. Series 1865. Letter D. Date May 15, 1865. Aet Jane
*>, 1864. Plates captured July, 1866.

Series 1865. Letter C. Date July 15, 1865. Act March 3, 1865. Signed, S. B. Colby, Regis-
«r and F. E. Spinner, Treasurer. Eagle vignette. Interest 7-30, and notes convertable after three yefera
aito 5-20 bonds. Plates captured in April, 1866.loo. The words “ Compound Interest Treasury Note ” appear lengthwise of face of note and
©Tinted in big gold letters. The note is Series 1865; check letter B; date May, 15, 1865; act June 30, 1864

;

.©nyable three years from date; and signed: S. B. Colby, Register and F. E. Spinner, Treasurer. The
portrait of Washington, and the vignette on the left end of note, are both good work; the counterfeit
Pkite having been engraved by Charles H. Smith, as he confessed, while the back of note ie a
genuine impression or from an electrotype plate taken from a stolen impression of the genuine plate.
The red numbers, however, are off color, ana the figures uneven; and the large “ U ” in United State*
yute touches the outside line of the medallion in the upper left corner of the face of note • and the last
S in States is distant not 1-16 of an inch from the outside line of the right corner medallion, while i»

genuine it is about 1-8 of an inch.

91000 United States Coupon Bonds, Series of 1861. Acts of July 17, 1861, and August 5, 1861.
Hature June 30, 1881 (Sixes of 1881). Exceedingly dangerous counterfeits. Those seen beai only eom-
pons maturing January 1, 1881. On counterfeit, in the $1000 counter, of nine sections, on each side oi
portrait of Chase, in the section to the left of the lower half of 1 in 1000, the letter “ S ” in “ State ” k
entire, while on genuine only the upper half of the “ S ” is seen- The hair line around portrait on
counterfeit shows a break of 1-16 of an inch, but tbe genuine does not, it is to the right of letter “ S ” in
Register’s. Counterfeit differs from genuine in the .mitering of the four corners of the green border. In
title

“ United Stages of America ” in the rulea shx.de on left side of bottom spur of letter
l 'U,” on coun-

terfeit are seven very short lines forming very slight shade under that part of the letter—on genuine
are ten lines, each about 1-16 of an inch long and forming a shade of same width as that at the bottom of
She letter. Engraved signature at loowr right hand of counterfeit and printed in grayish colored ink, k
traeed over with pen and ink—signature on genuiue is written.

OOO 7-30 Bonds. Letter B. Dated June 15, 1865. Signed S. B. Colby, Register and F. E.
Spiuaer, Treasurer. Very dangerous counterfeits. Bonds matured and interest ceased. The Treasury
Department redeemed many of them from Jay Cooke & Co., before the bonds were discovered to he
counterfeit. The Department redeemed 890,(00 of the bogus bonds. Charles H. Smith stated that he
engraved the plates.

8> 10OO 5-20 Coupon Bonds of 1862 Consuls of 1867. Fourth series
;
act February 25. 1862, date

ay 1, ! 862. One of the best specimens of counterfeit work that was ever made. It is believed that
no printing was ever done from the plates. They wore not quite completed when captured on No-
T*m bar 21, 186:'.

SOUNTERFEITg OF “UNITED STATES NOTES.”
The United States Notes are printed four on a sheet and lettered respec-

tively, A, B, C, or D. Each Note also bears a Treasury number—one of a series.

On notes lettered A, this will be 1, or a number divided by four leaves one remainder;

on notes lettered B, it is 2, or a number divided by four leaves two remainder
;
on

states lettered C, it is 3, or a number divided by four leaves three remainder
;
on

TE^'ces lettered D, it is 4, or a number divided by four leaves no remainder.

Divide the last two figures of the number by four
;
if the result differs from the

foregoing, the note is counterfeit. If the results agree, the note may be counter-

ftsat nevertheless, and reference must be made in such a case to the following :

ONES,
BCD. Dated August 1, 1862

;
Act oi July 11th, 1862. Two similar counter-® 1

teits, both poor. Engraving coarse. Vignette head of Chase very badly done,
Tlie month crooked, the eyes blurred, and the expression unnatural. Numbering
raregulai and off color. Imprint of Bank Note Company very imperfect. The ones
in •ciTcles in the top and bottom border of note almost illegible. The lathe-work
<#uite detective. Receivable in payment of all loans. Plates captured.

D. Series ot 1875. Act of March 8, 1863. JoUn Allison, Register
;
A. U.

#1 Wyman, Treasurer. A poor counterfeit, but of passable appearance at a dis-

sanee, or in a poor light. Engraving coarse, lines broken and uneven. Vignette of

$2ead of Washington very baaly done. Lettering imperfect. Numbering very ir-

osgular. On the back an attempt has been made to imitate fibre by printing. In
Abe inscription on the back, a number of words are mis-spelt. Specimens of thin

awnnterfeit seen have been an eighth of an noh longer than the genuine.
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$2

$2

TWOS.
A B C D. Dated August 1, 1862

;
Act of July 11, 1862. A poor counterfeit

Engraving coarse. Vignette head of Hamilton very badly done. Shading of

large letters in United States badly engraved. Lettering uneven. Imprint of

.National Bank Note Company almost illegible. Lathe-work defective, lines indis-

tinct. Receivable in payment of all loans. Lithograph. Materials captured.

D. Series of 1875. Act of March 3, 1863. Treasury number, 8347504.

John Allison, Register; A. U. Wyman, Treasurer. A poor couuterfeit,

printed on plain paper by the old photographic process.

0. Series of 1880. B. K. Bruce, Register; A. U. Wyman, Treasurer. A
poor couuterfeit, and seems to be the product of a wood cut. The picture of

the Capitol in centre of note is a mere outline of the same. Numbering fair, letter-

ing in border and back poor. Legal Tender on back reads Legal Lender in coun-

terfeit. Paper soft and dark. This counterfeit first appeared March, 1886.

FIVES.
<t>R A. Dated March 10, 1862

;
Act of February 25, 1862. Series 90. Convertible

note. The best of the counterfeits of the five dollar Treasury Notes of 1862

and 1863. Engraving coarse, but the vignette head of Hamilton presents a fair ex-

pression. The lathe-work around the large figure 5, in right upper corner of note,

is defective. Lathe-work on back of note also faulty. Plates captured.

C A. Dated March 10, 1863; Act of February 25, 1862. Series 114. Convertible

note. A poor counterfeit. All genuine notes dated March 10, 1863, are non-
oonvertible.

C AD. Dated March 10, 1863; Act of March 3, 1863. New series, and new
series 70. Inferior counterfeits. The engraving on the face of the notes

is very coarse
;
vignette statue of Liberty, left end of notes, looks like a cheap wood

engraving. Vignette head of Hamilton, right end of notes, coarse, of very poor ap-

pearance, and not a likeness. Signature of L. E. Chittenden, Register, engraved in

coarse lines, not a facsimile of genuine. Numbering very poor. Imprintoi Ameri-
can Bank Note Company imperfect. Lathe-work around the figure 5 on the coun-
ters and on the back of notes very defective.

AD. Dated March 10, 1863; Act of March 3, 1863. New series 77. A
passable counterfeit. The engraving on the face of the note is coarse,

the lathe-work abound the figure 5. on the counter, right upper corner face of bill

is very defective The vignette of Hamilton, right lower corner, though poorly en-
graved, presents a fair expression, and is to a certain degree a likeness. Vignette
statue of Liberty, left end of bill, “scratchy” and unfinished in detail, and lacking,
the cross lines in shading. About the feet of the statue a few rough lines alone ap-
pear, instead of the sharply-defined folds of drapery shown on the genuine. Lathe-
work on back of note faulty, the lines not traceable in the green tint.

$R AD. Dated March 10, 1863; Act of March 3, 1863. New series 77, and new
series G-ood counterfeits of these senes. Engraving quite well done

;
general

appearance comparatively good; very likely to deceive unless carefully examined.
The lettering of these counterfeits is well engraved and the shading regular, yet
heavier than on genuine. The lathe-work around the figure 5 on the counter, right
upper corner face of bill, appears good at first sight, yet when inspected is found to
lack the vei-y fine continuous lines of the genuine. The vignette of Hamilton is al-

most as finely engraved as the genuine, aud presents a very fair likeness. The
vignette statue of Liberty, left end of note, is not so carefully finished

;
the general

features of the statue and its drapery are discernable, but details are imperfect or
wanting. On the left hand of the figure (the side toward the body of the note) the
drapery below the knee does not show the ornamental ball-tassels as prominent as
on the genuine. Lathe work ?n back of uote defective.

jfcR Series of 1875. G. Act of March 3, 1863. John Allison, Register A. U.
^ Wyman, Treasurer. Dangerous counterfeit. • General appearance good. Print-
ing well done. Lettering generally clear and regular. Lathe-work a good imitation
of genuine. Shading of words United States in title coarse and “scratchy.” Center
vignette, emigrant family, coarsely engraved Vignette bead of Jackson in lower
left of note badly done; the face has a scared or startled expression, unlike the firm,
calm, intelligent, look of the genuine. In the upper left corner of note the “Series of
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1875’’ lacks the flourishes which appear above and below “1875” on the genuine.
Imprint of Bureau, Engraving and Printing, irregular and imperfect, and several
letters are incomplete or broken

;
after the word Bureau is a period instead of a

oomma as in genuine, and the & is blotted at the top where the genuine distinctly
shows a clear open space in a loop. The genuine notes of this series are all on fibre
paper. This is poorly imitated in the counterfeit by fine lines printed only on the
space at the left end of back of note. Plates captured.

$5
urer.

Series of 1875. D. Plate 12, and Plate 14. Act of March 3, 1863. Both
Treasury numbers, B8058120. John Allison, Register; A. U. Wyman, Treas-
Two passable counterfeits, from plates made by the old photographic process

<Tr Series 1875. A. Act of March 3, 1863. Treasury number, B3420232.

_

Plate 22. John Allison, Register
;
A U. Wyman, Treasurer. Photograph.

Printed on plain paper, coarse and heavy. Seal and cycloid work very pale . Num-
bering fair. Lathe-work on back, and in two counters on face, so blurred hardly
a line can be seen. The green ink and red numbers are very good so far as the
shade of color goes. The note on face has a blurred appearance and is very dark.
Not dangerous, but deceptive.

Series of 1880. A. J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer
A poor counterfeit. Portrait of Jackson poor and he appears cross-eyed.

Curved line between “Series of” and “1880,” as well as the floral design at the end
of the imprint of the Bureau Engraving and Printing, are both omitted.

Series of 1880. B. B. K. Bruce, Register; A. U. Wyman, Treasurer. The
paper is thin and soft, being unsized, and lacking the parallel silk threads of

the genuine note. The medallion of Jacksor in lower left corner of note is badly
executed. The letter “y” in the Treasurer’s name is a “g” in the counterfeit.

&K Series 1880. B. W. S. Rosecrans, Register; James W. Hyatt, Treasurer.
A very poor wood cut production. Words “Bureau of Engraving and Print-

ing, Washington, D. 0.,” are reversed, beginning at the lower right hand end, in-

stead of the upper left hand end. All the lathe work is very poor.

<t K Series 1880. B. W. S. Rosecrans, Register; J.N. Hustson, Treasurer. Note
'P printed from a crudely executed wood-cut Plate. The words “Register
of the Treasury” and “Treasurer of the United States,” are missing. Lathe
work represented by crossed straight lines.

dt»£T Series 1880. B. Signed: J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan,
Treasurer. Note a photographic production. The Treas. No. (A 3030-

1778) is traced over with blue ink.

$5 Series 1880. C- J. Fount Tilman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer. A
lithographic counterfeit. In general a fair note, but work on both face and

back poor in detail when closely examined—lines are not clear cut. Center
vignette especially too black and course. Paper good, made of three thin sheets

with red and blue silk fibre between.

Jg Series 1880. D- W. S. Rosecrans, Register; J. N. Huston, Treasurer. A
poor counterfeit of coarse wor k. The portrait, the vignette and all the other

work on the note much inferior to the genuine. In the title “ United States ” the
‘ i ” is not dotted, although the heavy shading of ti e dot is there. Paper fair.

0

tfr Series 1880. R.— 52. J. Fount Tillmsn, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.

Photographic note, No. A 38629060. Seal numbers and back touched up
with colored inks.

TENS.
$>1f, B C. Dated March 10, 1862; Act of February 25, 1862. Series 19. “ Ex-
$1 v changeable for six per cent. U. S. bonds.” A poor counterfeit. Engraving

ooarse, blurred generally, especially in the vignette head of Lincoln, where the eyes

have a wild, staring expression. In the imprint of the National Bank Note Company,

the first “a” in “Nation” iB smaller than the adjoining letters, and the imprint is

about a sixteenth of an inch above the border of the note.- On the genuine, ths

panel inscribed “National Bank Note Company” touches the hair line inside of bor-
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der. Tliere are eight or ten different counterfeits of this denomination, act and date,

some of which are almost equal to the genuine. Plates captured.

4»in B C. Dated March 10, 1862; Act of February 25, 1862. New series 28.
<DIU “Receivable in payment of all loans.” A good counterfeit

;
close imitation

of the genuine, well calculated to deceive. Engraving good, but somewhat coarse

on the vignettes. Lathe-work excellent. Numbering well done. Imprint of Na-
tional Bank Note Company almost perfect. On genuine, under the wing of the
eagle in vignette center are four clean cut feathers. In the counterfeit, the feathers

are blurred and indistinct at that point. On the genuine, the line on which the

Treasury number is printed ranges below the words “New Series” to the right

of the figures. In the counterfeit, the line, if continued, would strike “New
Series” below the middle of the letters. Plates captured.

dMH B C. Dated March 10, 1862; Act of February 25, 1862. Series 52. “Ex-
changeable for six per cent. U. S. twenty years bonds.” A good counterfeit.

Vignette head of Lincoln fairly engraved, but a poor likeness; hair coarse, fine

lines in drapery irregular. Imprint of National Bank Note Company, lower left

corner of note, in a good style of plain lettering, but irregular, especially in the
word “note, ” where the letter “t” appears leaning forward at a lower angle than
the adjoining letters.

A A B G D. Dated March Iff 1863; Act of March 3, 1863. New Series 7,
wL'-t Series 19, New Series 23, New Series 52, and New Series 53. Counterfeits
in general well done, especially in engraving of vignettes. The center vignette
of a spread eagle, is, however, comparatively inferior, presenting a somewhat
scratchy appearance; and the figure of a woman artist on right end of face of coun-
terfeit is imperfect in detail and faulty in shading. The lathe-work ot these counter-
feits is defective in the green tint center of face of the same and in the green medal-
lion counters inscribed 10. On the genuine, to the left of figures 10 on gr-een coun-
ters, are four green dots. In the eounterleits but three such dots are plainly visible.

<tM f\ Series of 1875. C. Act of March 3, 1863. An extensively-circulated coun
terfeit. In the engraving of vignette head of Webster the face has a surly

expression. On the genuine the lines of shading across the breast of Webster’s coat
are uniform in drawing, equally spaced and regular. In the counterfeit the lines of
shading on the body of the coat are much finer, and those on the lapel much coarser
than the genuine. Thus the counterfeit also differs from the genuine in showing
both coarse and fidne lines of shading on the breast of Webster’s coat, as may best be
seen around the upper button hole and on the adjoining part of the coat, as illus-

trated in the cuts here presented.

The cut to the left Is

published by special per-
mission ol Chas. J. i’ol-

ger, Secretary of the
Treasury, given under
date of July 14, 1883.

The cut to the right Is

published by special per-
mission of Chas. J. I’ol-

ger, Secretary of the
Treasury, given under
date of July 14, 1883.

COUNTERFEIT PLATE—DOUBLE SIZE.

On the genuine note the inscription Washington, D. C., center of bill, is in open-
faced italic caps nnrl small caps, the lettersW and D. C. being larger than the others.
In the counterhit the inscription WASHINGTON, D. 0. is iu the same kind of type
but the letters are all of the same size. On upper center of border the inscrip-
tion “This note is a leoal tender for ten dollars” is badly spaced on the counter-
feit, the words “for” and “ten” joining each other. All genuine notes of this series
are on distinctive fibre paper; the counterfeits are on plain paper, the fibre in the
original issues ot counterfeits being imitated by fine lines on the back, which are
printed, or drawn with a pen. Later issues are printed on an imitation of fibre
paper, made witl very coarse threads or hairs in the body of the same.

GENUINE PLATE—DOUBLE SIZE.
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$10 Series 1880. B. Signed W. S. Rosecrans as Register, and James W. Hyatt,
Treasurer. Face plate number 2250. Portrait of Webster flat and of an un-

natural appearance, yet note calculated to deceive. Numbers good in color and
formation. Lathe work counters well done. Threads in paper same as genuine.
All the small letters on the note poorly engraved. A number of counterfeit plates,
a large amount of silk fibre paper, and about $12,000 of these notes were found at
Bethel, Conn, in August, 1894, and the counterfeiters also captured.

$10 Series 1880. B. Sigued W. S. Rosecrans, Register, and E. H. Nebeker,
Treasurer. Small red scalloped seal. General appearance of notes bad.

Series of 1880. B. J. F. Tillman, Register. D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.
A photograph, No. A14249506 Color tints poorly applied.

$fQ Series of 1880. C-—8. J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treas-
urer. Apparently from well executed etched plates. Numbering fair but

outlines of old numbers can be seen beneath the new. Much of lathe work on
back of note is indistinct. Colors fair. Paper of two sheets with silk threads
between, but threads too coarse. Note quite liable to deceive.

110 Series of 1880. C. Signed W. S. Rosecrans, Register, and J. N. Huston,
Treasurer. Note thought to be a joint production of the camera and wocd

engraving. The whole face of note is so heavy, spotted and blotchy as to at once
dete rmine its false character. Numbering poor, and the lines in the number panels
only a batch of scratches. Back of note is also of inferior work.

i-j/'. Series of 1S80. C. Signed W. S. Rosecrans, Register
;
James W. Hyatt,

Treasurer. Webster vignette. It is reported to be a photographic produc-
tion, and the Treasury number on those discovered is A5191771. The numbering
is poor, the figures being unequal in size and very irregular. The color is fair but
fades very easily like all sun-print photographs. Large red seal. No silk threads.

<MA Series of 1880. 0. Signed B.K. Bruce and A. U. Wyman, but the small
****'“' words “Register of the Treasury ” and “Treasurer of the United States,”

which should be under the signatures, are omitted on the counterfeit, also the words
••‘Engraved and printed at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing” and “Act of

March 3rd, 1863.” On the right end, back of notes, all the small lettering which
should appear there about the legal tender quality, penalty for counterfeiting, &0 .,

is also all omitted. Lathe-work very poor, some notes on the back have no attempt
at lathe-work, only the outline made and the groen color being put on as with a
brush. Other notes seen have the lathe-work partly imitated but poorly done.

*4 A Series of 1880. L. Signed B. K. Bruce and Jas. Gilfillan. These notes
are slightly different in all their parts from the notes just mentioned. They

are, however, of the same general appearance and quality of work, bear all the
defects just mentioned about the $10 notes of check letter D, and none are gen-
uine with a check letter “L” thereon, but the L may easily be changed to a D.

TWENTIES.
For a General Point—To detect all the old counterfeit 20’ s of dates 1862 or

1863, notice on the face of notes the little small lines or dots crossing length-

wise at the top and bottom part of the large green figures 20 ;
these lines are

known to those of our craft as telegraph lines. On genuine notes they are

distinct, uniform and straight across the figures 20. On the great majority
of, as well as the best, counterfeits, these lines are lacking. Only a few of
the very poorer counterfeits have them at both top and bottom part, and even
by these lines alone they can be detected, as such lines are very imperfect.

d>OA ABC. Dated March 10, 1862 ;
Act of Feb. 25, 1862. Series 6 and Series 24.

.i Exchangeable for six per oent. twenty years bonds.” Dangerous counter-

feits. Engraving coarse generally. Imprint ofAmerican Bank Note Oompauy, New
York, very imperfect. Numbering good. Lathe work very defective, especially in

medallion counters aiound larger figures 20 on face of note. Plates captured.

tf>QA A B C U. Dated March 10, 1862; Act of February 25, 1862. New series 7.
QLKJ An inferior but passable counterfeit. Engraving quite coarse and faulty.

The hands of the Goddess of Liberty are shapeless and out of form. In the center

foreground of vignette the drapery of the figure seems to reach the earth, and but a
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few irregular marks indicate where the foot appears on the genuine. The inscription

‘Tayable at the Treasury of the U. 8. At New York” underneath the vignette

is very imperfect, as are the imprints of the two bank note oompaniesbelow . Lathe-

work exceedingly defective. Plates captured.

•OA A. Dated March 10, 1863; Act of March 3, 1863. "Exchangeable for six

per cent, twenty years bonds.” A poor counterfeit. Lathe-work very de-

fective. The back of this note is "muled,” or mismatched with its face. No genuine

iSrenty Dollar U. 8. Treasury Note issued under the Act of March 3, 1863, was "con-

vertible” or had on its back the words "Exchangeable for six per cent, bonds.”

0OA A. Dated March 10, 1863
;
Act oi March 3, 1863. New series. A very

poor counterfeit. Vignette of Goddess of Liberty badly done. Shading of

large letters "United States” on face of note coarse and “scratchy.” Lathe-work
exceedingly defective, especially on back of note. Lithograph. Materials captured.

ton A. Dated March 10, 1863; Act of March 3, 1863. New, series 19. A poor
counterfeit. Engraving quite coarse. The fingers of the left hand of God-

dess of Liberty appear broken and the foot is not at all well defined. Imprint of
bank note companies very imperfect. Lathe-work very defective. Plates captured.

$20 of 1875. A 6 C D. Act of March 3, 1863. John Allison, Regis-
ter: John C. New, Treasurer. A dangerous counterfeit if taken at first

glance, but will not bear close examination. The outlines of this counterfeit are
supposed to have been produced by some modification of the photographic process,

and the finish and details by the skillful and artistic use of pens and brushes. The
portrait of Hamilton finely executed, but the back-ground a mass of black washed
in, nearly the proper shade, but lacking the fine lines which make up the ground
work of the genuine. No attempt at lathe-work in the center surrounding the
figures "20”—of similar nature to the back-ground of portrait.

Another $20 note, Series of 1875. Letter B, appeared in June 1881 and is

about the same class of a note. Signed John Allison as Register and Jas. Gilfillas

as Treasurer. None genuine signed Jas. Gilfillan as Treasurer. At top center on
face of note the fine imprint, "Engraved and printed at the Bureau Engraving ann
Printing” is also omitted on the counterfeit.

$00 Series of 1878. A B C D. cvr.z oi March 3, 1863. John Allison, Register
;

Jas. Gilfillan, Treasurer. A passable counterfeit but will not bear close ex-
amination. Made by a plate process in outline and finished much the same aa
counterfeit of 20, series of 1875, just described. Done on a paper nearly a perfect
imitation of the genuine. Inks almost the same shade of genuine.

$20 Series 1880. A B C D- In general looks the counterfeits are dangerous
notes, colors excellent, but moisture applied with finger or sponge will disturb

the inks. At top centre, face of note, the words ‘Engraved and Printed at the Bureau
Engraving and Printing ” are omitted. The paper has the two parallel silk threads
and the silk fibre, nicely imitated by ink lines generally. Corn terfeits similar to
those of series of ’75 and ’78. Examine pen-made lathe-work around large 20.

$20 Series 1880. C. Portrait of Hamilton. W. S. Rosecrans, Register
; James

W. Hyatt, Treasurer. General appearance of note blurred Lathe-work poor,
especially on back of note. Treasurv numbers poor.

$2C Series 1880. D.— 3. W. S. Rosecrans, Register; E. H. Nebeker, Treas-
urer. Portrait of Hamilton, lathe-work, and lettering, poor.

$50 C. Dated March 10, 1862; Act of February 25, 1862. Series 1, One of
the "convertible” series. An inferior counterfeit. Engraving badly executed.

Vignette head of Hamilton defective, the nose of the portrait runs to an unnatural
sharp point and there is a peculiar to the countenance not seen in the genu-
ine. Numbering imperfect. Plates Matured.

$50 A B C D. Altered notes. Very dangerous. Made by raising genuine $2Treasury
notes. By error, certain Treasury 2s and 50s bear the same vignette head of

Hamilton. On genuine fifties the vignette head of Hamilton is at the top of the note,
on the twos and the raised note, it is at the bottom. The vignette head of Hamilton
has often been cut from genuine twos, the back removed and the face neatly cemented
over the inferior work of poor counterfeit fifties, which were thus made passable.

A B C D. Dated March 10, 1863
;
Act of March 3, 1863. New series 1. Pat-

eited 30. June. 1857. Two different counterfeits, but both poor. Face of
$50
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notes fiom different places, but with sam® ba,ek8. Engraving of vignette head of
amilton coarse and defective. On the face of notes in the counters bearing the
rge figures 50 are white lines surrounding smaller italic 50s. On the genuine, one

o these white lines crosses the space inside the large 0. In one of the counter-
feite, this line does not cross the large 0, and the space inside the same is occupied
on y by the back-ground. But in both counterfeits on the back of notes the small
counters inscribed 50, which form the border of the back and the inside spaoe,
though octagonal, are crooked in outline and lack the perfect form of the genuine,
and surrounding all these small 50s are the words fifty, fifty, yet in both counter-
feits these words are perfectly illegible. Plates captured.

$50 A B C D. Dated March 10, 1863
;
Act of March 3, 1863. New series 1.

Patented 30, June, 1857. Dangerous counterfeit. Engraving good in
general. \ ignette head of Hamilton very finely done. The buttons on Hamilton’s
vest not as distinct as on genuine. In the counters bearing the large figures 50 are
white lines surrounding smaller italic 50s. On the genuine, one of these white
lines crosses the space inside the large 0. In the counterfeit this line does not
cross the large 0, and the space inside the same is occupied only by the back-ground.
On the back of the genuine, the counters inscribed 50 forming the border of the
greenback and of the inside space are octagons having obtuse angles. In this coun-
terfeit the outlines of the small counters described are almost perfect circles.

SdO ^ G D. Dated March 10, 1863; Act of March 8, 1863. New Series 2. Pa-
tented April 28, 1863, above the check letter. A splendid counterfeit, one

of the most dangerous in existence. Inks and printing nearly equal to the genuine,
Numbering perfect. The buttons on the vest of Hamilton are not as distinctly pro-
minent as on genuine. In the counters bearing the large figures 50 are white lines
surrounding smaller italic 50' s. On the genuine, one of these white lines crosses the
space inside the large 0. In the counterfeit, this line does not cross the large 0,
and the space inside the same is occupied only by the back-ground. On the bade of
counterfeit near lower left corner two of the counters in the border are partly merged
and a cipher being omitted, the figures read “550.” On the genuine the same coun-
ters are not so much merged, and the figures read “50 50.” On the genuine the
small counters inscribed “50,” which form the border of the green back ana of the
inside space are octagons with obtuse angles. In the counterfeit the outlines of the
Bmall counters described are almost perfect circles. Plates captured.

$50 Series of 1869. B. Act of March 3, 1863. A superior anu dangerous coun-
terfeit. Excellent general appearance. Engraving good. Vignette por-

trait of Henry Clay a fair likeness. Numbering wel’. done. Lathe-work a fine imi-
tation of genuine, nearly perfect 1 On the genuine, between “Series of” and “1869,”
At upper left face of note, is a flourish, which is omitted from the counterfeit un-
less pen-made. On back centre of genuine note, at top of large 50, two stars
emerging show five points each

;
two stars bottom of 50 four points each. On

counterfeit the star top of large 5 in 50 shows six points
;
the star top of 0 in 50, and

two stars bottom of 50, five points each. All genuine notes are printed on distinctive
fibre paper, counterfeits on plain paper. Plates captured. ' Handle with Care.

$5fi Series of 1875. Act of March 3, 1863. Pen-made counterfeits of good

.

appearance, artistically finished with the brush. A moistened thumb ap-
plied to the Treasury numbers or green tint on back of note removes the colors.

$50 Series 1880. Act of March 3 ,1863. A pen-made counterfeit, “Act of March
3, 1863” over portrait of Franklin, and “Engraved and Printed at the Bu-

reau of Engraving and Printing” to the left of Franklin’s portrait are both omitted.
Counterfeits of pen and brush work, similar to the 20’s, must be detected by the kind
©r quality of work, as the ‘

‘ points ” may differ for each bill. In general appearance
and colors these bills are very deceiving as they are done in a skillful and artistic

manner, but will not bear close inspection.

$100 ABC. Dated March 10, 1862; Act of February 25, 1862. Series 1,
<D 1UU “Exchangeable for U. 8. six per cent, twenty years bonds.” A dangerous,
though defective, counterfeit. Engraving coarse. Vignette of spread eagle upon a
rock badly done, the plumage “scratchy.” On the genuine the $tem of the feather
in the eagle’s tail near the left claw is very distinct. In the counterfeit the stem of
the feather described is almost or quite invisible. The figures used in numbering
Are much longer or “deeper” than in genuine, are imperfect, and the printing ofl
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lor. On the back of the genuine, in the scroll work on both sides of the cirole,

e figures appear repeatedly in regular order thus—on the left hand “001”; right

nd “100.” On the counterfeit the. figures are just reversed and stand thus left

nd “100”; right hand “001.”

100 Series 1880. A pen and brush work counterfeit of good appearance, but will

not bear close inspection. Portrait of Lincoln fairly imitated. Lathe-work
poor. The small words “ Engraved and Printed at the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing ” omitted. See above “$50 Series 1880.”

Series of 1869. A B C D. Act of March 3, 1863. An exceedingly dangerousVOW counterfeit. Some on fibre paper. Engraving and general execution equal

to genuine. Upon the appearance of this counterfeit the Treasury issued enlarged

photographs of the same, and of the genuine for comparison, to aid detection. The
buttons on the coat of Adams are not as round as on the genuine, particularly the

upper one nearest the lapel, which button is quite oblong. The three middle
toes of the figure of Justice are shorter and are of about one-third of the whole length

of the exposed foot
;
on the genuine the same are in length full one-half or more of

the exposed foot. The scale held aloft in the left hand has the upright of the beam
a little larger aud if not inked, shows plainly from the beam to the end of the third

finger ; on the genuine it shows only to about the bottom of the hand. In the coun-
terfeit, in the ornamental work around the lower Treasury numbers, between the
vignette and the upper corner of the N or letter forming part of the numbers, is a
small oblong but complete loop

;
in the genuine the same is like an oblong loop dis-

connected at its left end, and then the top lines or top half part of the loop extend-
ing at least one-third beyond the lower half-part. Nearly all the genuine notes
have been retired. Best receive these notes, only as bills for collection.

npn A B C D. Dated March 10, 1862, and March 10, 1863; Act of March 3, 1863.

An exceedingly dangerous counterfeit
;
nearly a perfect imitation. En

graving almost or quite equal to genuine. Lathe-work in the border and corner of
the face of the note a little defective, and the words “Act of March 3, 1863” are a
little coarser than the genuine. The points of difference are so very slight that
a direct and very careful comparison of the genuine with the counterfeit is necessary
to detect. Upon the ap pearance of this counterfeit the Treasury issued enlarged
photographs of the same and the genuine ;o] comparison to aid detection. Upon
the original plate of the genuine first issue oi this note the date was by mistake en-
graved March 10, 1862. This error was copied by the engraver of the counterfeit
and notes thus printed. Afterwards the genuine issue was made to bear the proper
date, March 10, 1863. This too was copied, and counterfeit notes issued accordingly
Very few genuine are in circulation. Receive these notes only as bills for ccllection.

Counterfeits of Treasury Notes.

3>| Series 1891. G. Signed: J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan,
Treasuier. Counterfeit from etched plat s. Protrait and all wTork bad.

$2 Series 1890. A.—22 . W. S. Rosecrans, Register, and E. H. Nebes-er, Treas-
urer. Head of McPherson is larger than in genuine portrait, and his eyes

also are unlike those of the genuine. Numbers poorly formed and of bad color.
Two parallel threads are in the paper. Lathe-work on back of note much broken.

$2 Series 1891. A, J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Tre asurer.
Portrait poor; small lettering blurred and indistinct; red numbers recol-

ored. Note apparently from zinc platep, printed on two pieces of “Japanese” pa-
per with silk threads between the sheets.

$2 Series 1891. B. Signed, J. Fount Tillman as Register, and D. N. Morgan as
Treasurer U. S. Two counterfeits and both look like lace plati nurnoer 5,

but indistinct. Portrait of McPherson lair, but the beard appears as if too evenly
trimmed as it does not extend down aud cover a part of the white collar. The red
numbers are darker and heavier than genuine, and irregular also. Otherwise one
note is good and it is an exact reproduction. Paper fair and made of two thin sheets
pasted together with the localized scattered fibre between. Both counterfeits have
the parallel ruling in lower number panel poor. The poorer counterfeit has letters
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in “McPherson" irregular and out of alignment, and moustache too dark and
tinctly formed on his right side. Eyebrows very light, whiskers and hair v
dark. Oval center lathe work design very light and peculiar looking.

r

Series 1891. B-—33. J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treas-
urer. Portrait of McPherson poor, and a white streak across the iris of

each eye Dark outlines of old numbers can be seen beneath the new red ones.
Much of lathe work is indistinct.

$2 Series 1891. B—28. Note simply changed from the following D—27 plate

Series 1891. C. Act July 14, 1890
;
portrait, McPherson

;
signed W. S. Rose-

crans. Register, and E. H. Nebeker. Treasurer. In the portrait the beard does
not extend down and cover a small portion of coat collar like on the genuine ; the
Treasury numbers are heavier

;
the colors of the numbers and seal much darker red;

lathe-work broken in many places. In small figure 2, lower right end of bill, the
two-small words two therein are missing. A few silk threads appear in the note.

Series 1891. Q. J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.
From photo-mechanical plates. Portrait of McPherson lacks the life like

appearance. Imitation lathe work very poor. Shading around the lettering
solid instead of fine parallel lines.

$2 Series 1851. D.—27. J Fount Tillman, Register
;
D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.

Counterfeit from photo-mechanical process plates of fair workmanship.
Lathe-work much blurred. Plaid design in upper right number panel not imitated.
Numbers good. Paper good. Silk threads imitated by ink lines.

$2 Series 1891. D-—38. J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.
*** A poor counterfeit. Lathe work all very bad. Parallel ruling and plaid de-
sign very coarse and irregular. Color of nu nbers and seal off color—sort of pink
red. Word “Bearer” in script, unless changed, is plainly spelled “Beurer.”

Series 1891. A.— 12. Signed W. S. Rosecrans as Register, and E. H. Nebeker as
^ Treasurer. Portrait of Thomas very poor

;
it is scratchy, flat, and faintly resembling

genuine. Numbers out of alignment and off color. None of lines of lathe-work can be traced.

<£5 Series 1891. A— 12 . Signed, J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan,
^ Treasurer. Portrait of Thomas, miserable. Lettering and lathe work poor.

CK Series 1S91. D. J. Fount Tillman, Register, and D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.
^ Photographic production, poorly colored. Treas. No. B3776724.

Cin Series 1890. B, Signed W. S. Rosecrans, Register, and J. N. Huston, Treas-
^ ^ urer. In the portrait of General Sheridan, which has a broken and rough ap-

pearance, the star on his epaulette is only four-pointed, and should be five The whole
face of the note is heavy, and the lathe-work is blurred and indistinct. The only fair

work on the note is the large chocolate spiked seal and large counter with X in centre.

<£|Q Series 1891. A —2. J. Fount TillmaD, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treas-

^ urer. Note from crude wood cut plates, and appearance so bad that it can
not well deceive.

$ IQ Series 1891. B. J. Fount Tillman, Register
;
D. N. Morgan, Treasurer. Por-

trait of Sheridan very dark, features almost undiscernable. All coloring

applied with a brush leaving grey of photograph to be seen underneath.

^10 Series 1891. C— 18. Signed J. Fount Tillman, Register; D N. Morgan,
^ Treasure . From fair photo-mechanical plates. A number of bare white
spots appear on face and hair of Sheridan.

Series 1891. C J - Fount Tillmau, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.

’Apparently from a photo-etched plate, but a very poor counterfeit.

5J0 Series 1891; C. J. Fount Tillmau, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer. A
photograph. Seal, numbers and back of note not tinted

$10

$20 Series 1890. Portrait of Marshall. A pen and brush-work counterfeit, very

well executed, but will not bear close inspection. See J>50, Series 1880.

$100 Series 1890. Portrait of Farragut. This, pen and brush work counterfeit

appeared in December, 1893. It is of good appearance but will not be*r

close inspection. See also “United States note $50 Series 1880,” page 30.

Another Farragut bill of this kind yet a little different, appeared iu Jaunary, 189*
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H Counterfeits of Silver Certificates.

38

I'j Series 1880. B. Signed, W. S. Rosecrans and J. N. Huston. A poor conn-
A

terfeit, the product of the photographic art.

Series 1886. D. W.S. Rosecrans, Register
;
James W. Hyatt, Treasurer. Plat*

number 1768. Whole end border on left end face of note appeals light more at

s uniform shade from top to bottom, and thus it lacks the contrast of several dark
lathe-work designs with lighter parts intervening, as on genuine. Portrait of M arth*.

Washington fair, but work not as fine as genuine. In “Treasurer of the UnitoixS'

States” the “e” in “the” is imperfect or far too high. “Engraved and Printed^,.

&c.,” not as clear cut as genuine. Small seal.

<t| Series 1891
;
A. Act August 4, 1886; signed J. Fount Tillman, Register, aaadr

D. N. Morgan, Treasurer. The counterfeit is a reproduction by a photo-ctche«d

plate. Part of face of bill looks about as well as genuine, but all the fine lines of
ruling in each large letter of words UNITED STATES, are very much broken; and
the shading under those words is tOD black and heavy. Blue numbers are poor i®
form, and the parallel ruling lines about them, are very badly broken. Portrait fair*,

but with a glass especially the stipple work on face, other fine work about the hair*,

and the trimming over shoulder are each imperfect work. Words “Engraved and
printed at the Bureau Engraving & Priuting” hardly legible. Back of note ,poor
quality of work. Paper fair, made of a thick and thin sheet pasted together, with
red and blue silk fibre between in the two perpendicular bars across the bill.

Series 1891. D. Signed W. S. Rosecrans and E. H. Nebeker. A very poor coca-
terfeit, having the new designed back, and the red scalloped seal. The work-

manship is bad and not likely to deceive.

Series^ 1896. C—34- B. !K. Bruce, Register; Elba H. Roberts, Treaeurer..
Apparently from photo-etched plates, and badly printed with coal black ink.

All the fine lines are lost in printing. Treasury Nos. traced over with blue writ-
ing fluid and readily blurs, as dees the red seal also. Heavy bond paper ’was
used and no silk fibre.

$2 Series of 1888. A 1870 . W. S. Rosecrans, Re lister, C. N Jordan, Treasurer.
^ The expression of face iu the portrait of Hancock is very good In fact tie
whole face of the note is very good in its appearancs as an old note, but the fi^ a;«s-
in the numbering are off color being a shade of purple*black. The lathe work in the
large counter 2 's not as sharp and distinct as on the genuine bills. The paper
good and has two creases to imitate the two parallel silk threads.

The who'e back of the note is poorly printed, the lathe work being broken, blnrrect-

and indistinct. The words “this certificate is receivable for customs” etc., lack tlse-

greeu shading lines across the face of the letters, and the letters in “Bureau of..-

Engraving and Printing” are also very b oken and indistinct. Large red seal.

$2 Series of 1886 . A.— 1865 . W. S. Rosecrans, Register, and C. N. Jordan*-^ Treasurer. Theie are no parallel lines forming the panel in which Vh«-

Treasury number appears on the upper right end of the face of note, the gentune
note has there lines. The numbering is poor. Small red seal on this counterfeit.

<£2 Series of 1886. B.— 1863 YV. S. Rosecrans, Register, and James W. H?»tfcv^ Treasurer; Appearance of note fair, but Hancock’s right check is off

very coarse and scratchy wot k, and all the other stipple work on his foreheads,'

and face looks very poor and especially so if using a glass. The oval background
of the portrait is of coarse work and ends abruptly in dark lines. The “i” in tke
word “Register” is not dotted, nor is the “t”.;n “States” crossed. The latbe-woifc
in the large counter 2 is good. Paper fair. The counterfeit seals vary in shadis off

color but none are of true color. The back of the note is fair, the Jathe-wwfc
there defective, and the words “Bureau Engraving arid Printing” at the bottom of-
note very defective. This note first appeared in July, 1890. Large red seal.

A later issue of same counterfeit bears the Chocolate seal with spiked border.

$2 Series 1886. B.

—

2235 . Signed W. S. Rosecrans and James W. Hyatt. One off^ the most dangerous counterfeits of the Twos. Printed from the plate, or series
of plates, that first produced the following counterfeit note of check letter C.— J858*
that first appeared in September, 1890. Several alterations have since the*
been made to those plates, and the portrait of Hancock rs also changed so that portrait
and the whole bill is now near perfection, but there are no cross lines in the background
work of the portrait. The numbering, the parallel silk threads in the paper, and
nearly everything about the bill and the work on it is correct or nearly so; but in tK%
counterfeit with the name James W. Hyatt the upper loop of the “J” in Jame* is
about one eighth of an inch too far to the left, or directlv under the “D” in D. C*
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-whereas in the genuine note it is much further to the right or between the D and theC.
'Some notes have the two silk threads, while others have only imitation of same.
JLarge red seal.

Later issues bear the Small red seal, or the Chocolate seal, pointed border.

$0 Series 1886. C.— 1858 . .Signed: W. S. Rosecrans and C. N. Jordan. “1858”
under check letter. Hancock’s head and face look some smaller, and in width

neither above or below eyes, is somewhat narrower than genuine. His eyes have a
different set and are looking much more upward. A dangerous note every way.
Color of blue numbers good but figures slimmer than genuine. Cross lines in back
ground work, particularly just above Handcock’s head, not as numerous as on

f
enuiue note and not so clear and distinct; and near end of bill are imperfect or wanting.
n “Register of the Treasury,” no period after Treasury. Black ink, off color, but a

dangerous note as an old bill. Back of note excellent. Paper fair. The one long
ailk thread imitated by a crease or an ink line, and some notes have actual thread in
the paper inserted with a blunt needle and thread. Small seal.

®2 Series °* 1886. C.—W. S. Rosecraus, Register; James W. Hyatt, Treasurer.
® The portrait of General Hancock is exceedingly poor and background very
scratchy. In the counter in the upper right hand corner of face—containing the
figure “2”—the geometric lathe work is not discernible. The Chock Letter C, next
to the vignette of Hancock, is very indistinct, and it is omitted altogether ou the
sight end of the note. A poor counterfeit and bearing the small seal.

$2 Series 1891. B.

—

14 . W. S. Rosecraus, Register
;
E. H. Nebeker, Treasurer

A very dangerous counterfeit, general appearance excellent. In portrait of
Windom the eyes appear larger than genuine and have a bulged look. Shading of
large figure 2

,
left end back of note, has perpendicular lines only, the genuine has

lines both ways forming squares. The paper has the distributed silk threads.

ttO Series of 1891. C.—19- J- Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treas-
urer. Dangerous counterfeit. Same note as the above B —14, only that

rsheck letter, plate number, and names of Register and Treasurer, are changed.

<5:2 Series 1891 . C.

—

13 . W. S. Rosecrans, Register, E. H. Nebeker, Treasurer.
Note appears to be from a wood cut plate. Portrait of Windom very poor.

Numbers heavy, poorly formed and off-color. Lathe-work miserable. Small words
in border, both on face and back of note, can hardly be deciphered. Rosecrans is

-jypeRed “ Roscerans ” and Treasurer is “ Tieasurero.”

$
Series 1891. C—41 . J. Fount Tillman, Register; D, N. Morgan, Treas-

h urer. Windom portrait coarse and scratchy. “Register of the Treasury”
and “Treasure of the United States

1
’ can hardly be decipherd. Lathe-

work very poor on both face and back of note.

^2 Series 1896. B. J- Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.
^ B-th front and back of note blurred and indistinct. Numbering is done by
machine. Paper has blue and red silk fibre between two pasted sheets. Portraits

of Fuller and Morse, on back of note, not distinct.

*7 Series 1896. D. J. Fount Till nan, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer
A very poor counterfeit, from etched plates crudely executed, and very

'“badly printed ou very thick paper with no silk fibre in the paper.

Series 1886. A.—2023 . W. S. Rosecrans, Register; James W. Hyatt, Trea-
surer of the United States. This is a good counterfeit excepting the portrait

<3>f Grant. This counterfeit portrait lacks that stern look and life-like expression

genuine; but instead, has a blank, flat look, a different set to the eyes, hi*

alight eye in particular being wider open and not deep set as in genuine,

ihe appearance of a longer or not so broad a bead and face, and altogether a differ-

ent look and expression from the genuine. The counterfeits are ou different kinds

«sf paper, some of it being good both in thickness and color. Color of the Treasury
ambers, seal, and on the back of note good, though those numbers are longer

»ad larger. A dangerous bill to the general public, or to all persons if the portrait

of Grant is much worn. This counterfeit is known as the Johnson plate five.

• c Series 1886. A, C. Signed W. S. Rosecrans as Register, aud J. N Huston as
, J Treasurer. This counterfeit seems to be a poorly engraved wood-cut. Few
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the check letters A and C of some counterfeits, and 2736 under the check letter C ©I

tome other counterfeits, auu uoubtless other plate numbers may also be found. One

of plate number 3265, with large chocolate seal, was reported.

Series 1886. B.— 13 . Signed W. S. Rosecrans, Register
;
and E. H. Nebekar,

Treasurer. Portrait of Grant very poorly engraved having a scratchy appear-

ance the etched lines surrounding same only run perpendicular, while on genuin©

they run both perpendicular and horizontal thus forming small blocks. The small

scalloped seal is excellent. Numbers good in color but irregular in formatiom.

Note said to be a wood-cut and to resemble the Italian five of letter D—2011.

Series 1886. C. Plate No. 2736. W. S. Rosecrans, Register
;
B. B. Nebekar

W v Treasurer. In this counterfeit, the portrait of Grant, presents a scratchy ap-

pearance, and is easily noticed, unless the bill is soiled very much in that part.

Series 1886. D.

—

2011. W- 8. Rosecrans, Register, James W. Hyatt, Treasurer
The portrait of Grant has a fair expression, but the work coarse; the back-

ground ot portrait lacks the uniform cross line work of genuiue, but has on his left

side only irregular lines running perpendicularly, and on his right side little short

white lines “picked ” in. in small words “Register of the Treasury ” the word
“ Register” is out of line or much higher than the other words. Lathe-work coun-
ters very good. This counterfeit is known as the Italian five.

(hr Series 1891. A. J. Fount Tillman, Register. D. N. Morgan, Treasurer. Note
a woodcut production much shorter and narrower than genuine. Portrait of

Grant very poor. Lettering with few excepiions good, but lathe work poor.

$£ Series 1891; A J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer. AW photograph. Seal, numbers and back of note not colored.

^ Both Series 1891. Both signed W. S. Rosecrans as Register, and E. H.

J*
’

l Nebeker as Treasurer. The counterfeits are produced by photo-lithography.
D —15 J The plates, presses, etc., and $295,000 of the notes were captured in Ger-

many, together with nearly $200,000 in counterfeit £5 English notes.

AC Series 1891. B. Signed J. Fount Tillman as Register, and D. N. Morgan an
vv Treasurer. Note a photograph production with colors poorly applied. Num
bers crudely formed. Silk fibre imitated by pen marks. Paper stiff and brittle.

¥

Series 1891. B. J. Fount Tillman, Register
;
D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.p Poor wood-cut production, and portrait bears no resemblance to genuin©.

Series 1891. B. Signed: J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan,
Treasurer. Counterfeit from etched plates. Protrait and all work bad.

R Series 1891. B.—7 . W. S. Rosecrans, Register
; E. H. Nebeker, Treasurer.

Portrait of Grant poor, and appears as if work had been rubbed off leaving
bare places. Counterfeit is from an etched plate. Treasury numbers too heavy and
almost black. Paper in two parts with threads between. The maker of this note
and of the $20 Silver Certificate, 1891, C—5 ,

with three confederates, were arrested
Sept. 18, 1894 ;

and the presses, plates, inks, silk, paper, etc., captured.

GR Series 1891. C. Signed W. S. Rosecrans as Register; and E. H. Nebeker as
^ Treasurer. The portrait of Grant is poor, and the note is in imitation of the

new designed back, and the new distinctive distributed fiber which should be in the
paper, is imitated in pink and blue ink by the use of a pen. Red scalloped seal.

Series 1891. C.—5 . Signed J. Fount Tillman as Register, and D. N. Morgan an
Treasurer. Note a lithographic ptoduction. Portrait of Grant very poor and bear*

Kttle resemblance to the genuine. Lathe-work very poor, impossible to trace any line*.

The maker, $1,015 of notes, and a plate for printing were captured at Topeka, Kans.

Cg Series 1891. D. J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer,
a wood-cut production. Portrait very poor, and lathe-work bad.

$5 Series 1891. D.— 15 . See under $5, Series 1891, A.—14.

Not©

Cc Seri 0 * 1891. D. Signed, J Fount Tillman, Register
;
D N. Morgan, Trea*-

urer. Appea.'" as printed from well executed photo-mechanical procea©
radical points of difference between it and the genuine, but the appearance of tk©
work is very poor, and especially so with the face of Gen. Grant. Numbering bad,
and the lines in the number panels much broken. Plate number 2733 are under
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plates, but portrait of Grant has a flat appearance. Paper good, but thread*
imitated by red ink lines. Numbers too small, poorly formed, but of good color.

£5 Series 1891. No check letter. W. S. Rosecraus, Register, and E. H. Nebeker
Treasurer. A very poor wood-cut counterfeit.

<£K Series 1896. B.—4. Signed J. Fount Tillman, Register and D. N. Morgan.
Treasurer, Much of the work blurred and indistinct. Seal too dark a red.

Numbering too large. Original numbers can faintly be discerned beneath the
ones stamped on the note. Portraits of Grant and Sheridan are flat and indistinct

<£5 Series of 1896. C—22. Back plate number 12 Signed, J. Fount Tillman,
Register; D. N. Morgan, Tieasurer. From “ photo-mechanical ” plates, on

two very thin sheets ofpaper with silk threads between, but. silk too course. Num-
bering too small. Seal too dark. Most of shading, which should be made up of
paraPel ruled lines, is in the counterfeit solid black. Back of note better than
face, but much of lathe work poor.

f r Series 1896. C- J- Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.^ No. 133067. Photographic note with numbers etc, colored with a brush.

$Mn 8eries of 1880. This very inferior counterfeit (signed G. W. Schofield,
Register, and James Gilfillan, Treasurer) appeared in July, 1884, and ia

supposed to have been printed from a poor wood-cut. Lathe- work poor. Paper
Inferior. Check Letters A and D, have been noticed. Some of the very small let-
tering on the notes has been omitted. On back of bill, near the top, from this por-
tion of a sentence “and all public dues, and when so received may be reissued’*
“all” is entirely omitted, and words “when so” are tied together as one word.

$10 Senes of 1880. Act Feb. 28, 1878. Signed B. K. Bruce. Register: A. U.
Wyman. Treasurer. A poor counterfeit. “Engraved and printed at the Bu-

reau of Engraving and Printing” on right end of genuine note is omitted on the
counterfeit. No attempt to form the small letters in border on face of note. Check
letter in upper left corner omii^ed, traces of one on lower right end resembles a “C.**

$10 Series of 1880. A very poor counterfeit. Signed B. K. Bruce and A. U.
u) 1 VJ Wyman, but the small words “Register of the Treasury” and “Treasurer of
the United States” are omitted on the counterfeit, also other small lettering on the
face of bill. Lathe-work very bad, on the back of the note only a daubing of ink.

Vignette of Morris very badly done. Paper poor. Letter C has been noticed.

SID Series of 1880. A very poor counterfeit. Signed B. K. Bruce. Register;
^ Jas. Gilfillan, Treasurer. The stone, from which part of it was printed, i*

of the coarsest grain, and the workmanship of the crudest character. The words
“there have been deposited with ” and “payable at his office to the bearer on de-
mand ” are all in script type, and are the only clear lines in Ihe note, all else being
blotchy, blurred and soiled. Treas. number B376780X, probably the same on all.

<Mr| Series of 1880. A. D. Photographic counterfeits. Portrait of Morris. They
all bear the treasury number B109016, Letter D.

;
or B7409165X letter A.

The Seal and X’s. which in the genuine are of good color, have also been photo-
graphed and produced iu black on the counterfeits, then colored by hand in a bung-
ling manner. This color is readily disturbed by the application of moisture.

$1Q PENWORK. Series 1880. Done by the same method as the penwork 20’*,
0>1 VJ Work coarse and sketchy, still effective.

4UA Series 1886. A. Signed : W. S Rosecrans, Register; James W. Hyatt, Treas-

urer. Note a poorly executed photo-etched production. Much of wording
indecipherable. Face of note has a blurred appearance. Etching behind head of

Hendricks in dots instead of fine lines. None of the lathe work can be traced.

$10 RerieB 1886. B. Portrait of Hendricks. Signed W. S. Rosecrans and James
* W. Hyatt. Note very defective in detail. Paper poor. “This certifies that

there have been deposited in the Treasury” at top center of note, is omitted oa
the counterfeit

;
the small words “Register of the Treasury” and “Treasurer of th*

United States” are also omitted.

$10 Series 1891. A. W. S. Rosecrans, Register; E. H. Nebeker. reasurer.

Note appears as from a wood-cut plate. Straight instead of curved line* in

the lathe-work. “Bureau of Engraving & Printing” omitted from the panel ovtr
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numbers, lowet eft corner. Numbers off color and tooheavy. Back of note very poor.

Series 1891. A. J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.
4>1U Photographic production. Paper poor and no imitation of fibre. Num-
bering irregular and poor.

$in Series 1891. A.— 17. J. Fount Tillman, Register
;
D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.

Photographic production well executed, and seal and numbers then colored.
Back of note a blue print.

$|Q Seriesl8fl. 13. Portrait of Hendricks; J. Four t Tillman, Register; D. N.
^ Morgan, Treasurer. Photographic counterfeit with the colors of back, seal

and numbers put on with a brush. See page 39.

$10 Series 1891. B- J- Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.
7 Fair counterfeit. In the portrait, the cross shade lines of the coat, andm the background, are omitted. The words “Bureau Engraving and Printing”
are also omitted. Portrait panel a full one-eighth of an inch too narrow, andn°te about three-eighths too short, Silk fibre between the two sheets of paper.

$|fl Series 1891. C. Note signed J. Fount Tillman as Register, and D. N. Mor-
^ gan as Treasurer U. S. Note a photographic production with the colors,

very poorly applied. Numbering very poor, and paper heavy and stiff.

$1Q Series 1891. C-—47. J. Fount Tillman, Register
;
D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.

Counterfeit from photo-mechanical process, plates of excellent workman-
ship. Some of the parallel ruling poor. Some notes badly printed. Paper in two
sheets with silk threads between.

<£JO Series 1891 D-3. J. Fount TillmaD, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.
'P Apparently printed from an etched plate. The expression of Hendricks is

as though be is pouting, the under lip being thick and protruding. Numbers off

color. Paper of two pieces with fibre between.

tfiA Series 1891. D. J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.
4* l'-' Note a very poor wood cut production. Portrait of Hendricks very bad.

No e not liable to deceive any one.

$1Q Series 1891. D.— 33. J. Fount Tillman, Register
;
D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.

Photograph with parts afterward coloreu. Lathe-work blurred.

20 Series 1880. B. This counterfeit is believed to be a production of the cam-
^ era, the work being shallow, and the black, off color. The large seal and
XX’ s in colors are then surface printed. A dangerous counterfeit in inexperienced
hands. T^e Treasury numbers are believed to be the same on all, namely, B2774258X.

<£20 Series of 1880. C. A good counterfeit. Signed B. K. Bruce, Register,

and Jap. Gilfillan, Treasurer. No distributed fibre or parallel silk threads in

the paper as in the genuine, and the paper itself is thick and stiff. The words “silver

certificate” appear in panels twice in the upper border on the face of the note. In
the panel to the left in the counterfeit the letters R T and F in the word certificate

arc engraved the “wrong side up.” In the counterfeit there are no periods dividing

the initials in B. K. Bruce. On the lower left corner the check letter C is without
an accompanying number, and in the name Gilfillan only the first “i” is dotted. On
the back of the note the word “taxes ' is plainly spelt “tares” at d the word “Engraved”
is spelt “Engravod.” Only two sets of Treasury numbers have been used, viz, B1467X
and B1487415X. This counterfeit appeared in March, 1884.

<£20 Series of 1880. B. Photographic counterfeits, and they all bear Treasury
'P number B675114. Same defects as mentioned in the above $10 photos.

<£20 PENWORK. First appearance of these $20 certificates was in May, 1881.
^ The paper is poor or thinner than genuine. There are so many de-
fects and omissions in the spurious certificate when compared with the genuine
that it would be futile to enumerate them, seeing they are the produot of the pen
and not of the plate. The Treas. number can be wiped off by aid of a damp sponge.
Numerous other $20 silver certificates of thiB pen and bri sh work have appeared

ince the above. They are of the series of 1880, and inolude all the check-letters.
1 The paper is thinner than the genuine, but these notes are very deoeiving in their

’ '
•r ‘‘- :i J i .. .

••• ,
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general look. Each note differs from another and from the genuine in many
points. All should be detected by general look and quality of work, ink and paper.
Especially examine closely the lines of shading on the coat of Commodore Decatur

<20 Series 1891. A-—27. J. Fount Tillman, r Register; D. N. Morgan,
^ Treasurer. Photographic note No. E6621705. Numbers, seal, etc, col-

ored with a brush.

tOO Series 1891. B* 6 - Signed J. Fount Tillman, Register, and D. N. Mor-* gan, Treasurer. Dangerous counterfeit. Portrait of Manning, fair.

Treas. numbers too heavy. Parallel ruling about numbers much broken. Shading
lines of lettering not clearly defined. Paper good but ink lines for threads.

$20

ceive.

Series 1891. B. J. Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer.

Note a very poorly executed photo-etched production and not liable to de-

$20 Ser ^es 1821- C-5. Signed J. Fount Tillman, Resister; D. N. Morgan,^ u
Treasurer. Note printed from an etched plate. Portrait of Manning, flat

and mustache does not curl up at ends but runs out to stub ends. Parallel nuling
in number panels broken, leaving white spots. The sedl is the eight scallop one
used only on bank notes

;
it is % inch too large in diameter and should have twelve

scallops. Paper good with silk threads like genuine. See also $5, Series 1891. B

—

7 .

Si 00 Series 1891. D—1; (1 is face plate number, back plate number is 2); J.^ Fount Tillman, Register; D. N. Morgan, Treasurer; portrait of Monroe;
small scalloped carmine seal. One of most dangerous counterfeits known!
Reproduced and well done by a photo—mechanical process. Blue numbers usu-
ally commence with E 345 or E346—color excellent. Bank tellers invariably say
that the expression of Monroe differs from genuine, but do not agree as to how it

differs. Counterfeit portrait looks too narrow or too long and too angular, but it

is thus in looks only and not by measurement, and the difference cannot be car-
ried in the eye but can be seen by comparison. With this note a great point is

the paper, it is a very little heavy and far too stiff and edges are apt to be puck-
ered or wrinkled. Paper composed of two thin sheets pasted together with silk
fibre between, and looking as good as genuine fibre. Sheets when soaked
will not float apart, but needs work with a needle. Color of seal an off color.
Black ink also, by very close examination, is of a brown shade of black.
Blue figures 5 are very different, the space within lower loop being very oblong,
up and down, instead of being round, and space below top line of 5 is thus far
too narrow. Further fine points need a glass. One of these best points is the top
button of waist-coat, this counterfeit top button has lines on it up and down only
(and they show well and distinct) while genuine top button alone is crossed lined
(lines up and down and crosswise also) but these lines are delicate and by wear,
bad printing, dirt, etc

,
they may thus be wanting or over-looked. The “t” in

Washington in counterfeits is not fully crossed, the half part of it or part ahead of
upright is missing uless fixed up with a pen; but, genuine D—1 plates also

seem to have this half of the cross line, even at the best, only a broken line. The
back of note looks sharper and better than many genuine bills, as such backs are
apt to be badly printed or from worn plates. Handle the bills only as bills for
eollection. See our February, March, or April 1898 Detector for full description.

Counterfeits of Gold Certificates.

£20 °* Ju ^y 12, 1882. Signed B. K. Bruce, Register, and Jas. Gilfillan,

^ Treasurer A photographic counterfeit, but apart from the counter con-
taining the figures 20, and the portrait of Garfield, theie is little of the gray of the
photograph about it. The small scalloped seal is of a reddish tinge and the color

apparently put on with a brush The note has the two parallel silk threads.
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Genuine Bills and their Counterfeits.

The United States Government prints all the paper money of the nation, froat-

plates generally made four in a set and lettered respectively A, or B, or C, or D,

in a few cases certain banks have been supplied with bills lettered respectively

E, or F, or G, or H. These are called “check letters” and appear in various

places upon the face of notes or bills according to their issue and denomination.

When making counterfeits of paper money by use of engraved plates, the

counterfeiter produces but one plate upon which he copies but one bill of one check

letter of the genuine set. Counterfeiters seldom use the same plate on two or

more check letters of the same denomination of bills of the same national bank*

but when the counterfeit has become notorious they change the issue, inserting,

by the use of “ skeleton plates,” extra title lines, coats of arms, and other change-

able pieces, the name of another and uosuspected bank not always in the same State

as the first, upon which no counterfeit of that denomination has yet appeared.

Whenever a counterfeit (not a photograph, lithograph, acid etching, or pen-

made bill), of any National Bank bill appears, the genuine, which has been
counterfeited, rapidly disappears from circulation

CHARTER NUMBER OF GENUINE.
On all National Bank bills, old or new, issued through the United State*

Treasury since 1874, and previous to the bills of new designs issued in 1882, the

charter number of the bank of issue only appears in the largest of the figures upon
the face of the bill

;
across the left end of the same and lengthwise at the right

end
;
and thus a few of the old bills bear no charter number as they have not been

through the Treasury since 1874.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSES.
By the “old” photographic process used in producing counterfeit bills and1

notes, the seal and numbers (unless previously removed), as well as the whole,

of the back of the note, were copied and appeared in black on the photograph*

These were then tinted with pens and brushes by hand in attempted imitatioE.

of the colors of the genuine. On counterfeits thus produced, the black can be
seen under the tint, which, on the seal, is blotted and covers the white lines that ap-
pear in the genuine. The numbering is also blurred with color and the tinting ojp

the back of the note is badly done and often incomplete. The only plate used
In this process is the ordinary glass “negative,” and the printing is done by sun*

light on ' sensitized ” paper. Of course the same number will be shown on &H
copies from the same negative

;
but as a negative of any note can be made in x.

few minutes the detection of photographic counterfeits depends upon a critical ob-
servation of their character and appearance. The black part of all notec-

printed from “negative plates” by sunlight, may be removed by a solution

of cyanide of potassium, and unless per fectly new is off color, and shows the red-

dish brown peculiar to faded photographs.

By another photographic process used for producing counterfeits of biQt
and notes, the seal and numbers and the color work on the back, whether pink^
carmine, chocolate, or green, are first entirely removed from the note to be imi-
tated. All but the black having been washed out of the note a negative of th&
same is taken and from that photographs are printed by sunlight on “ sensitized

**

paper. To produce the color work on these photographs an engraved cut ex
plate of the seal and the tinted part of back is used and the tints are clearly

“surface printed.” in their places. The numbers are also printed in colors frosn

separate engraved figures used in combination and changeable, so that unlike tk«
numbers photographed and then tinted bv hand in the old process, these figws
are well done and run in a series.

There are various photo-mechanical processes known to counterfeit**
and they have thus reproduced and issued some very dangerous counterfeits
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OFFICIAL LIST
OF

UNITED STATES COINS.
iHistorical

,
Descriptive and Statistical ; compiled expressly for Dye's Govern-

ment Counterfeit Detector; to which has been added a full account and
description of all dangerous Counterfeits and mutilations of thz same.

GOLD AND SILVER COINS.
A,f Mutilated Coin* ore uncurrent Foreign Coins are not a leva/ tender.

R. 8.—“ See. 3585. The gold coins of the United States shall be a legal tender in all

payments at their nominal value, when not below the standard weight and limit of toler-

ance provided by law for the single piece, and, when reduced in weight below such stan-
dard and tolerance, shall be a legal tender at valuation, in proportion to their actual
weight.” “Sec. 3505. Any gold coins of the United States, if reduced in weight by
B&fcaral abrasion not more than one-half of one per centum below the standard weight
prescribed by law, after a circulation of twenty years, as shown by the date of coinage, and
»t a ratable proportion for any period less than twenty years, shall be received at their

nominal value by the United States Treasury, and its offices, under such regulations as

fiie Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe for the protection of the Government agains'

fraudulent abrasion or other practices.”

Silver dollars (except the trade dollar) are unlimited legal tender. Silver half dollars,

quarter dollars and dimes, since 1879, are a legal tender when offered in sums not ex-
ceeding ten dollars. There is no allowance for abrasion or wear

;
silver coins must be

of coinage weight. Silver twenty-cent pieces, half dimes and three-cent pieces, though
tiieir coinage is discontinued, are yet a legal tender.

All fractional silver coins and also minor coins, if not mutilated, will be exchanged
into lawful money by the U. S. Treasurer or any Assistant-Treasurer, if presented in

warns or multiples of $20: the Treasury Circular also states that reduction by natural
brasion is not considered mutilation. Mutilated U. S. silver coins, when exceeding the

amount of three dollars, will be purchased at the Mints as silver bullion at market price

•of same.

HOW TO DETECT BASE COINS AND COUNTERFEITS.
Coin is tested by its weight, dimensions, appearance, ring and quality of metal. The

e&le and gauge give the two first; the third is taken by comparison
;
the last, except in

wrnas of platinum, is to be ascertained by the use of the United States Mint Fluid Coin
"Tests, constantly used in the United States Mint, and formulas for which are printed herein

«and on the back of the receipts given to subscribers for Dye’s Government Counter-
feit Detector.
To detect base pieces, ot counterfeits of standard coins, compare their weight, size, im-

press, device, color, reeding, ring and general appearance with that of the genuine of the

-mme period and coinage. To further test the piece, if necessary, prick its edge with a

knife; if metal is discovered not the color of the genuine the piece is fraudulent or coun-

terfeit. With most people the ring of a coin is a very critical test, provided the coin ie

balanced upon th« <oad of the finger and struck by another good coin on the surface near

fite edge; as with some of the counterfeits simply a ring on the counter will not detect

fiiem; and, there are also exceptions even in the ring of genuine coins, as the ring may be

*£ead because the planchets were cracked or flawed when being made. To all suspected

•«nins, seeming to be genuine, apply the acid tests, using, of course, for gold coins the

gold fluid test, and for silver coins the silver fluid test, taking care to have a clean surface

•B>d to touch the worn corner of the edge of the coin, or if very heavily plated reach the

kedy of the piece through a little cut; if the metal exposed is discolored by the chemical

ration the coin is base or counterfeit. Upon standard or genuine metal the respective

Seed test described has no observable effect; but gold or silver of a low grade is soon dis-

an&*Ted,’»nd bast metal at once made black by ita action when properly applied. The
Aud teat, however, has no effect upon platinum.
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Double Eagle.—$20.
Authorized to be coined, act of March 3, 1849. Weight, 516 grains; fineness, .900.

Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, .5 of a grain. Deviation in fineness allowed in

assay, .001 ;
lowest, .899 ; highest, .901. Coinage commenced, 1850. Unless artificially

reduced in weight, should continue current for fifty years from date of coinage. Allowance
for natural abrasion, 2.58 grains. Least legally current weight, 513.42 grains. For total

amount coined, see page as per index.

COUNTERFEITS OF THE DOUBLE EAGLE.

The double eagles of the United States are broad thick coins and have therefore,

been tampered with to make false pieces, which Treasury experts declared, wa3
the worst fraud they had to deal with. To effect this, at one time when platinum,
was worth about one-third the value of fine gold, the double eagle was taken and sawed
from the edge into two or three parts, but leaving the obverse and reverse with all

their impressions and inscriptions untouched. Then the central part was removed
by the^aw or turning tool, to the value of about $15, and the cavity filled nearly
to the edge of the piece and to the original thickness with platinum, a very heavy
metal, and the edge of the disk of platinum was then covered in by a soldered rim
of gold; the whole coin thus presenting a genuine surface and being almost with-
out fault as to weight, diameter, thickness and ring. The edge was at last quite
perfectly renewed by use of a “nurling machine,” and the spurious piece was
ready for fraudulent circulation. What with the two genuine outsides; the false
inside; the new ribbed rim and the solder, there are present no less than four separ-
ate pieces and five distinct metals, all joined together with such nicety, that unless
put carefully on their guard, none but an expert can tell the spoiled coin from the
perfect genuine piece. This method of degradation was used, not only on double
eagles, but, as is more remarkable, on eagles, half eagles, British sovereigns, and
even quarter eagles. The platinum filling was sometimes alloyed with silver.

The most noticeable defect of this kind of false coin is that

—

The ‘‘.ring” is not
perfect, r

Experts also bore deep holes in the edges of the double eagle, drilling out about seven
dollars worth of gold. The holes are then nearly filled with cheap composition and the
opening soldered up with gold. Reeding nicely fixed over. The “ring” of the piece is
almost destroyed.

'

Counterfeits of the Double Eagle have been made from gold excessively alloyed with,
copper, the surface being gilded or electroplated with gold of standard fineness. The pieces
thus produced are either too light or too large, and the color of the surface, especially when
worn, is not the same as that ot the genuine. Such pieces are not as dangerous as the filled
coins.

°

The dates of the counterfeits of the double eagle are as follows

:

iqoa aaP £ra j
ns

>
or 1^6 grains light. Gold fineness, about .500.

188U V\ eight, 296 grains
;
composition metal gold plated. A very poor coin.

Eagle.—$10.
Authorized to be coined, act of April 2, 1792. Weight, 270 grains; fineness, .916*.

Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, .5 of a grain. Deviation in fineness allowed in
assay, .001; lowest, .899; highest, .901. Coinage commenced, 1795. Weight changed act
ot J une 28, 1834, to 258 grains. Fineness changed act of June 28, 1834, to .899,225. Fine-
ness changed act of January 18, 1837, to .900. Unless artificially reduced in weight, shouldcontinue current for thirty-five years from date of coinage. Allowance for natural abrasion.
1.29 grains. Least legally current weight, 256.71 grains.

COUNTERFEITS OF THE EAGLE.

-,1^
here/re

r
n
T,

er°US c<
?
un

,

terf
f,
its th« eagle, either cast of base metal in a mold and

.

°f alloyed with copper or other metals, and surface gilded or

Tn
UCk of Pjatinum or other metal in a die, and then plated with gold of standard

wi
*

,

T
K
CIA are a 80 many pieCe8

?
f thls denomination which have been filled or otheaTn*ejmade by the same processes used upon the double eagles and half eagle* herein do,
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The dates of the counterfeits of the Eagle are as follows:

_r_ .
Dates prior to 1805 extensively counterfeited.

i
235,2 8™in8

>
or 22 -8 grains light weight. Mint mark, O.

height, 252 grains; a good counterfeit. New Orleans Mint mark, O.

icmo 182.4 grains; fineness, .376. Philadelphia Mint mark.
Weight, 228 grains

;
gold excessively alloyed with other metals.

iokjc
-Weight’ 181$ grains

;
gold heavily alloyed. New Orleans Mint Mark, O.

1855—Weight, 265 grains, platinum heavily gold plated. The acid test has no eflect
upon platinum, but the light color of the inside metal is easily seen if the
edge of the coin is a little worn

1861—Weight, 154 grains, or 104 grains light; coin gold plated.
1877—Weight, 178 grains; plated' coin, thicker than the genuine, and has on it letter 8

,
in imitation of the San Francisco mintage.

18<9 W eight, 165 grains
:
plated coin, the inside metal is like type metal, and which

has on it sharp impressions, but the plating fails to adhere to it properly
1880—Weight, 150 grains; composition metal gold plated. Mint mark S.
1880

—

Weight 172^ grains; silver gold plated. No Mint mark.
1881

—

A plated coin, date 1881 and light in weight.
1889—Weight 145 grains. Letter S. A plated coin.
1891—Weight 134^ grains; brass coin plated. Carson City Mint Mark, CC. •

Half Eagle.—$5.
Authorized to be coined, act of April 2, 1792. Weight, 135 grains; fineness, .916},

Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, .25 of a grain. Deviation in fineness allowed in
assay, .001; lowest, .899; highest, .901. Coinage commenced, 1795. Weight changed,
act of June 28, 1834, to 129 grains. Fineness changed, act of June 28, 1834, to .899,225.
Fineness changed, act of January 18, 1837, to .900. Unless artificially reduced in weight,
should continue current for twenty years from date of coinage. Allowance for natural
abrasion, .64 of a grain. Least legally current weight, 128.36 grains.

COUNTERFEITS OF THE HALF EAGLE.

There are numerous counterfeits of the half eagle, made in the same way as those of
the eagle, and many pieces of this denomination have been filled or otherwise made by
the same processes used upon the double eagle and eagle, already described. One piece

—

a half eagle of date 1844 with silver filling—weighed just 129 grains. Its gold part
weighed 844 grains and was .915 fine; value of gold, $3 30. Its inside silver planchet
weighed 44 grains and was .897 fine

;
whole value, $3.40. This same class of half eagles

of other dates—1845, 1847, etc.—have been found in some cases to weigh 10 or 12 gr
under weight, and in some cases a little over weight

;
one piece had the obverse gold

planchet .9021 fine, and the reverse one .9011 fine. These coins of silver filling have the
inside silver planchet made of a little less than the proper diameter of the coin

;
so that,

after the silver and the two gold planchets are soldered together, tu e projecting rim of one
of the gold plates is bent up to meet the other gold one of correct diameter, and thus it

forms the qflge of .the coin, and making the whole coin of right diameter, when the same
is then finished by a blow in a coining-press, and the effect of the blow is visible on the

silver planchet. These coins have also about as good a general appearance in every way
as the genuine

;
though rather a dull sound in ringing, but not as if flawed

;
and where

their weight is kept up they are a little thicker than the genuine' There are also half
eagles and other denominations of gold coin with a different filling, done in different

ways. Some are filled with platinum and are exceedingly dangerous, being of good ring

and of the same weight, diameter, and thickness of the genuine coin
;
such are of later

dates, by about fifteen years or more, than the pieces with silver filling just mentioned.
Numerous other counterfeits of the half eagle are struck in well-executed dies, with

weight correct, or very nearly so. They are dangerous when new
;
but if somewhat worn

on the edges, they will show the platinum or other metal underneath the plating, while
a number of the counterfeits do not vary sufficiently from the genuine to be detected by
any of the gauge-scales or “coin detectors” which ignorant or unprincipled dealers

advertise as “entirely reliable” and “affording complete protection against counterfeit

«oin.” Those half eagles composed of gold excessively alloyed with copper or other
aaetals will vary from about .800 to .500 fine. One of the latter kind, weighing 67.27

grains, was sent to the director of the Mint for assay, and the composition was found to be
paid 493.7 fine, and silver 238 fine, the mixture being alloyed with tin and copper, the

value of the precious metals being $1.37. These coins, however, can easily be detected by
hand alone, even in the dark, as such are 63.73 grains, light weight. Those counterfeit

half eagles of .800 gold fineness are very deceptive coins
;
they stain but slightly wheat

taated by the acid teat, but each ooine nevertheless contain over $4 worth of gold.
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Che dates of the counterfeits of the Half-eag!e are as follows:

Some dates prior to 1821 are also counterfeited.

Eight grains light weight, and also larger in diameter .and thicker than genuine

coin. In head of Liberty, chin very long. In the word United the capital N
is reversed thus, ^ .

Intrinsic value of metal, about half that of genuine.

Ig34 Gold excessively alloyed with copper and other metals; a little light in weight.

1837—Base metal gold plated; about fifty grains light.

jg38—Weight, 125 grains, or 4 grains light. Gold value, $2.75.

1839—Base metal gold plated; very light weight.

1343—Brass gilt; well executed but very light. Dahlonega, Ga., Mint mark D.

Also, one of Mint mark O; a heavily plated struck piece, 49 l/z grains light.

1344

platinum, gold plated. No mint mark. Very dangerous if plating is not worn.

Counterfeits about 5 grains too light. Some grain too heavy.

1844 Weight, 128.9 grains, specific gravity, 15.9, genuine are about 17.20, gold fineness,

805^; silver, 23; value, 54.47- Reeding faulty but very fair; color good, a

trifle yellowish. Examined and assayed at the Philadelphia mint.

1345

Value of metal, about % of the face value; a good counterfeit, but light weight.

1847 \
Platinum gold plated; weight same as genuine; ring good; very dangerous until

1848 J
worn, when they show the platinum on the edges. The acid test has no effect.

1851, 1853) Gold excessively alloyed with copper and other metals; all light weight from

1855*, 1857 f 4 to 14 grains.

1858, 1860 J t .

1856—No mint mark; fineness, 704; value, $3.85; a trifle light weight; reeded edge

excellent; copper and silver as alloy.

1861 Plating thin, no mint mark in imitation of the Philadelphia mintage; light-weight,

but a well cast piece.

1862—Gold fineness, 762; a little light in weight.

1869 Platinum well plated with gold; struck piece, and of size -»ui weight nearly correct

Very dangerous when new.

1872—No mint mark. Fineness, 848. Weight. 128.8 grains. Value of gold, 54.70."*" A
very fine counterfeit everyway. Reeding is of as good if not a better quality

of work than genuine, though of a less number of reeds than is usual.

Coin a trifle large in diameter, more convex on the surface, and very little ofi

color Ring good.

1872) Gold excessively alloyed; coins a few grains underweight.

1875 J

1880 \ Cast pieces and gilded; weight, but, °o.6 grains; proper diameter, but thickness

1881 j
greater.

1881—Brassy color and weighs 76.5 grains.

1881

—

No mint mark. Weight, 127.4 grains; specific gravity, 16.3; 8-thousandths of an
inch too thick

;
gold fineness, about 800

;
value ofgold, about $4.38

;
a struck

piece, with reeding irregular; raised edge, or milling very slightly ' done;
some with dimly struck impressions serving the idea of a worn coin, and
these coins stain slightly under the acid test. Similar coins of this date,
assayed at the Philadelphia mint, proved to be of gold finene-s 798; copper,

153; silver, 38; platinum.il; value, $4.43; specific gravity, 16; weight,
128.7 grains, or .3 of a grain below the standard weight.

1882

—

Similar to those of 1881, but the reeding, etc., well executed; about 800 fine.

1882—No mint mark; a plated piece; weight, 103 grains; too thick; coin looks well
when new, and on some the reeding is very good.

1885

—

No mint mark. Struck op in a die; it has a good appearance, but is light weight.
1886

—

l,S.” Probably silver and then plated
;
struck like an impression from a worn

genuine; edge not raised above surface; weight only 77.3 grains.

Three Dollar Piece.—$3.
«•

AaAoriied to bo coined, act of February 21, 1883. Weight, 77.4 grain*
;
Ammm, .(KMX

' Deviation in weight allowed in ooinage, .25 of a gfsin. Deviation in fineness allowed in
i aaeay, .001

;
lowest, .899

;
highest, .901. Coinage eommenoed, 1854. Unlew artificially

> '»»doood in weight, should continue current for fifteen years from date of ooiaage. AUowomc
Aar aafcnad abrasion, .88 of a grain. Loaat legally ourront weight, 77.01 jpram.
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COUNTERFEITS OF THE THREE DOLLAR PIECE.

The coinage of three dollar pieces has been, as may be noted, quite limited, yet this l|

denomination of gold coin has been considerably counterfeited, the false coin being struck' f
in a die from base metal, and so perfectly executed as to be dangerous. In color this coun-;

terfeit is a close imitation of standard gold, and a careful comparison of the general appear--

ance and device of the false piece with that of the genuine coin is necessary to detect the

difference between them. Genuine three dollar pieces are sometimes 6wedged with fraud-;

ulent intent between plates of copper until of the diameter of the half eagle, when, the*

device and general appearance of the pieces being well preserved, they are placed in rolls-

among half eagles, and, unless detected, pass for five dollars.

To detect counterfeits of the three dollar piece use the regular tests given under the*

head of Tests for Coin, as directed in the paragraph entitled How to Detect Bash
Gold Coins and Counterfeits.

Quarter Eagle.—$2£.
Authorized to be coined, act of April 2, 1792. Weight, 67.5 grains; fineness, .916fi

Deviation of weight allowed in coinage, .25 of a grain. Deviation of fineness allowed irn

assay, .001; lowest, .899; highest, .9Q1. Coinage commenced, 1796. Weight changed, ac1:t

of June 28, 1834, to 64.5 grains. Fineness changed, act of June 28, 1834, to .899,225 \

Fineness changed, act of January 18, 1837, to .900. Unless artificially reduced in weight ,

should continue current for fifteen years from date of coinage. Allowance for natural abra*
Biou, .32 of a grain. Least legally current weight, 64.18 grains.

COUNTERFEITS OF THE QUARTER EAGLE.

There are numerous counterfeits of the quarter eagle, made in the same way as those*

of the ^agle, and even quarter eagle pieces have been filled or otherwise made by the same*

processes used upon the double eagle and half eagle already described. Quarter eagle fillet

pieces of^date 1843 weigh from 1 to 9 grains light; one piece was a little over weight:

Such have on them the letter O, which represents the Mint-mark of the New Orleans Minti

I he dale ji ULe coUiUerieits j iiie <4uarier-eagie are ao iuiiowa .

1843, 1844—Heavily-plated pieces, about 22 grains light.

1846—>j 0 mint mark. Weight, 48 instead of 64$ grains; copper an'1 silver; heavily gill

1851—

Weight, 61 grains, or 3$ grams light. The nose of the Goddess of Liberty is ver;-j

different from that on tne genuine coin.

1852

—

Gold excessively alloyed with other metals. A little light weight.

1853

—

Weight, 42$ grains. No mint mark.
1854

—

Counterfeit about 30 grains too light.

1855

—

Counterfeit about 5 grains too light.

1856—

Below standard fineness, and light weight by a few grains.

1858—Plated piece. No mint mark. Weight, 45.9 grains

1858—Brass. No mint mark. Well struck, but *5 grais too light and brassy color

1861

—

Weight, 42 grains; heavily gold plated.

1862—

Platinum heavily gold plated; full weight and very dangerous unless coin in

worn, thus exposing the grey metal especially on the edges.

1866—Poor coin; fair weight; letters “s” in States reversed.

1874—Gold, excessively alloyed with copper or other metal. Reeding irregular

Coins about 25 grains too light.

1879—Weight. 51$ grains: good appearance but no ring."

The Gold Dollar.—$1#
Authorized to be coined, act of March 3, 1849. Weight, 25.8 grains

;
fineness, .9W4

Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, .25 of a grain. Deviation in fineness allowed i

assay, .001; lowest, .899; highest, .901. Coinage commenced, 1849. Unless artificial^:

reduced in weight, should continue current for about thirteen years from date of coinage

Allowance for natural abrasion, only .13 of a grain. Least legally current weight, 25.fi

grains.

COUNTERFEITS OF THE GOLD DOLLAR.
The Gold Dollar, of 1849, was .5 of an inch in diameter, and .025 of an inc

thick, and coined up to 1854 Counterfeits of the gold dollars of the first patter

are numerous. Gold dollars since 1854 (new pattern) are .550 of an inch in dia®-*

eter, and .018 of an inch thick.
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date* of the counterfeits of the gol dollar are a? follows:

iS52, 1853 1854, 1856, 1857, 1851.

Those of date 1854, plated pieces old pattern, and with no mint mark
;

were

14.2 grains, 15.8 grains and 16.9 grains, instead of 25.8 grains; a fair sample
in weight of the counterfeit dollars of nearly all the dates.

U. 8. MINT TEST FOR GOLD COIN.

Strong Nitrio Acid 6$ drachms.

Muriatic Aoid £ draohm, or 10 m. or drops.

Pure Water 1§ drachm, or 100 m.

TEST FOR SILVER COIN.
Nitrate of Silver 24 grains.

Nitric Acid 10 m. or drops.

Water 1. ounce.

Observe the action of a drop of the fluid test on genuine coin. If the cou nter-

feit coin is heavily plated and not worn scrape the edge before applying the test,

then if the coin is of base metal it will at once turn black. See page 39.

For convenience use the regular coin test bottle of hollow stopple, or one having
he glass stopple sharp pointed and reachiug far down into the b ittle. Any Dru ggist

an prepare the compounds at a trifling expense to the purchaser.

WEIGHT OF UNITED STATES COINS.
WEIGHT OF SINGLE PIECES.

St n ard
Weight ui

Grains.

L-ast
Current
Weight
Grams.

Double Eagle 516 00 613.42

Eagle .... 10 258 Oo 256.71

Half Eagle 5 129.0-J 128.36
Three Dollars .... 3 77.40 77.02

Quarter Eagle .... 61T0 64.18
Gold Dollir

.
1 25 8) 25.55

Standard Dollar.... 41214 1 .00

Trade “ 420.00 418.50
Half “ .... 192.90 91 40
Quarter “ 96.4' 9i 95

Twenty Cents 77 16 75.68

Dimes 38.58 7:7.06

All the Gold Coins not below least cur ent weigt
Stand’d Silver Dolls. “ “ “ -i

All smaller Silver ‘ “ “ “

Gold coins below least current weight are y
grain

;
or 818.G0 and 2 ;—43, per ounce

WEIGHT IN BULK

Standard Weight—In Ounces Troy.

Gold Coins
Oun es.

Std. Silver
Dollars.

Halves,
Quarters, etc

$1000 53 75 859.375 803.76
800 43.00 687.50 643.01
500 26.875 429 687 401.88
400 21.50 343.75 321 50
300 16.125 257.812 241 13
200 10.75 171 .87 J 160.75
100 5 . 37)4 85 937 80.37

are legal tender for Dee valre. Amt. unlimited
.» a .I it .1 I. ii

“ “ " “ “ “ ten dollars,
legal tender for weight at $0,038 an; 98—129, per
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For July 1, 1898, the Mint Report estimates that the stock of gold and silver in the United
States was: Gold, $861,511,780, and Silver. $637,672,743. Total, $1,499,187,523.

By the report of the U. S. Treasurer the total amounts were of the effective stock of money;
Gold $861.514 .780; Silver, 8637,478,469, and notes, $574,581, '93—Total, $2 073.574,442.
For 1898, the metallic stock and uncovered paper, of the world, is estimated to hare

been: Gold, $1,594,900,000; Silver $3,977,500 000. but $701,400,000 of It was a limited legal-tender;
and Uncovered Paper $2,322,800,000. Total, $10,895,200,000.
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r Standard Silver Dollar.
be

.

coin<
r

d
>
act of A P.ril 2, 1792,. Weight, 416 grains; fineness, .*42 ft

. ~!®^laV
on 111 wei&b ^ allowed in coinage, 1.5 grain. Deviation in fineness allowed

to assay, .003; lowest, .897
;
highest, .903. Coinage commenced, 1794. Weight changed!

da™ aiT 183E to 412.5 grains. Fineness changed, act of January 18, 1837, t«
Coinage discontinued, act of February 12, 1873. Total amount coined previous to

act of February 12, 1873, $8,045,838. linage re-authorized, act of February 28, 1878;’
a new pattern, but same weight and fi less as dollars of 1837 and subsequent years.’*°r total amount coined see page as per .iidex. *

COUNTERFEITS OF THE STANDARD SIEVER DOEEAR.

Various dates up to 1873 were counterfeited. - They were generally composed of oosa-’

pound metal or brass, bar' - j, a keen ring like glass, and unless silver plated and unused
ere of a brazen color, vei near the proper weight and specific gravity. Others of like
dates were of white metal but not so per

c
?ct, being underweight or oversized.

^ \U dates since 1878 are counterfeited There are innumerable kinds and quantities of
tounterfeit dollars. Many white metal coins of these dates, nearly the size of the
lenuine coin, have an excellent impress, good color, and fine general appearance when
firesh from the mold

;
but very soon assuming a leaden spotted color after b°ing handled,

enless well covered with silver. Most of these coins are from 95 to 125 grains too light,

a light weight that can be reauily detected by hand alom without the aid of scales. Soma
•tf them are of right size, others a little too thick to pass through the ordinary slot. (H

gauges used for detecting the improper diameter and thickness of coins. Many of them
plainly show the imperfections usual with molded coins, having spots of a rough sandea
appearance, with figures and letters, with the centers ot same filled up with the metal, ox
^arts not clean cut like the impressions from a die, while numbers of them have the
reeding poor and imperfect, and ring very bad. One dollar coin ot date 1884, with no
mint mark, weighs, however, 347 grains, or 65| grains too light; it has a short, sharp
ring, is a little too thick to pass through the ordinary gauges, and its reeding runs
diagonally across its edge. -) Those dollars made from German silver are very light

weight, and if new are so heavily plated with silver as to resist the acid coin test, aniem
deeply Bcraped before applying the acid.

A few molded dollars date 1882, no mint mark, woigh 460 grains, 47£ grains too

much; for diameter they are a little too small; for thickness they will pass through
ordinary gauges for same; thinly plated; ring poor.

Dangerous dollars of date 1883, no mint mark, weigh 380 grains, or about 5©

grains too light; heavily plated with standard silver; tine general appearance in

every way; have a fair ring; are about 260 fine or contain 15 or 20 cents of silver”

the size is correct by the ordinary gauges.

Other dangerous dollars of date 1883, no mint mark are heavily plated, weigh
878^ grains, some only 30 grains too light; general appearance as good as genuine;
pecific gravitv 8.40, genuine are 10.20 to 10.30; ring good on a counter, but not the
true ring when balanced upon the finger. One dated 1884 is of same class of coin,

weighing 375.4 grains. In size none of this class can be detected by the ordinary
lots or gauges, though the counterfeits are a little t >o thick but not on the edge
Weigh, ring, or scrape and apply the acid test and pay little attention to dates as

All are counterfeited.

Some counterfeit dollars and half dollars, in bullion value, exceed the genuine
coin. They are so near in weight, fineness, devices, and general appearance, that

they can be detected only by an assay as per the Report of the Director of the

Mint for 1896. Some of the dollar pieces are 941 tine—41 too fine—and weigh
416.05 grains. Some half dollars are 920 fine; one dated 1859 is 9184 fine &^d
weighs 197^ grains. Similar counterfeit dollars have been in circulation for some
years back. Some foreign silver coins also are counterfeited in a similar manner.
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Trade Dollar.
Authorized to be coined, act of February 12, 1873. Weight, 420 grains; fineness, .90h.

Deviation in weight allowed in coinage
, 1.5 grain. Deviation in fineness allowed hi

assay, .003
;

lowest, .897 ;
highest, .903, Only “ proofs ” were struck of date 187S.

Coinage commenced, 1874. Trade dollars are a legal coin but not now a legal tender*

Demonetized July 22, 1876, and the Secretary authorized to limit the coinage thereof.

Amount coined to close of fiscal year ended June 30, 1876, $15,418,450. Coinage
ospended by Secretary of the Treasury, February 22, 1878. Total amount coined to

close of fiscal year ended June 30, 1878, $35,959,360. Proof pieces executed during-

the calender year 1879, $1,541, in 1880, $1,987; and in 1881, $960, etc, up to 1884.

By Act of March 3, 1887, and their value was than about 80 cents, they were
redeemed dollars for dollar until Sept. 3, 1887. The amount so redeemed tvas

$7, 689,036. Said Act then also repealing all laws for their coinage and issuance.

For present value, see coins and notes of the world, as per index.

COUNTERFEITS OF THE TRADE DOLLAR.
The Trade Dollar of all dates has been variously, repeatedly and extensively counter-

feited. They are mostly of type metal, and many were circulated in the East Indie.,

China, Japan and other countries, and are usually from 95 to 130 grains light. Some
of the counterfeits are of excellent ring and good general appearance, but very soon
show the dark color after being handled; and some have a smooth, greasy, or quicksilver

feeling when rubbed between the thumb and fingers.

A few of the counterfeits weigh 417 grains, or only 3 grains too light. They are of

silver excessively allowed with other metals, and have a ring somewhat defective. Ap-
ply the acid test.

Note —The trade dollar was authorized by act of February 12, 1873, a legal coin of the United
States, a legal tender in all sums not exceeding sf6, and the only silver dollar then authorized to be
coined, as the standard dollar coinage was thereby repealed. At ihe time of the above authorizing
act neither silver nor gold was in full us<' as money in the United States, unless west of the Kooky
Mountains, where trade dollars were first put lit circulation, the curtencv at other places being upon
a paper basis. 1 he go>d dollar was then quoted here at about $1.14, while a trade dollar would then
be worth as silver bullion about $1.16, and would cost about 1% cents to coin it; including coinage,
•md if quoted in gold at London price, It would then be worth about $1.04 in gold. Specie resurnp-
tvn was January 1, 1879.

The trade dollar, when thus authorized, was intended for exportation abroad
;

especially tfc

China, Japan, and other Oriental countries
,
where, in competition with the Mexican sliver dollar,

which it exce's in intrinsic value as bullion, by (.002) two-tenths of a cent, the trade dollar had a
popular circulat'on ; and thus making a foreign market for American silver. The joint resolution
of Oongre-s of July £2, 1876, demonetiz ng the trade dollar Is in these words: “That the trade
dollar shall not hereafter be a legal tender, and th » Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized
to limit irom time to time the ooinage thereof to such an amount as he may deem sufficient to meet
me export demand for the sameJ’ At this tune of demonetization of coin, gold was quoted In
paper at about *1.03; but stiver bullion if quoted in gold at the London price only—at an average of
62% pence, though the highest quotation in 1876 was 58%, and the lowest 46% pence—would show
the bullion in the trade dollar to be worth about 91 cents in gold. On October 16, 1877, the trade
dollar coinage was discontinued at the mint at Phi'adelphia, though afterwards coined at the mint,
in the nest, but fir.ally suspended February 22, i878. The present average bullion value of full
weight trade dollars Is noted In list of coins and notes of the commercial nations of the world as per
index.

Half Dollar.
Authorized to be coined, act of April 2, 1792. Weight, 208 grains; fineneas, .892 & 89-

208. Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, 1.5 grain. Deviation in fineness allowed
In assay, .003; lowest, .897

;
highest, .903. Coinage commenced, 1794. Weight changed,

act of January 18, 1837, to 206,25 grains. Fineness changed, act of January 18, 1837, to

JKKh Weight changed, act of February 21, 1853, to 192 grains. Weight changed, act of
February 12, 1873, to 12.5 grams, which are equal to 192 90-|— grains.

COUNTERFEITS OF THE HALF DOLLAR.
The Half Dollar has been fearfully counterfeited

;
false half dollars of every Rind may-

be found of almost any date since they were first coined. Very dangerous counterfeits of
the silver half dollars are of dates 1841, 1842, 1843, 1860, 1872, 1876 and 1877, all these
•re made ot compound metal or brass, struck in a die, and heavily silver plated

;
they

are generally well executed, having a fair impress, and are of good color when new
;

when the plating is somewhat worn they present a brazen color, and all have a sharp,
keen ring like glass; some of those dated 1841, 1842 and 1872, are the exact size and
weight of the genuine half dollar, and can not be detected by a scale or gauge. One piece,
dated 1876, is a minute trifle oversize, and but 1.4 grain light weight Another struck
piece, of same date, with no mint mark, weighs 201.7 grains, or 8.8 grains overweight : the
reeding is well done; general appearance good, but the letters a little defective, espe-
cially the word “ Liberty ” on the shield of the Goddess of Liberty

;
when worn the com

•hows the brass metal underneath the plating >nd is a little too thick to pass through
(he ordinary gauges. One dated 1877 is but ovenize and but 7.7 grains light.
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Well made counterfeits*, of a composition of silver, copper and zinc, and intrinsiSfc
worth about 17 cents, have been passed in great numbers, though from 7 to 10 grawff
light weight. Others of German or nickel silver, and sometimes silver plated are
handsome pieces, but light weight unless oversized

;
one of these dated 1823, having the

lettered rim, is an excellent imitation
;
one also dated 1830, with the lettered edge, weighs

191 grains, or is 17 grains too light, and has a false ring
;
and one dated 1836, weighing

184 grains, or 24 grains too light, wjth letter ed edge, presents a good, fair appearance, but
is a little off color. A counterfeit half dollar, dated 1868, weighs 191 grains, or but one
grain too light; it is of proper thickness, but a little to large in diameter. Another one
of same date, mint mark S, weighs 13.6 grains too heavy

;
it is .025 inch to small in

diameter. .018 inch ton thick, and of .784 fineness.

Coins made in a mould of white metal, or of type, or other metal, are of every date,

and many of them, when new, are of a good color, as well as a good appearance if wen
moulded; but all have a dull ring, or one unlike that of the genuine coin, and weigh
from 22 to 58 grains underweight. Some are of right size, others a little too thick to

enter the ordinary gauges used for size of coins; one, however, of proper size V»v these
gauges, and dated 1862, with Mint mark S, weighs but 19 grains underweight. ‘

„

For half dollar counterfeits, of too imi;li silver, sej under “Scandaid Silver.Uollar.”

Columbian Half and Quarter Dollar,
This Half Dollar, coined for the World’s Fair at Chicago, was authorizedjto be

coined by Act of August 5, 1892. Weight 192,9 grains
;

fineness .900. /Total
coinage $2, 50 1,052. 50

This Quarter Dollar, was authorized by Act of March 3, 1893. Weight 96.45
grains; fiueuess .900. Total coinage, £10,005.75. Both coins are a legal tender.

Quarter Dollar.
Authorized to be coined, act of April 2, 1792. Weight, 104 grains; fineneaa,

.892 & 89-208. Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, 1.5 grain. Deviation in fineness

allowed in assay, .003; lowest, 897; highest, 903. Coinage commenced, 1796. Weight
changed, act U January 18, 1837, to 103.125 grains. Fineness changed, act of Januaiy

18, 1837, to .900. Weight changed, act of February 21, 1853, to 96 grains. Weight
changed, act of February 12, 1873, to 6.25 grams, which are equal to 96.45-j— grains.

COUNTERFEITS OF THE QUARTER DOLLAR.
The Quarter Dollar has been extensively counterfeited, and the false pieces are oi

almost every date, since it has been coined. The most aangerous counterfeits are dated

1858 and 1860, of compound metal or brass, struck in a die, and heavily silver plated,

having the exact weight of the genuine coin. One dangerous piece, dated 1853, upon
assay, was found to consist of a composition partly iron; it was heavily silver-plated, had
a fair ring, varied but little from the true size, but was somewhat light. One piece, ot

date 1861, having a fair appearance of genuine silver but a little sharper ring, is of 15
grains underweight. Counterfeits of the quarter dollars of 1857 and 1861, have been
common, being made of a composition consisting mostly of tin. Others of various date*

have been made of soft, base metal, or composition, some of lead; such pieces are from
20 to 30 grains light.

Twenty Cent Piece.
Authorized to be coined, act of March 3, 1875. Weight, 5 grams, which are equal to

77.16+ grains; fineness, .900. Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, 1.5 grain.

Deviation in fineness allowed in assay, .003; lowest, .897; highest, .903. Coinage
commenced, 1875. Coinage discontinued, act of May 2, 1878. Total amount coined,

$271,000.

COUNTERFEITS OF THE TWENTY CENT PIECE.

Very few counterfeits of the Twenty Cent piece have been put in circulation.

Dime.
Authorized to be coined, act of April 2, 1792. Weight, 41.6 grains; finenem,

.892 & 89-208; value, 10 cents. Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, 1.5 grain.

Deviation in fineness allowed in assay, .003; lowest, .897; highest, .903. Coinage

commenced, 1796. Weight changed, act of January 18, 1837, to 41.25 grains. Fineneas

changed, act of January 18, 1837, to .900. Weight changed, act of February 21, 1853. o

38.4 grains. Weight changed, act of f\ bruary 12, 1873, to 2.5 grams, which are equal •

38.68+ grains.
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COUNTERFEITS OF THE DIME.

Counterfeits of tin Dime are numerous and of various dates. False dimes of compound
metal or brass, strucK in a die and silver washed or plated, dated 1848, have been paaseft

freely. Co mterfeits, made of soft white metal, some of them at least, are, in appearance^

close imitations of the genuine coin, and so far almost defy detection. A false dime, at

1876, made of antimony, lead and zinc, has all the bright color and fine appearance of a
newly struck genuine coin. False dimes, of various dates, are in circulation; many ara

poor, but some are well executed, good impress, fair color when new, but if worn, soon
become brazen, tin-like, or leaden in color, besides being generally underweight or over*-

died; they usually weigh from 3 to 12 grains light, and, if of the cheap, soft metal, caw
be bent or even broken by the fingers. One dime, of date 1884, is about proper size, ha*
excellent reeding, and weighs 36$ grains, or only 2 grains light.

Half Dime.
Authorized to be coined, act of April 2, 1792. Weight, 20.8 grains; fineness,

.892 & 89-208; value, 5 cents. Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, 1.5 grain. Devia-
tion in fineness allowed in assay, .003; lowest, .897; highest, .903. Coinage commenced,
1794. Weight changed, act of January 18, 1837, to 20.625 grains. Fineness char~edK
act of January 18, 1837, to .900. Weight changed, act of February 21, 1853, to 19.X
grains. Coinage discontinued, act of February 12, 1873. Total amount coined,

$4,906,946.90.

COUNTERFEITS OF THE HALF DIME.
Very few counterfeits of the Half Dime have been put in circulation.

Silver Three Cent Piece.
AtSthori^i ?o be coined, act of March 3, 1851. Weight, 12.375 grains; fineness, .75ft

Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, .5 of a grain. Deviation in fineness allowed ha
assay, .003; lowest. .897; highest, .903. Coinage commenced, 1851. Weight changed,
act of March 3, 1853, to 11.52 grains. Fineness changed, act of March 3, 1853, to .90C
Coinage discontinued, act of February 12, 1873. Total amount coined, $1,281,850.20.

COUNTERFEITS OF THE SILVER THREE CENT PIECE.
Counterfeits of the Silver Three Cent piece were once quite numerous, made of com

-

S
and metal or brass, struck in a die and silver washed, thev are generally close imitsr.
os of genuine, and, when new, well calculated to deceive.

MINOR COINS OF THE UNITED STATES.

•f
"Sec. 3587 . The minor coins of the United States shall be a legal tender^

Mi their nominal valuefor any amount not exceeding 23 cents in any one payment.**'

If mutilated
,
there is no provisionfor the redemption of minor coins. %e alt*

under the head of Gold and Silver Coins.

FIVE CENT—(NICKEL).
Authorized to be coined, act of May 16, 1866. Weight, 77.16 grains

;
copper, 75 p*.

oent.; nickel, 25 per cent. Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, 3 grains. Deviation
d
xr
m me^ *

2
? P®r

n„
cent- °f nickel

;
(actual, much less.) Coinage commenced,

1066. New pattern in 1888, at first without, and afterwards with the word “cents”
thereon.

Counterfeits.—Very fine counterfeits ofthe Nickel Five Cent piece, of the old patternhave been made and struck in a die; they are of the same color, weight and alloy of the
genuine, and almost defy detection. Other fine counterfeits of this piece are numeroonWrack pieces, of date 1876, are of good color, of true weight, but imperfect in the lette*-
Ibr, especially m the word* “ States o£M a* the letters 8 and O too cloeely ioin each
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Other fine Btruck pieceB, many of good color, and of differed dates, weigh from 66 to 74^
grains; they are all slightly imperfect in the form or spacing of the letters on the obverse
side of the coin.

^With numerous counterfeits of both the old and new pattern, cast in a mold, most of
them lack the sharp, distinct impress given by a good die to genuine coin, and being
rough and of a leaden color, they become black and dirty in appearance, and usually
weigh from 60 to 75 grains

;
a few, however, weigh 78^ grains.

THREE CENT—(NICKEL).
Authorized to be coined, act of March 3, 1865. Weight, 30 grains; copper, 75 p#

eent.
;
nickel, 25 per cent. Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, 2 grains. DeviatiC

allowed in metal, 2.5 per cent, of nickel
;
(actual, much less.) Coinage commenced, 1861.

Counterfeits.—Counterfeits of the Nickel Three Cent piece are very numerous, ant
some of them well calculated to deceive. One dated 1865, is a fair counterfeit, while
others are inferior

;
being cast pieces, they lack the sharp, distinct impress given by the

die to a genuine coin, and being rough, soon become black and dirty in appearance.

TWO CENT—(BRONZE).
Authorized to be coined, act of April 22,1864. Weight, 96 grains; copper, 95 per

eent.
;
tin and zinc, 5 per cent. Coinage commenced, 1864. Coinage discontinued, act of

February 12, 1873. Total amount coined, $912,020.00.

' CENT—(COPPER).
Authorized to be coined, act of July 6, 1787. Coined for the United States, by James

. arvis, at New Haven, Conn. Authorized to be coined, (by the United States Mint,) act

of April 2,1792. Weight, 264 grains; copper. Weight changed, act of January 14,

1793, to 208 grains. Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, 2 grains. Coinage com-
menced, 1793. Weight changed, by Proclamation of the President, January 26, 1796, in

conformity with the act of March 3, 1795, to 168 grains. Coinage discontinued, act of

February 21, 1857. Total amount coined, $1,562,887.44.

CENT—(NICKEL).
Authorized to be coined, act of Februarv 21. 1857. Weignc. 72 grains : copper, 88 per

cent.; nickel, 12 per cent. Coinage commenced. 1857. Coinage discontinued, act or*

April 22, 1864. Total amount coined. 12.007.720.00.

CENT— (BRONZE'.

Authorized to be coined, act of April 22, 1864. Weight, 48 grains; copper, 95 per
cent.

;
tin and zinc, 5 per cent. Deviation in weight allowed in coinage, 2 grains. Coi>

age commenced, 1864.

HALF CENT—(COPPER).
Authorized to be coined, act of April 2, 1792. Weight, 132 grains' copper; “Not a

legal tender.” Weight changed, act of January 14, 1793, to 104 grains. Coinage conv
menced, 1793. Weight changed, by Proclamation of the President, January 26, 1796, in

aonformity with the act of March 3, 1795, to 84 grains. Coinage discontinued, act &
February 21, 1857. Total amount coined, $39,926.11.

COUNTERFEITS OF THE CENT AND HALF CENT.

Even the cents of each kind
f
as well as the half cents, have been counterfeited, and the

gmall copper and bronze currency extensively corrupted. The counterfeits of the copper
eent are excellent copper imitations, and were struck from dies, originally made for the

purpose of manufacturing copies of unique and rare cents of such dates as commanded
nigh premiums among collectors, numismatologists and antiquarians. False cents, imL
lations of the genuine copper coin, have also been cast of various metals, but these

pieces are generally rough and poor copies, some of them being of brass or of whiM
metalp evidently executed by workmen merely to show their skill in the art of “found'

ing.” The counterfeits of the half cent are of the same general character as those of the

eent. Cast pieces, in imitation of the nickel cent, are either of a leaden or brazen colot

and usually weigh from 55 to vO grains. Fair counterfeits, in imitation of the bronze cent

are made of pur cepper, and struck in a die, but the color of the metal will general
„

distinguish such
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COIN 3 AND NOTES
OF THE

COMMERCIAL NATIONS OF THE WORLD.
This list of the legal tender and various uncurrent coins of the

commercial nations of the world is of strict business importance and
reliability. The coins named, unless designated as being “no longer
current,” are those in legal and actual circulation, and with quota-
tions for uncurrent coins not inclusive of ancient pieces seldom seen
outside cabinets and museums. The values here given are the current
values of the United States coins and the exchange value of the
foreign gold and silver coins corrected each month for Dye’s Govern-
ment Counterfeit Detector. See note on page 53.

,
UNITED STATES.
Money of Account.
Dollar, of 100 cents.

PAR OF EXCHANGE.
$1 Equal 4 Shillings l^d
$1 “ 0.20548 £
*1
H
1 cent
1 cent
1 cent

.5. '827 francs
,. 4.197 m-rks

l
/t pence

....—.05 franc

....— .04 mark
GOLD COINS.

Double Eagle $20.00
Eagle, prior to 1834 10.65

Eagle, since 1834 10.00
Half Eagle, prior to 1834, 6.32

Hall Eagle, since 1834 5.00

Three Dollars 3.00

Quarter Eagle prior 183t 2.66

Quarter Eagle, since 1834 2.50

Dollar

SILVER COINS.
Trade Dollar $—.47
Standard Dollar 1.00

Half Dollar, etc face value.

PRIVATE GOLD.
NO LONGER CURRENT.

Value of the gold therein bu
many command a good pre- t

mium value.

NORTH CAROLINA*
Five Dollars C. Bechtler

1830-1834, not dated $5.30

Five Dollars C. Bechtler
date 1834 4.96

Two and a half Dols 2.45

One Dollar —.96

GEORGIA.
Ton Dollars T. Reid 1834.$10.05
Ten Dols. T. Reid aft. 1834. 9 75
Five Dols. “ “ “ 4.80

“ “ “ 2.37

CALIFORNIA.
$50. “Slug” Octagonal (1851 or 2)

Round(1855)W.M.&Co.$49.90
$40.07, bar. F. D. Kohler 40.50

$26, Templeton Reid 24.50
D’bl Eagle, A. Humbert 19.95
Double Eagle, S. F. Cal.. 19.95
Double Eagle, Baldwin... 19.30

Double Eagle, Moffat 19.90
Double Eag'.e, Kellogg... 19.90

Blake & Co., Sacramento 19.30

$16, Oblong ingot, Moffat 15.75

Eagle, Moran <fc Clark... 9.95

Eagle, Templeton Reid.. 9.76

Eagle, A. Humbert 9.95

Eagles of 1849 and 1850... 9.95

Eagle, Cin., M. & T. Co. 9.70

Eagle,.S. F., State of Cal. 9.95

Eagle, Miners’ Bank 9.85

Eagle, J. S. 0 9.50

Eagle, Dubosq & Co 9.95

Eagle, W. M. & CO 9.95

Eagle Pacific Cj 7.86

Esgle Oregon Ex. Co 9.85

Eagle, Baldwin & Co 9.95

Eagle, Moffat & Co 9,95

Half Eagle, Dunbar & Co 4.95

Half Eagle, Dubosq & Co 4,95

Half Eagle, Pacific Co 4.50
Half Eagle, N. G. & N.... 4.85

Half Eagles of 1849 4.75

Half Eagle, Mass, <teCal.Co 4.75

Half Eagle S. F. Cal 4.95

Half Eagle, Oregon Co... 4.85

Half Eag, Cin. M. & l\Co 4.95

Half Eagle, Baldwin & Co 4.85

Ha lf Eagle, Moffatt&Co 4.85

Half Eagle, Shults & Co. 4.95

Quarter Eagles 2.45

Dollars, J4dols., k£dols.

UTAH—MORMON.
Weight and fineness irregular,

value of gold therein about
Double Eagle, $18.00
Eagle,. 9.00

Five Dollars, 4.50

Quarter Eagle 2.25

COLORADO—PIKES PEAK
$70 Pikes Peak Gold or
Clark. Gruber & Co., Den 19.70

$10
' “ “ 9.75

$5
• “ “ 4.85

$5 Jno. Parsons & Co. Oro 4.80

2% “ “ “ 2.40

2/ S. F, Cal 2.40

2 J4 J. Conway & Co.,
Bankers, 2.40

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Money of Account.

Krone, of 100 Hellers (Now).

Florin, of 100 Kruetzers (Old).

GOLD COINS.

Quadruple Ducat $9.15

Ducat
Half Souverain
Austrian Ducat
Krone or frown (old)
Eight Florins (20 francs)
20 Crowns (new)

SILVER COINS.
1—Kronen piece (new)...
Florin or Gulden

1 Gu!den=2 Kronen,
(bullion value.)

Maria Theresia Thaler.
Crown Thaler
Species Thaler

2.28

3.37
2.28
8.62

3.86

4.05

-.46
—.49
—.45

BANK NOTES.
1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500 and 1000

Florins or Gulden,

BELGIUM.
Gold and Silver Francs, Bank

Notes, Par of Exchange and
Money of Account are all the
same as those in France.

DENMARK.
Money of Account, .

Crown or Krone of 100 Ore.
PAR OF EXCHANGE.

1 Crown equal $0,268
GOLD COINS.

Twenty Kroner $5.36
fen Kroner 2.68
Double Christian D’or 7.88
Christian D’or 3.94
Double Frederiks D’or... 7.88
Frederiks D’or 3.94
Ducat 2.24

SILVER COINS.
Two Kroner —.53
Krone —.26
Half Krone —.13
Quarter Krone —.06
The bullion value of the Silvei

Krone is about 56 per cent. less.
In Denmark bank notes and

silver coins are each at par with
the gold coins.

BANK NOTES.
1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500 and 1000

Kroner or Crowns.
*The fineness of North Car lina Gold Coins varied but little during the mintage of C Bechtler*

from 1830 to 1842. His coins of 20 carats fine are stamped “ N. C. Gold,” usually, those of 21 carat,M Carolina Gold.” The weight of the “ N. C.” Five Dollar Gold piece ranges from 134 to 140 grains,
and the “ Carolina ” at from 132 to 134 grains. After 1842 the mint passed into the possession of A.
Bechtler, and his name appeared upon its coinage instead of that of C. Bechtler. The only marked
•fleet which this change produced upon the gold coins from 1842 to 1848, when that establishment was
abolished, was a considerable deficiency in value as compared with former emissions.
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FINLAND,
Mosbt or Account.

Markka, of 100 Penni.
Q«ld and Silver Markkaa, the
Same as Francs of F rance.

FRANCE.
Money of Account.

Franc, oi 100 Centimes.

PAR OF EXCHANGE.
Franc Equals 0.1929 dollar
Franc “ 0.03966 £
Franc “ 9% pence.

GOLD COINS.
100 FTanwft... $19.29
60 Francs 9.64
40 Francs 7.72
80 Francs. 3.86
10 Francs 1.93
6 Francs,... —.96
Louis D’or... 1 4.60

SILVER COINS.
6 Francs —.96
3 Francs —.38
1 Franc —.19
60 Centimes —.09
30 Centimes —.03

Crown=6 tranks
The bullion value of the silver

6 franc piece is about 66 percent
less. The other silver coins
about 59 per cent less.

In France bank notes and sil-

ver coins are each at par with
told coins.

BANK NOTES.
6, 30, 60, 100, 600, 1000 Francs.

wermaTempire.
Mombt of Account.
Mark, of 100 Pfennigs.

PAR OF EXCHANGE.
Mark Equals —0.2382 dollar

GOLD COINS.

Double Florin —.36
Florin —.18
Half Florin —.08

10 Marks t 4.76

ID Marks or Crown 2.38

6 Marks 1.19

SILVER COINS.
Five Marks ,$1 .19

Two Marks . —.47
One Mark , —.23
60 Pfbnnige —.16
10 Pfennigs —.04
The bullion vslueof the silver

coins is about 60 per cent less.

In Germany bank notes and
Silver coins are each nt par with
gold coins.

BANK NOTES.
10, 20, 60. 100. 600, 1000 Marks

OLD GOLD COINS
NO LONGER CURRENT.

August D’orof Saxony. .$ 4.00

Oarolin of Bavaria 4.99

CarolinofManhetm 4.86

Crown of Prussa 6.60

Crown of Hanover 7.90

Double Fried erich’s D’or 8.00

Duoat of Bavaria 2.20

Ducat of Hamburg 2.26

Five Guilders 1.90

Five Thalers 4.00

Friedericb’s D’or 4.00

Maximilian D’or 3 40

Pistole of Brunswick 8 90

Pistole of Manheim 3.80

OLD SILVER COINS.
(Bullion value.)

IK Gulden or 2 Thaler..—.64

GREAT BRITAIN.
Mosbt of Account.

Pound Sterling, of 20 Shillings
or 240 Pence.

PAR OF EXCHANGE.
£\ Equals 4.8666 dollars
£1 “ 26.2216 francs
.£1 “ 20.4294 marks
Is “ 0.2433 dollar
Id “ 0.62027 dollar
Id “ 0.10% franc

GOLD C0IN6.
Five Sovereigns 24.33
Double Sovereign 9.73
Sovereign,pound sterling 4 86
Half Sovereign 2.43

6 Guineas $26 65
2 Guineas 10.22
Guinea (21 shillings) 6.11
Half Guinea 2.66
Quarter Guinea 1.27
Third Guinea 1.70

8ILYER COIN8.
Crown (6 shillings) $ 1.21
Double F’lorln —.97
HalfCrown —.60
Florin (2 shillings) —.48
Shilling —.24
Six-Pence —.12
And three, two. and one, Penco.
The bullion value of the silver

coins is about 58 per cent less.
In Great Britain bank notes

and silver coin are each at par
with gold coins.

BANK NOTES.
£1, 6, 10, 20,50. 100, 200, 300, 600.

Colonial Coins.

GOLD COINS.
Mohur, 16 Rupees 7.08
Native Gold Mohur 7.90
Double Pagoda 3.76
Australian Sovereign... 4.86

“ Half Sovereign 2.43
Two Del. Newfoundland 2.03

SILVER COINS.
(Bullion value.)

Rupee (India.) *—.20
but 1 Hupee to equal not
over 16d. Eng.

Quarter Pagoda —.19
Half Rupee —.10
% Rupee (2 Annas) —.02
Dollar of Sierra Leone. . —.42
60 Cents of Canada
26 Cents “
20 Cents “
10 Cents “
6 Cents “
60 Cents of Newfoundl’d
20 Cents “ “

20 Cents of N. Brunswick
See note on next page.

The bullion value of Canada
silver is ab> ut 58 per cent less

than face value.

GREECE.
Money of Account.
Drachma, of 100 Lepta.

Gold Drachmas the same as

Gold francs of France.

HOLLAND.
Money of Account.
Florin of 100 Cents.

PAR OF EXCHANGE.
F'lorin Equals 0.402 dollar.

GOLD COINS.

10 Guilders or F'lorins ..$ 4.02
6 Guilders 2.01
Ducat 2.38

8ILVEK COINS.
2% Gulden $ 1.00
Gulden —.40
Half Gulden —.20
The bullion value of silver

coins Is about 53 per cent less.

ITALY.
Money of Account.
Lira, of 100 Centesmi.

Gold Liras are the same as
F’rancs of F'rance.

OLD GOLD COINS NO LON-
GEK CURRENT.

Doppia of 1814 6.26
Doppla of 1826 3.86

Sovereign of Milan $ 6.70

Doppla “ 3.80
Zecchino of Milan 2.26

10 Scudi Papal $10.20
2% Scudi “ 2.60
Gold Scudo of Rome $32.60
Doppia “ .... 3.27
Zecchino “ .... 2.20
Genovine of Sardinia...$16.10
Carlino “ ... 9.40
Hall Genovine “ ... 7.60
Pistole “ ... 6.70

Double Onzie of Sicily.. $ 6.16

80 Florin! of Tuscany.... $21. 70
Kuspone of Tuscany 6.80
Zecchino of Tuscany.... 2.26

SILVER COINS NO LON-
GER CURRENT.
(Bullion value )

Ducat - .46
Scudo —.45
Half Scudo —.22
Soudo Papal —.47
Half Scudo Papal —.23

PORTUGAL.
PAR OF EXCHANGE.

1 Milreis (1000 Reis) = $1.08

GOLD COINS.

10 Milreis 10.80
6000 Reis $6.40
2000 Reis 2.18

1000 Reis .... 1.08

GOLD COINS NO LONGER
CURRENT.

Dobrao of 24 Milreis... .$32.60

Dobrao of 15 Milreis.... 17.26

.Toao or Joanese 7.76

Llsbonne 6.48

Moeda D’ouro 4.86

SILVER COINS.

600 Reis - 54
200Kei8 —.21
100 Reis —.10
60 Reis —.06

RUSSIA.
Money of Aooount.

Rouble, of 100 Kopecks.

GOLD COINS.

10 Roubles (new 1897) S 6.18

Imperial 10 Roubles (old) 7.71

Polo-imperial of 6 “ .. 3.86

Ducat (3 Roubles old).. 2.89
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SILVER COINS.
Rouble —-51

Rouble and halt —77

76 Kopecks —-38

60 Kopecks — 25

20, 15 (Zlot). & 5 Kopecks.
In Russia (in 1897) her paper

rouble equal her new gold

rouble, and each old gold

rouble equal IK new gold
Touble.

SPAIN.
Money ov Account.

Peseta, of 100 Centimes.

Gold Pesetas, are th<- same
as gold Francs of France.

OK)IiD COINS NO LONGER
CURRENT

Onta or Doubloon $16.60

Four Escudo 7.70

Escudo 1-87

160 Reales o'Fernando.. 7.76

Uenten . . 4-90

30 Reales of Napoleon.. 3.83

4 Piasters of Isabella. . . . 3.90

40 Reals of Isabella 1.90

OLD SILVER COINS.

(Bullion value.)

Piaster of 8 Reales $—.47

6 Peseta of Ferdinand. . —47
20 Reales of Isabella.... —.47

Pistareen —.11

CHINA.
Unit or Account.

Chinese Tael (ounce) of pure
silver; anl Mexican, or similar,

D dlars.
Haikwan (Customs) Tael. .$ 74

Shanghai I’ael 55

A dozen other taels also

range between above two.

JAPAN.
Money of Account.
Y en, ot 100 Sen.

PAR OF EXCHANGE.
1 Yen equal $0,498 dollar.

1 Yen “ 24.58 pence.

GOLD COINS.
20 Yens (1S71 to 1897)...619.94

20 Yens ('897 A since) . .-9 98

5 Yens (since 1897)....—2 49

SILVER COINS.
Trade Yen $—.49
Yen.. —.49
60 Sen —.24
20 Sen —.10
10 Sen — . 5

argen tine"republic.
GOLD <\UN3.

Argentine $ 4.82

Half Argentine . . ... 2.41

SILVER OOIN8
Peso $—.43
50 Centavos —.21

SWEDEN and NORWAY
Gold and Silver Crowns, Bank

Notes, and Par of Exchange, are

all the same as crowns ol Den-
mark.

SWITZERLAND.
Gold and Silver Francs, Bank

Notes, and Par of Exchange,
are all the same as Francs of

France.

TURKEY.
Money of Account
Plaster, of 40 Paras

,

GOLD COIN8

600 Piastres $22.26

Lira or 100 Piastres $ 4.45

60 Piastres 2.22

20 Piastres —.08
Piastres —.22

SILVER COINS

Medjidlc or 20 Piaster... $—.08
6 Piasters —.22
2 Piasters — . 8

BRAZIL.
Money of Account.
Milreis, of 1000 Reis.

GOLD COINS.
Twenty Milreis $10.92
8400 Reis, 16 Milreis 8. 73

Ten Milreis 5.48

4000 Reis 4.88

SILVER COINS.
Two Milreis $ .45

(Double Pataca —.kl

Five Hundred Reis —.10

Oil ILI.
Monbv op Account.
P680S, ot 100 Centavos.

GOLD COINS.
Doubloon (old) 8, jl $15.53

I Condor, 10 Pesos 9.12
i Doubloon, 6 Pesos 4.66

Escudo, 2 Pesos 1.82

Peso —.91

SILVER COINS.
Peso $—.43
20 Centavos..., —.08
Decimo —. 5
Media Decimo —. 3

PERU.
Money of Account.

Sol, of 100 Centavos

GOLD COINS.
$19.30

10 Sola 9.66

4.82
•2 Sols 1.98

1 Sol

SILVER COINS.
$—.43

Sol
Half Sol

U. S. of COLUMBIA.
Gold condors (10 pesos) and sil-

ver pesos the same as sols ofPeru

VENEZUELA.
Gold anl sliver bolivars, the

same as sols of Psru only that
6 bolivars equal 1 sol.

CENTRAL AMERICA.
GOLD COINS.

Doubloon or Onza $16.63

Huar Doubloon or Pistole 8.88

(Quarter Pistole —.97
N.B.—Doubloon=8 Esoudos

Plstole=2 Escudos

SILVER COINS.
Peso, of 8 Reales. (old)..$—.43

Peso —.43

K Peso —.21

MEXICO.
Money of Account.

Peso or Dollar, of 100 Cent

GOLD COINS.

8

*
2
1

20
10
6

DOLE.
16 Doubloon, 8 Esoudos.$16.68

Half Doubloon 7.76

(Quarter Doubloon... 3.88
Eighth Doubloon... . 1.94

Sixteenth Doubloon. .98

Twenty Pesos $19.68
Ten Pesos 9.84

Five Pesos 4.92

2K Two-and-a-halfPesos 2.46

1 Peso —.98
Old coins not up to .876 fine.

SILVER COINS.
1 Eight Reals (old).. .$—.47
1 Dollar (1 Peso) —.47

K Fifty Centavos —.23
k 26 •* -.11

Ten “ —. 5
Five “ —. 3

In Mexico, their Paper Money
is on a par with their silver ooins
only.

The foregoing prices of foreign gold coins are their home values represented
In U. 8. Money, exohange at par

;
or such prices are their intrinsic or bullion valnea

here if the coins are of full weight.

The foregoing prices of silver ooins are their full home values, represented in

U. 8. money.

Some brokers are paying for silver, viz.
:
(In large lots the better the prioe).

French 6 Franc pieces (sliver) 86 to .96

Italian 6 Hire “ “ * “ “

Spanish Dollars “ “ “ "

Canada Silver (per dol.) “ 90 “ .96

English Crowns “ 1.H “ L*>
German 6 Marks “ ,.L10 « L18
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PUBLIC DEBT OP U. S., JULY 1, 1899.

Interest-Bearing Debt.
title of loan and author-

izing ACT.
rate. when
per ctj REDEEMABLE

AMOL
REGISTERED

NT OUTSTAND
COUPON

ING.
TOTAL

Loan of 1882. July 12, ’82 3 Option U. S.
)Funded Loan, 1891. July, ’70, Jan., '71..

do. do
l lA

Ctd. 2 / Option U.S
July 1, 1907....

825 364.500 "0 825,364.500 00
559,652.300 00

37,830 00
100.000,000 00
162.315,400 00

Funded Loan, 1907. July, ’70, Tan. ,’71...

Refunding Certificates, Feb. 26, 1879....

4
4

191,311.9uO 06 $68,340,400 00

Loan of 1904. Jan. 14, 1875 5 Feb. i 1904... S7 643,056 0 32 354,950 00
Loan of 1925, do 4 Feb. 1, 1925... 11 4. t 26,660 DO 48 288.750 00
Loan of 1918, June 13, 1898 3 After Aug’38 98,092,940 00 100,585,780 00 198,678,720 00

Affrefirate of Intfirnst B^anne' Debt 796,441 040 00 249,569,880 00 1.046 048,750 00
Bonds to Pac. railroads not yet matured

Debt on which Interest has ceased since Maturity.

Funded Loan of 1891, matured September 2. 1891 8 112,859 00
Old debt matured at various dates prior to Jan, 1, 1861, and other items of debt

matured at various dates subsequent to Jan. 1, 1861 1,105.150 26

Aggregate of debt on which interest has ceased 1.218,309 26
Bonds to Pac. railroads matured but not presented 79,000 00

Debt bear i ng no I nterest.

United States NoteslFeb. 25, 1862; July 11, 1862; March 3, 1863
Old Demand Notes.. July 17, 1861; Feb. 12, 1862;
Nat. Bank Notes,
Redemption Aect. July 14, 1890

Fractional Currency July 17, ’62; March 3, ’63; June 30, '64

Less $8,375,934 estimated as lost or destroyed, act June, 1879

8316,681,016 00
53,847 50

35,817,381 50

6,881,408 66

Aggregate of Debt bearing no Interest $389,433,653 66

Certificates and Notes Issued on Deposits of Coin and Legal Tender Notes and
Purchases of Silver Bullion.

CLASSIFICATION.
IN THE

TREASURY. ^IN CIRCULATION
AMOUNT
ISSUED.

Gold Certificates ! March 3, 1803; July 12, 1882

Silver Certificates I
February 28, 1878

Certificates of Dep’st 1 June 8, 1872

Treas. Notes of 1890 1 July 14, 1890

Aggregate of Certificates and Treas. Notes offset

by cash in the Treasury

$ 1,641,550 00
4,216,161 00
470,000 00
912,488 00

$32,656,269 00
401,869,343 00
20,855,000 00
92,605,792 00

$34,297,819 00
406,085,504 00
21,325,000 00
93,518,280 00

7.240,199 00 1 547.986 404 00 555,226,603 00

Cash in Treasury.
Debt, including Cert’s & Notes.... $1,991,927,306 92
Total Cash in Treasury 907,961,138 32

Gold.

Silver.

Paper.

Other.

Coin
Bars
Dollars
Subsidiary Coin
Bars .....

L. T. Notes (old issue)
Treas. Notes of ’90

Gold Certificates
Silver

“

Currency “
Nat. B’k Notes
Bonds, int. & Coupons pd.
Minor Coins & Frac. Cur-
Deposits in Nat- Banks

GeD. Acc’t
Disb’g officers bal’s-..

8153.522.596 37
119.870,884 23
416,869.480 00

6.070 *96 92
85,288.249 16
36,133,667 00

912,488 0C
1.641,550 00.

4 216,161 00
470,000 00

3,518,276 84
31,188 92

244,170 62

73,197,103 23
5,974,826 03

Aggregate.... $907,961,138 32

Net Debt $1,083,966,168 60
Increase of In-Bg. Debt dur. month 20 00
Decrease of Int.-C’d.,

“ “ 50 00
Increase of no int.

“ “ 225,233 50

DEMAND LIABILITIES.

Gold Certificates $34,297,819 00
Silver “ 406,085,504 00
Currency “ 21,325,000 00
Treas. Notes of 1890 93,518,280 00
Fund for redempt'on of uncurrent

Nat Bank Notes 9,059,437 28
Outstanding Checks & Drafts 4,013.515 01
Disbursing Officer’s Balances 49.299,055 48
Agency Acct’s, &c 8,982 058 82

Gold Reserve 100,000,000 00
Net Cash Balance 131,380,468 73

$907,961,138 32

Amounts due U. S. from Pacific Railroads.
Railway. Principal. Interest.

Cen, Branch Union Pacific

Sioux City & Pacific

1,600,000 00
1,628.320 00

2.158.854 13

2.588,606 06

Note.—Government has been reimbursed for 827.236,512 principal and 831.211,711.75 interest,

being total indebtedness of Union Pac. to Nov. 1. ’97, and for principal of Kansas Pacific in-

debtedness, 86,303.000. Feb. 1, 1899 settlement agreement made, and the unpaid balance of

Cen. Pacific & Western Pacific Railroads, is now $47,050,172.48, and accrued interest, less trans-

portation earnings.



Stolen United States Bonds.
Registered Bonds of the following Acts, numbers and denominations are eaveated upon the

Books of the Treasury Department at this date J; 'y 1, 1899), viz

Act of January 28, 1«47.

1200—1620 1710 2132 2270 2271 2455.

300 each—1257 1697 1698 1699.

500 each—2987 3085.

1000 each—7422 7598 7599 8430.

5000 each—3044.
Act of February 8, 1861.

$1000 each- 43 44 2749 5221 6125.

5000 each—2280.
Act of March 2, 1861, “Oregon War.”

$50 each—270.
100 each—276 682.

500 each—1014 1089.
Act of July 17, 1861.

$50 each—1267.

100 each—30 31 888 5928 5930 6451.

500 each—933 1394 1867 4303.

1000 each—2463 2533 6833 686? 8081 8713
9102 11429 18114 20341 23670 26541
26542 26543 26544 29278 29413
29414 30259 30260 36901.

$5000 each—6195 8438 8761 10860.

10000 each—9276 to 9279 inclusive and
9282 to 9295 11138 11452 12800.

Act ofJuly 17. 1861, continued at 3% per cent.

$100 each—14457 16232.

500 each—10472 10915.

1000 each—50879 50880 54259 54260 54261
54262 54545 54546 54547.

5000 each—17254.
10000 each—35208.

Act of February 25, 1862.

$50 each—1177.

100 each—1299 1749 1750 2787 3547
3549 4627 4931 5021 5168 5169 5170
6029 6030 6662 6663 7527 7528 8397
9500 14113 14114 14201.

500 each—375 1273 3460 4323 7636 7921
8051 8430.

1000 each—2633 2634 3310 5893 9023 to
9028 inclusive 12110 12111 14243
20320 to 20327 inclusive 20377
20378 23429 23430 23431 23559 23560
24150 26490 26491 26492 26493 27666
27780 27781 27782 32721 32832 33192
33324 34814 34315 37910.

5000 each—323 1635 3796 9587.
10000 each- -318 12813.

Act of March 8, 1863.

$50 each—99.

100 each—3460.
500 each—388 389.
1000 each—234 235 236 3066 9541 9542

9543 9544 10185 10896.
10000 each—4605 4606.

Act of March 8, 1864, 10-40’s.
$60 each—960.

100 each—1582 to 1585 inclusive 7405
8977 8978 10794 10795 10796.

500 each—5834.
1000 each—1785 2493 13247 13248 16109.
5000 each- 6329 7696 7697.
10000 each—8744 to 8763 inclusive 1165*

18903 to 18942 inclusive.

...^CeStral Pacific Railroad 1869’s.
$1000 each— 2837.

Central Pacific Railroad ISSS’i

$1000 each—959, 2020.

$5000 each—310.
Central Branch Union Pac. Railroad 1887*8.

$1000 each—532.
Union Pacific Railroad l8S8’a

$5000 each—1465.

10000 each—1864.
Act of Junk 30, 1864.

$100 each—1502 1503 1504.

500 each—709 1699.

1000 each—4143 4144 7813 7814 7815
7816 8801 10450

5000 each—2275.
Act of March 3, 1865, May and November.
$100 each—389 390 2405 2406 4738.
500 each—839 871 2998 3719.
1000 each—645 646 798 2544 3579

3580 7842 7843 13836 13837.
Act of March 3, 1865—July. 1865, Consols.
$50 each—1211 1212 1242 1244 1245 1246,
100 each—946 1008 2383 2384 2385 2619.

12229 12231 13767 13768 13769
13774 14256 14288 15604 15605
15692 15693 15694.

500 each—1905 1906 1985 2(^47 7018
8597 8598 8646.

1000 each—1293 3489 6331 14372. 16331
16332 16959 16960 17004 1700*

18878 18879 1888O 20083 22436 tc

22449 inclusive 25234 25235 28155
28158 30517 30690 31021 31303 31304
36717.

5000 each—461 2667 2668 4987.
Act of March 3, 1865—1867, Consols.

$50 each— 353 2444 2654.
100 each—588 589 590 591 144*

2751 2752 2753 2776 2777 3528
6687 7323 7324 8392 8393 14722
14723 15391 16069 16071 20801 22261
22262 22263 22264.

500 each—999 1968 1982 3515 3964 4914
5162 5347 6255 6256 6257 6258
7102 8208 8255 9446 9788 10854

$1000 each—3357 3358 5959 11103 11104
11105 11624 11646 1165412208 12211
12214 12215 12506 12689 12690 12691
14316 to 14325 inclusive 16413 18937
18938 23830 23831 23832 23833 30748
33463 36642 42500.

5000 each—182 503 3625 12236.
Act of March 3, i865—] 868 Consols.

$500 each—355 1291 1313 1518 1527 1748.
1000 each—1062 1287 1288 2828 4772

4777 4846 4847 5558 5561 5868.
5000 each—1280 1299.
10000 each—204 206 207 208 209 226

Act of July 14, 1870, 6 « Funded Loan
’

$100 each—792 672^
500 each—4203.
1000—871 3248 4711 4712 17880 17881
6000 each—12194
10000 —13486 to 13495 iuc. 18038 18081.
50000—165 166 643 644 645 646 737 738.
act of July 14, 1870, i * Funded Loan Uo

$100 each—80108011 8587.
500 each—3846 4074 5602.
000 each—17484.
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./LOT OF JULY 14. 1870, 4X 1 FUNDBD Loan,
$50 ea^h—144 2235.

167735 167736 16879 > 177933
135820 185821 187543 189100
193485 193486 193487 193483
197014 197065 197066.

18226
192

'

197063
100 each—2566 2567 2573 2574 8588

13657 14388 14389 14390 14548 14549
16828 17244 17591 17592 18051 18052
18053 18054 21351 23466 23487 18078!
32887 32888 33349

500 each—319 680 3462 3585 3586 4846
6823 7283 7392 7460 7728 8079
8301 11510 11597

WOO each—3976 3977 3978 5566 1432716884
19820 19821 21161 22792.

WOO each—9738.
act op July 14, 1870, 44 Fundbd I.,oan.

480 each—1147 2148 3041 3074 3183
3681 4611 5638 8575 9636 9709 10729
11189 11581 14296 15645 16257 16395
17617 18400 19183 20067 20164 20283
‘20292 21547 22222 22860 23468 25892
‘36754 28317 28546 32029

>100 each—330 331 2432 2562 2924 2925
3211 4542 4543 4557 7869 to 7872 inel.

B868 8869 8870 8871 10058 10060
10820 10821 ] 0822 10823 12473 12474
12475 12476 13624 13625 14259 14260
14439 14648 14649 14789 14790 16036
16344 16345 16512 16513 16514 21438
"31554 22374 23125 24516 24517 25147
35148 25280 25978 26331 26786 28507
38508 28509 28510 33396 43397 356971

37515 39683 8968440162 to 40166!

inc. 40729 40730 40731 -10732 1

41010 41011 43282 43485 43486
43487 44769 44803 44804 41805 44808
<14807 45369 45370 45371 45372 45373
*5606 47857 48610 4i-612 10571

50572 52M2 54282 5*297 54483 55115
*55116 58273 48274 58850 00272 62224

62225 63202 68944 63945 65862 635*1

66522 67969 71145 73J58 77898 78183
79900 7S901 80016 82560 38367 83868

33869 83870 86306 86807 36808 86826

38662T 88028 88412 88413 8«187 89188

139838 89887 89338 91288 93109 93110

33293 98425 98426 94560 94708 97405

797882 97883 98908 98904 98905 99044

99045 99046 99047 100770 101010 101*41

3.0124& 101248 1 01244 108665 108666

103667 1.08668 104094 104095 104096

404256 104635 104636 105255 105621

105791 105792 106935 106936 107099

107190 107192 107193 110208 111415

112584 112585 1 12586 113364

113865 113366 116666 116667 117855

118276 118288 119620 119621 119622

120759 122086 122256 122257 122290

122291 122292 122293 124516 124517

124518 125009 125010 125011 126322

126432 126433 129755 129756 130165

130166 130607 131488 131592 131593

134607 136842 187208 137206 137207

187208 13720* 130067 139068 139069

139070 139178 180174 139175 139176

141198 141406 141604 148766 144647

144648 144788 144789 148286 140680

149681 151069 155904 155005 155906

155907 157028 157029 1595Q8 159504

160210 160211 168718 164443 164444

286319 166820 166321 167627 167784

500 -21U 2871 2872 3988 6619 7252
7949 8288 8800 10871 11343 12927
12959 13249 13479 13700 13827
14263 142S4 16740 18741 16826 16827
16828 16829 17253 18810 18811 18924
19339 19959 20743 29125 22559 23016
23464 23734 24270 25071 26128 26656
26985 27444 20302 30236 32572 34285
36028 36072 36241 37450 38076
39008 41099 41633 41839 41640
41641 41642 41825 4274] 43893 45716
51641 53224 53466 to 53473 inol. 54628
54912 57465 58001 61041 61437 61511
61512 63320 63413 68414 63769 66063
68303 68426 68318 69168 to 69179
iuol. 70217 72104 72510 to 72515 incl.

79543 76390 80815 82971 83164 83357.
1000 each—632 1907 to 1912 incl. 6092

6093 6094 9104 10294 11457 13646 13832
14275 14276 14277 14278 15809 16506
1679521147 21353 22099 22259 22650
24487 24928 24924 24925 25094 25095
25096 25097 25098 25099 26403 28034
28174 29230 29231 29800 29801 29802
29821 tr 39884 incl.33561 85293 36358
37917 37918 38331 41157 42465 42695
43597 45061 45761 47563 49757 51529
52858 52859 54624 55494 55495 55598
55594 58520 60980 62758 62759 62760
66638 67010 68519 68520 68830
89048 69049 72420 72421 73184
77463 78845 79157 79158 81567 81670
81671 81954 81955 81958 81957 85006
87000 90433 to 90441 incl. 90444 to
90457 incl. 92210 93331 to 93334
inclusive 98375 99034 100130 103511
1C6898 107523 112196 112197 114829
114830 115400 115578 118673 118674
] 20686 124619 125807 126182 131629
136779 145189 146148 179103 199345
1C9346 199347 199348.

5000 each—4927 7599 10645 17182 18267
19057 19109 21998 31242 39359.

10000 each—1971 to 2000 iuo’ve 2883 10307
32991 54290 59167 82846.
Act of July 12, 1882, 3 Pbr Cent.

$50 each- Original No8.688to696inol.
100 each- Original Nos. 1949 2790 4587

4538 4539 4540 4668 5299.

500 each —Original No, 2013.

1000 each- Orig’l Nos. 18216 1«647 18648
Act of Jan. 14, 1875, 5 per cent, of 1904.

$50 each— Original No. 537,

100 each—Original Nos 3360, 8361.
Act of Jan, 14, 1875, 4 per cent, of WSS.

500 each—Original Nos. 1704
ACT of June 13, 1898. 3 per cent.

$20 each—Orig. Nos. 3420 6210 6211 6212
10073 10346 10347 10348.

100 each—Orig Nos. 4788 4789 4790 4791
5849 5850 5851 5852 5853 12778
16281 2062* 21523

$600 each—Orig. Nos. 5459 8493 10074
14302 25631 25632.

5000 each—Original Nos. 1274 1275 1276
1277 1278
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CANADIAN CURRENCY.
The system of paper money of Canada is similar to that of the

United States, consisting of Dominion notes, which now amount to

$15,000,000, while the note circulation of the different banks amount to

about $37,000,000, the whole volume being subject to contraction or ex-

pansion, as circumstances may warrant. The issue of Dominion notes is

limited to $20,000,000, for which specie and Government securities are

held.

Province of Canada.

—

Bills: $1, $2, $5, $10 $20, $50, $100, $500,

$1,000—recalled from circulation.

Dominion of Canada.—Scrip, 25 cents. Bills: $1, $2, $4, $50, $100,

$500, $1,000—retiring, $5, $10, $20.

Some issues of “Dominion of Canada ” Bills are backed “Payable at

Toronto, Montreal, St. John, Halifax,Winnipeg, Charlottetown, or Victo-

ria,but later issues have engraved,through the center of the green printed

design on the back, the words “Dominion of Canada,” and are redeemed

by any of the Assistant Receivers General throughout the Dominion.

No bills are actually issued to the public from the Finance Depart-

ment at Ottawa, but are issued through the sub-offices of the Receiver-

General, each of which is in charge of an Assistant Receiver-General,

and at the following points viz: Montreal, P. Q.; Toronto, Ontario
j

St. John, N. B.; Halifax, N. S. ;
Charlottetown, P. E. I.j Victoria, B.C.,

and Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Newfoundland is not in the Dominion of Canada, but all other Bills

of Banks in the Dominion, are now received at par in ail portions of the

Dominion, but subject to a discount by Brokers in the United States

and at the following rates, the highest rates prevailing in the winter

months and at points most distant from place of issue or redemption:

—

DISCOUNT RATES TN THE UNITED STATES

Bank Bills, Province cf Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba,
New Brunswick, or Nova Scotia i to 2 per cent.

“ Prince Ed’ d Island, or British Columbia. 1 “ 3 “

Dominion Notes ........ ..Par “ 2 “

Dye’s Government Counterfeit Detector, of the United States

gives this List of Parent Banks in business in the British Dominion for

the protection of all its subscribers from doubtful, broken, and worthless
institutions, which previously existed in the Provinces, their bills being
still in circulation and used by dishonest persons. These parent banks,
have branches in other sections of Canada, and bills of smaller denom-
inations were formerly issued.

The bills of our former State and private banks in the United States,

are entirely superseded by the present bills of our National Banks.
Bills of Issue purporting to be on any Canadian bank not men-

tioned in this List are either entirely worthless or of doubtful value, and
should be handled only as “Bills for Collection.”

Banks in this List having Counterfeit Bills are marked with a *

'Province of Manitoba.
Hate County. Name. Name. >

Winnipeg. .Selkirk Bank of Montreal (Branch) Merchants Bk ofCan. (Branch)
“ . .

“ Bank of Ottawa (Branoh) Ontario Bank “
.. “ ImperialBk of Can. (Branoh) ....Union Bk of Canada “

For ratea of diaconnt aae abovo.
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.

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

<1

Place. County. Name. Bills of Issue. H
Hamilton. ..Wentworth. ..Bank of Hamilton $5, $10, $20, $50, $10
Gshawa Ontario Western Bank of Canada $5 , $10, $20.
Ottawa Carleton Bank of Ottawa ...

$

5
’

$10
*

Toronto York *Bank of Toronto $5, $10, $20, $50.
“ “ ^Canadian Bank of Commerce. ..$5, #10, #20, $50, $100*

Dominion Bank $5, $10, $20, #50, $100.

Imperial Bank of Canada #5, $10, $20, $50, $100.

Ontario Bank $5, $10, $20, $50, #100.

Standard Bank $5, $10, $50
Traders Bank of Canada $5, $10, $20, #50, $100.

Discounts—For discount rates see page 57.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.
Montreal...Hochelaga *Bank of British North America....$5, $10, $20, $50, #100

“ “ Bank of Montreal $5, #10, #20, $50, $100.
“ “ Banque d’PIocHELAGA #5, $10, $20, #50, $100.
“ * “ Banque Ville Marie $5, #10, $20, $50.
“ •"* Banque Jacques Cartier $5 $10.

“ *Merchants’ Bank ofCanada $5, $10, $20, $50, 100.
“ Molsons Bank $5, $10, $20, #50.

Quebec Quebec *Banque Nationale $5, $10, $20, #50, $100.
“ “ Quebec Bank $5

, $10, $20, $50, $100.

/ Union Bank of Canada, formerly
“ “ l Union Bank of Lower Canada $5, $10, $20, $50, $100.

Bills having both titles are in circulation.

Sherbrooke..Sherbrooke..EASTERN Townships Bank #5, $10, $20, #50, $100.

St. Hyaeinthe-.St.Hya’ce.LA Banque de St. Hyacinthe #5, #10 .

St. Johns St. Johns. ..La Banque de St. Jean $g
} 10.

Discounts—

F

or discount rates see page 57.

Since July 1, 1881, no banks in this province or in Ont. have been permitted
to issue tny bills of other denominations than Five Dollars and their multiplies,

which makes it obligatory on the banks to retire all their Six and Seven Dollar
Bills from circulation as fast as nossible, as well as bills smaller than $5.

NOVA SCOTIA.

Halifax Halifax *Bank of Nova Scotia $5, $10, $20.
“ “ Halifax Banking Co $5, $10, $20.
*« “ *Merchants’ Bank of Halifax $5, $10, $20.

“ People’s Bank of Halifax $5, $10, #20.

“ “ Union Bank of Halifax $5, $10, $20.

Windsor Hants Commercial Bank of Windsor #5, #10.

Yarmouth...Yarmouth Bank of Yarmouth $5, $10, $20.

'< ‘ Exchange Bank of Yarmouth $5. $10, $20.

Discounts—For discount rates see page 57.

Since July 1, 1881, and May 1, 1890, none of the banks in the Provinces of N.
S. and N. B. have been privileged by the Canadian Government to issue bills other

Ihan #5 and their multiples.
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Place. County. Name. Bills of Issue.

Charlottetown...Queens Merchants’ Bank of P. E. Island $5, $10, $20,

Summerside Prince Summerside Bank $5, $10.

Discocuts

—

For rate of discount see page 57.

I •

NEW BRUNSWICK.
Fredeneton..York People’s Bank of N. B $5, $10, $20, $50.

St. John St. John Bank of New Brunswick $5, $10, $20, $50.

St. Stephen-.Charlotte St. Stephen’s Bank $5, $10

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Victoria Bank of British Columbia $5, $10, $20, $50, $100.

For rates of discount see page 57,

Note.—The banks of British Columbia come under the same restrictions as the
banks in the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec.

Banks Merged Into Other Banks.
Commercial Bank of Canada, Kingston, Ont., merged into the Merchants’ Bank of

Montreal, the bills of the former being redeemed by the latter.

Gore Bank of Niagara, Hamilton, Ont., merged into the Canadian Bank of Com-
merce, Toronto, Ont.. the bills of the former being redeemed by the latter.

The Niagara District Bank, St. Catharine’s, Out., merged into the Imperial Bank of
Toronto, Ont., the bills of the former being redeemed by the latter.

The St. Lawrence Bank, Toronto, Ont., merged into the Standard Bank of Toronto
Ont.

,
the bills of the former being redeemed by the latter.

’

Union Bank of Prince Edward Island, Charlottetown, P. E. I., merged Oct 3 1883
into Bank of Nova Scotia, Halifax, N. S. Bills of former redeemed by latter

Banks in Liquidation.
Commercial Bank of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Man Bills redeemed af™,
Banque du Peuple, Montreal P. Q u «

ai:par *

Farmers’ Bank of Rustico, Rustico P. E. I Bank closed.

Failed Banks.-bills worthless,
TITLE OF BANK.

Commercial Bank of New Brunswick
Westmoreland Bank of New Brunswick .

.

Charlotte County Bank
Bank of Acadia, Nova Scotia
Bank of Liverpool
Bank of P. E. I.

International Bank of Canada
Colonial Bank of Canada
Agricultural Bank of Upper Canada
Farmer’s Bank
Bank of Canada
Mechanics’ Bank
Bank of Brantford
Bank of Clifton
Bank of Western Canada, Clifton, Ont.
Union Bank of Montreal, Montrerl, Quebec.
British Canadian Bank, Toronto. Ont.

LOCATION.
St. John, N. B

mem’m.
Failed,

Moncton, N. B cc

St. Andrews, N. B ii

Liverpool, N. S. u
<< <« cc

Charlottetown, P.E. I .

.

cc

Toronto, Ontario .... tt

u u Cl

U tt <1

«< (« Cl

Montreal, P. of Q. .... cc

<< «< it

Brantford, Ontario ...” cc

Clifton, Ontario cc

Bank unknown, but the bills Worthless“ « «< « << t ,

never in operation r‘ «
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Closed Banks.—kills worthless

Metropolitan Bank, Montreal, P.Q., went into liquidation about 1876 and re-
deemed all of its outstanding notes that were presented before the final closing
up of the Bank’s business.

Bank of the People, Toronto, Ont., organized about 1835, under the Scotoh bank-
ing system, by Sir Francis Hincks and Charles Beaty, of Toronto, withdrew
from business in a few years, but redeemed all its outstanding notes. The
bill plates were deposited with the Montreal Bank, Montreal, P. of Q.

Provincial Bank of Canada, Stanstead, P. Q., early established under the Free
Bank Act, withdrew from business January, 1864, its notes being redeemed and
the securities returned by Government.

Zimmerman’s Bank, Elgin, Ontario, established in 1854 under the Free Bank Aot,
became the Chartered Bank of Clifton by Act of Parliament in 1858. The notes
of the Zimmerman Bank were redeemed and securities returned by Government.

Central Bank of New Brunswick, Fredericton, N.B. The bills of the Central Bank
are now worthless for the time of redemption expired in January, 1882.

Bank of Prince Edward Island, Charlottetown, P.E.I. Final closing up April 28,

1887, and final <P videud paid
;
hence, any bills now outstanding are worthless.

Stadacona Bank, Quebec, P. Q. Bills of this bank were redeemed at par until

Aug. 1, 1890. Bills now outstanding are worthless.

City Bank ot Canada, Montreal, P. Q., merged into the Consolidated Bank of

Canada, Montreal, P. Q. See the following.

Royal Canadian Bank, Montreal, P. Q., merged into the Consolidated Bank of
Cana la, Montreal, P. Q. See the following.

Consolidated Bank of Canada, Montreal, P. Q. Bills were redeemed at par in

Montreal, until during year 1890, but all tens were worthless, having been stolen
unsigned and signatures forged. Since then all bills are worthless.

Exchange Bank of Canada, Montreal, P. Q. Suspended Sept 17, 1883. Bills were
redeemed at par, but auy now outstanding are worthless.

Picton Bank, Picton, N. S. Bank closed, bills worthless
Bank of London in Canada, London, Out. Bank suspended in 1887, wound up 1893.

Maritime Bank of the Dominion of Canada, St. John, N. B. Bills were redeemed
at par, but bank wound up and bills then became worthless in 1893.

Central Bauk of Canada, Toronto, Ont. Suspendedin 1887, bills now worthless.

Federal Bank of Canada, Toronto, Ont. The bills were redeemed at par for about
five years, but bank was wound up and bills became worthless in 1893. Some
$10,000 were supposed to be thus left outstanding.

Bank of Upper Canada, Toronto, Ont The bank was in the hands of the Canadian
Government as Receiver. The affairs of the bank are wound up, but the bill-

holders can yet get 90 per cent, from the Deputy Minister of Finance at Ottawa

GOVmmn STOLEN AND RAISED CANADIAN SILLS.

ONES.
DOMINION OF CANADA.

1. Portrait of Jacques Cartier. Red numbers. Letter D. Dated Ottawa,
July 1st, 1870. “Payable at Toronto” on the back. In the counterfeits in

the vignette-portrait in the upper left end of note there is a white streak

running from the ear to the chin, and defining the line of the jaw-bone.
There are three issues of these counterfeit bills, the difference being prin-

cipally in the size of the red figures, but in no instance are the figures ex-

actly like those used on the genuine bills. The lathe-work around the “1”

on the right face of the bill is bad when examined under the glass, while

the large green “l’s” on the face are more blurred than on the genuine.

1 Portrait of Lady Dufferin. Check Letter A. “Payable at Montreal.” Dated 1st

June, 1878. A very poor counterfeit on very soft paper some numbers in green.

Another issue of the counterfeit is on stiff white paper. No part of the note

will bear close inspection. Vignette portrait and all lathe-work very ooarae

work. On the left end, face of bill, the circle of lathe-work surrounding the
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large black ink “1” has ouly alternate small squares of light and dark,

the light squares being finely speckled

Another lot of these appeared in May, 1899. The paper is like the soft-

est kid. Notes look as if all faded oat, but pass as old badly worn bills-.

The serial or number letter is C (in black ink) and n just ahead of the

br'ght blue numbers. The check letter A is just under the numbers.

BANK OP BRITISH NORTH AMERICA, St. John. It. B.

1. Lithograph, old. “New Brunswick” across end of bill.

BANK OF MONTREAL, Montreal, P. Q.
1 Old counterfeit. Right upper corner, i on ships under full sail. Left

upper corner, two Indians and shield.

BANK OF TORONTO, Toronto, Out.

1 Vignette : Lumberman, axe and log.

UNION BANK OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, Charlottetown, P. E. .

1 Dated 1st January, 1872. Photograph poorly done. No. 30252. Green letters

in ONE and red letters in “Canada Currency” are very badly printed or

painted on the face. Easily detected because of its faded appearance.

None oi the above banks now issue $1 bills.

TWOS,
DOMINION OF CANADA.

3# Portrait of Lord Dufferin. Check Letter B. Blue numbers. “Payable at Mon-
treal.” Dated June 1st, 1878 V ery dangerous couutc. feits, and both the face
and back of notes are good. Portrait of Lord Dufferin, a good imitation
of that on the genuine note, though the forehead appears a little too broad
or full. Paper fair but a lit tie harsh and yellowish. Color of blue numbers
as good as genuine, but part of them cue not of the true shape.

On the face of bills the imitation cl he-work in the large green figures 2
is poor, and in the lower half of each of these figures 2 there are on the
genuine bills four upright zigzag lines, formed by the peculiar shape or join-
ing of the fine lathe-work lines

;
but on the counterfeit notes these four

engraved zig-zag lines are very prominent, and the two centie ones do not
touch one another as on the genuine bills. In the imprint “British Ameri-
can Bank Note Co., Montreal,” the dots over the “i’s” are omitted, and
the letters different and unequally spaced, the e and r in American being
widely separated.

St Dufferin Issue Letter C. Red numbers. Payable at Toronto. Dated
June 1st, 1878 which date in some cases has been changed. Same defects in zig-

zag lines is mentioned in above paragraph. A dangerous counterfeit, excepting
the poor centre vignette of Lord Dufferin, and the imitation lathe-work in
those large green 2’s. Most all the other work on the bill is about as good
as some genuine. Vignette portrait coarse, expression of the face unlike the
genuine, eyes and nose poor, and lower lobe of the ear, in width up and
down, is far too narrow . When the vignette of Lord Dufferin is worn this-
note is very dangerous. Paper fair, but in some cases very good. The color
of red numbers on some of these notes is very bad and on others quite fair.

32 Lansdowne Issue. Letter B. Dated Ottawa, July 2d, 1887. This counterfeit
has a blurred and indistinct appearance, and the green design in the centre
is printed in a pale green ink quite different from the gen ime. The figures
used in the numbers on the bills are only half the size of those used in the
genuine and printed in purple ink on the counterfeit. Some engraving in
the portraits and lathe-work is very indistinct. Under the title “ Domin-
ion of Canada” on the genuine are the words, “ Willpay to bearer,”
while under the same title in the counterfeit are the words, “ Will pay ”
very poorly engraved. To the left and under the word “ Ottawa ” (in the
date line) appears the printed word “ Countersigned ” over the signature in
the genuine, which is omitted in the counterfeit. The words, "For Minis-
ter of Finance,” under the signature of J. M. Courtney, are also omitted in
the counterfeit. The counterfeits present the best appearance on the
back, but the imprint, “ British American Bank Note Co ., Montreal,” is
omitted, and in the genuine this imprint appears in fine letters under the
centre of the green ink design on the back.
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BANK OF MONTREAL, Montreal, Quebec.
2 Vignette : View of Niagara Falls, railcars and bridge.
2 Ottawa Branch. Dated March 1, 1852. Ottawa printed in red across the

bill ; coarse engraving.

BANK OF TORONTO, Toronto, Ont.
2 Vignette: Shield, Lion and Unicorn.

QUEBEC BANK.
2 Toronto, Ont., Branch. Old issue, dated 1860. Issues of this bank after

1863 had green backs. &

UNION BANK OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, Charlottetown, P. E. I.

2 Plate A, dated 1st lan’y, 1872, and numbered differently in blue or green
ink. Photograph, old issue. Large letters in TWO are badly printed or
painted in green or blue inks on the face, which is the case with the red
letters in ‘‘ Canada Currency.”

2 Later Issue. Letter A. Dated March 1st, 1875. Coarse engraving, similar
to an inferior wood cut. Fully one-quarter inch shorter than the genuine
bills. “British American Bank Note Co., Montreal,” is entirely omitted
in the center portion of the bottom border. The line “ Dominion of
Canada,” over vignette engraving of dog and safe, is without any shading,
which is also the case with the lines “of Prince Edward Island ” and “ on
demand ” beneath. Back of note bad and unlike genuine. Lathe-work
patterns very coarse. Title of bank very poor.

None of the above banks now issue S2 bills.

FO URS.

BANK OF BRITISH NORTH AMERICA.
4 St. John Branch, N. B. Old issue. Photograph and very pale. They are

all supposed to be numbered 74981.

DOMINION BANK, Toronto, Ont.

4 Old issue. Dated Feb. 1st, 1871. Letter B. Lathe-work around “ 4 ” is

defective on close inspection, and has a fine white line running round
inside of the black border line, which is not in the genuine bills. There is

also a white line around the hair portion of Prince Arthur’s head, which
serves to separate it from the background. Cashier’s signature, W. H.
Holland, Jr., is engraved, while on the genuine bills it is written.

4 Bank of Upper Canada, altered from 4 of Bank of Western Canada.

4 Raised from 1. Government Issue, with vignette-portrait of Lady
Dufferin in the center. Very badly done, but calculated to deceive.

FIVES.
BANK OF BRITISH NORTH AMERICA, Montreal, P. Q.

5 Old issue. Letter D. General appearance good, but quality of the work
will not bear close inspection. Lathe-work presents a coarse appearance.

“British American Bank Note Co., Montreal,” badly done; many of the

letters are irregular, poorly spaced and varying in size. Engravings on face

of counterfeit are all coarsely engraved and defective. On lower left end

Britannia seated has her right hand resting upon a shield, the lower rim of

which is well defined by a clear zvhite line on the counterfeit,^which does

not appear on genuine bill. The day of the date of July, 1877, is omitted

on the first issue of counterfeits, but often supplied with pen and ink.

Later issues, however, have “ 5th ” inserted and printed.

{ Kingston Branch. Very old issue. Dated 1st May, 1875. Genuine notes

of this date are numbered from 30,000 to 36,000 inclusive, while the counter-

feits, so far as detected, have all been numbered between 20,000 and 30,000.

Lathe-work in small circular design on each side of the “ 5’s ” is defective

under inspection with the glass. There is no shading about the oval designs

in the border, while in the genuine there is. It is positively asserted that

half a million dollars’ worth of these notes were issued and mostly cir-
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culated in the fur regions of Upper Canada, many of them being issued

in the purchase of peltries. The genuine bills of this issue are nearly

all withdrawn from circulation.

5 Quebec Branch. Very old issue. Photograph very pale. FIVE in large letters

across the centre of green-tinted design of lathe-work is badly printed

thereon in green ink. They are all supposed to be numbered 44490.

Dated 22nd Nov. 1871.

BANK OF MONTREAL, Montreal, Que
5 Twenty-five Shillings. Old Plate. Refuse all bills of this kind.

5 Old counterfeit. Vignette in upper right corner, steamer
;
left end, cattle

;
5

in centre of lower right corner.

BANK OF NOVA .SCOTIA, Halifax, N. S.

5 Dated Halifax, N. S., July 5, 1877. Letter B 126304. Very rough pen and
brush work. Not dangerous.

BANK OF TORONTO.
5 Port Hope (Branch) issue. Photograph. Check letter E ; dated July 1st, 1880

;

number 45831, and by changing the figure 1 to 4 some have number 45834.

The color is a purple-brown. Date is very indistinct, as well as the coun-
ters and vignettes, which have a dim appearance, usual in photographs.
The green FIVE across lower centre face of bill is painted over with a
green water-color. The figures in the numbers are painted in red water-
color, and the letters in PORT HOPE across each end are also painted in

blue ink, signed Win. Gooderham, President.

5 Peterborough (Branch) Photographs. Only a few of these notes were made,
numbers on all 29356. Easily detected on account of their brownish tint.

CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE, Toronto, Ont.
5 Old issue. Letter C. Dated May 1st, 1871. Signature of E. J. Smith, Cashier,

is heavily printed, while on the genuine it is written. In the oval portrait

in the centre, the Queen’s face is turned more to the front than in the genu-
ine, thus showing the whole of her left eye and a portion of the temple
beyond very distinctly, while in the genuine the further corner of her left

eye is scarcely seen, her face being more in profile than in the counterfeit.

On the Queen’s right hand the ring on her finger is very indistinct, while
in the genuine it is very plainly seen. The general engraving of the por-
trait is coarse and much inferior to that on the genuine bills.

MARITIME BANK, St.John, N. B.

5 Rough pen and brush work.
UNION BANK OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, Charlottetown, P. E. I.

5 Photograph poorly done. Plate A. Easily detected by the faded appear-
ance.

TENS.
BANK OF BRITISH NORTH AMERICA.

10 Ottawa Branch, Ottawa, Ont. Photograph, and very poor. Numbered-
16279; which is most probably the case with the whole of them. The print
ing of ‘‘Ottawa” on each corner :s poorlj’ done.

CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE, Toronto, Ont.
10 Dated May 1st, 1871. Letter D. These very dangerous counterfeits

have ‘‘capital #6,000,000,” and are signed W. Cooke, cashier. Under all
the letters of the words TEN DOLLARS are five black parallel lines of
shading; on the genuine notes there are only four such lines. The lion’s
face has also on the counterfeit note more of a scared or startled expres-
sion, and his right ear is not so prominent and pointed. Lathe-work but
little defective

;
in both counters 10, especially when viewed with a glass,

parts of it lack the unbroken and continuous lines of the genuine. The
green color on the back of this issue of notes is too light, and the blue
numbers on the face of note are also a little light in color. Notes well
printed on good paper and very dangerous.

LA BANQUE NATIONALE, Quebec, P. Q.
10 The several specimens seen bear the check letter A. The counterfeit vig-

nettes all very coarsely done, as are the large 10’s and the counters in both
upper corners. The lettering is much better and deceptive. In the genu-
ine bills the P in ‘‘Prest.” comes directly over the D in DIX in the bottom
border, while in the counterfeits the P comes over the IX.
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MARITIME BANK, St John. New Brunswick.
lO Dated St. John, New Brunswick, Oct. 5, 1881. Letter A

;
numbered

00737. Very rough pen and brush work. Not dangerous.
MERCHANTS’ BANK OF CANADA, Montreal, P. Q.
lO Photograph. Letter D, Number 83993. Capital $6,000,000. The green

tint on the face and back of note is rubbed on over the purple photographic
tints with an oil green crayou pencil, which gives the gx-een a yellowish tone
and the work a blurred appeai’ance. Only one of these notes have been
seen so far, and the negatives are captured and destroyed.

MERCHANTS’ BANK OF HALIFAX, Halifax, N. S.

lO Dated 1st January, 1874. Photograph and Lithograph combined. Pur-
plish tint in the photogi'aphic pai't. the 10—TEN—10 being done in red and
green ink by lithography, and badly blun-ed. The vignette of ship under
sail is very coarsely done, while in the genuine it is very fine and distinct.

The back is badly lithographed, but the genuine backs are so badly colored
but they quickly fade, and become, worn and indistinct. It is not believed
that many ol these counterfeits ever got into circulation.

lO Old issue. Dated 1st January, 1874. A counterfeit of engraved and
lithograph work, having? blurred and dark look. The words ‘ Cash’r” and
“Pres’t,” and the name of bank note printers, “Blades, East & Blandes,
London,” are all omitted. The back of note is also lithographed, and printed
in a yellow-red shade of ink.

ONTARIO BANK.
lO Old Issue. Letter A. Dated Bowmanville, Nov. 1st, 1870. In the

lathe-work designs in each uppex- corner of note there appears a fine white
line just inside of the black border line which is not visible in the genuine
bills. The foliage in the engraving of the woodsman chopping down the
tree is indistinctly woi’ked up, being rather blurred in its details. In the
genuine bill the woodsman has a very neat moustache on his upper lip, while
in the counterfeit theie is simply a black mark defining his mouth, having
no visible moustache above it. There are two issues of these counterfeits,

on some of which the impi’int of the “Bi'itish American Bank Note Com-
pany, Montreal and Ottawa” does not appear underneath the green-printed
design on the backs. Best decline all on the “A” plate.

PEOPLE’S BANK OF NEW BRUNSWICK, Fredericton, N. B.
lO Photograph pooi’ly done. Plate A. Detected by its faded appearanoe.
lO raised from I. New Government Issue. Vignette—Lady Dufferin.

Note scraped with a knife and the alterations of the figux-es and large characters are
done with pen and ink, the bolder and other parts of note made indistinct by ink
lines scattered over. There are no genuine $10 Dominion notes.

lO raised from 4 CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE, Toronto, Ont.

The alterations are made with pen and ink, being very neatly done and well calcu-

lated to deceive those who are careless m handling money. The borders of the
genuine Fours and Tens are totally different.

lO raised from 5 CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE, Toronto, Ont.

New Issue. The green ink “V”s on the face of the note to the left and right of the
President’s portrait are not wholly removed. The altei-ed pai’ts are done by the
“bugging” process, which shows very plainly upon holding the bill up to the light.

The border and back designs of those Fives are totally different from genuine Tens.
lO raised from 5 IMPERIAL. BANK OF CANADA, Toronto, Out. Alter-

ations are made with pen and ink, and poorly done. The border designs of the
genuine Fives and Tens ai-e different on the ends and easily distinguished.

COUNTERFEITS
ao 25 and BO Cent Canada Silver Pieces ;

extensively counterfeited.

JS British Sovereign. Very dangerous. Platinum, heavily plated with gold.

Tho metals in these coins ai’e worth less than two dollars. Weight of genuine

coin, 123.27 grains; fineness, .916j. Weight of counterfeit of 1872. 113 grains.

£50 Notes—Bank of England—dated “ 1883, May 16, London, 16 May, 1888,”

V before the numbers. Very dangerous counterfeit notes, but paper thinner,

water-mark patterns more indistinct, and the wave lines less broken than in

the genuine notes. Blue or red words or letters put on with rubber stamp
and hence variable.

£lGO and £500 Notes, each dated London, Aug. 16, 1883, are also Baid

to be dangerously counterfeited, as w«Jl as tVe £10 notes.
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0
JULY Dye’s Ready Referenc List.

counterfeits. DOMINION OF CANADA. Cop.

$1 DoraiDioD of Canada. Carter Issue. Toronto backs. Letter D Da?-
“ “ “ LadyD. “ Montreal “ “ A..., dpi

Bank of British N. A 8t. John, N. B Old Counterfi
Bank of Montreal Montreal, P. Q “
Bank of Toronto. .... Toronto, Ont “
Union Bank of P. E. I Charlottetown, P. E. I.

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

« U
if

Old Issue Pho
Dominion of Canada... Dufierin Issue. Montreal backs. Letter B Danger#.

“ “ Toronto backs. “ C “

Lansdowne “ “ B Passab
Montreal, Que Old Counterfet

....Ottawa, Ont “

.... Toronto, Ont
. . . .Toionto, Ont

Charlottetown, P. E. I. Old Issue... Photo. &Litl
New “ Poi

Bank of Montreal.
(< <<

Bank of Toronto.
Quebec Bank.
Union Bank of P. E.I..

<< a

ti

it

4 Bank of British N. A St. John, N. B. OlcJ Issue Pho
4 Dominion Bank. ... .Toronto, Ont Dangeroi

4 Bank of Upper Can From worthless 4 West Can Alteri

5
5
5
5
5
a
5
5
5
5
5

Bank of British N. A Montreal, Que. Old Issue. Letter D. . ..Dangeroi
“ “ .... Kingston, Ont. “ “
“ “ ....Quebec, Que. “ “ Phoro, .

Bank of Montreal Montreal, Que. if

u
if

if

. Old Counterfe

Bank of Nora Scotia.

Bank of Toronto.
«« <<

. . .Halifax, N. S. Letter B Pen and Brush W*r
, , .Port Hope, Ont Phovt

... Peterborough, Ont “
Canadian Bank of Com... .Toronto, Ont. Old Issue. Letter C Dangeroi
Maritime Bank .... St. John, N. B, Pen and Brush We? I

Union Bank of P. E. I Charlestown, P. E. I .Ph#^

Bank of British N. A Ottawa, Ont. Old Issue Phot I

Canadian Bank of Com Toronto, Ont. Letter D. Old Issue.. .Danyeroi
|

La Banque Nationale Quebec, Que -

Maritime Bank. . . . .St. John, N. B. Letter A. .Pen and Brush We?
Merchants’ Bank of Canada. . Montreal, Que. Letter D Pho\ '

Merchants’ Bank of Halifax . .Halifax, N. S. Old Issue Photo and LHP
“ “ “ “ “ “ Eng.andLitl

Ontario Bank . . . Bowmansville, Out. Old Issue. A . . Dangeroi

Peoples Bk of New Bruns’ k. .Fredericton, IT. B. Letter A PKov$

BANKS FAILED, CLOSED, MERGED. & in LIQUIDATION
MANITOBA.

! Toronto, Bk of Upper Can...,

Winnipeg, Com’l Bk of Man. In Liq.

NEW BRUNSWICK.
Fredericton, Central Bk of N. B.. .Closed

Moncton, W’moreland Bk of N.B..Failed

St. Andrews, Charlotte County Bk.
“

St. John, Commercial Bk of N.B...
“

“ Maritime Bank. Closed

NOVA SCOTIA.
Liverpool, Bank of Acadia, N.S... Failed

Liverpool, Bank of Liverpool

Pictou, Pictou Bank “

ONTARIO.
Brantford Bank of Brantford Failed

Clifton, Bank of Clifton "

“ Bk. of Western Can Fraud

Elgin, Zimmerman’s Bank Closed

Hamilton, Gore Bk of Niagara...Merged
Kingston, Commercial Bk of Can. “

London, Bank of London... Closed
St. Cath., Niagara Dis. Bk Merged
Toronto, Agri. Bk of Up. Can Failed Quebec,

British Canadian Bank....Fraui
•• Central Bank of Can....Closee
" Colonial Bk of Canada... Fade

J

“ Farmers’ Bank
“ Federal Bank of Can Close
“ International Bk of Can. .Fade
“ St. Lawrence Bank Merge:;

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.
Charlottetown, Bk of P. E. I... .....Close;

“ Union Bk of P.E.I..Merge

Rustico, Farmer’s Bank See page 5

QUEBEC.
Montreal, Bank of Canada Fade

“ Barque du Peuple— Susp’ 1

“ City Bk of Montreal.....Close

“ Consolidated Bk
Exchange Bk of Can “

" Mechanics’ Bank Failei

Metropolitan Bank Closet

" Royal Canadian Bk
“ Union Bk of Montreal....Fraut

Stadacona Bank Closet

Bank of the People Closed 1Stan stead, Provinciai Bk of Can... „

Kills of Issue on Merged bp.nks, or banks In Liquidation, are received at face value at th

banks ol redemption. The bills cfOlOBed or Tailed banks are worthless.


